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ing

god, Ram

in the lovely moonlight, with others who
joined them, listened to the good news of
salvation.

Mahes had a remarkable faculty of *‘beat-

* What is the good of life?
~
Where is the promised goal ¥’
The loving Force evolving
Sweet roses and ripe corn

Goes surely to its purpose,
Faithless and Forlorn.

— Independent.

Missionary Correspondence.
CALCUTTA, Oct. 28th, 1871.
Did I fail in my last letterto say ‘that the
Christians at Santipore paid my traveling
SEE

this

a

small

here look upon it as a most

cheering sign of progress.

was a chance

came from heaven to seek and. saye the
lost.” They came and sat.by his fire, and

“ Tell me O cruel Fate,”
Baid a baffled, tempted Soul,

think

There

sing, of Ram? he can’t save you.
'Come
here, and Tl tell you of Jesus Christ who

“Phe question
was unheeded.
# In vain a rose-tree growsI”
.
“ANY doubter, leaves are little worth
‘When you have seen a rose.
7

may

Chandra.

to preach; and so Mahes sang out, * Why

And T am left alone.”

You

Mahes was

men were passing the tent, singing of their

“Why all'my wealth is stripped,

expenses?

‘jattra at Ulmard,

cooking his£urry and rice, and some young
:

r=8aid a Rose-tree overgrown,

thing, but we

hig food, at all times, -our brother talk-

night
at the

“Tell me, O cruel Knife,”

Q!

I believe it was his ‘“‘meat
to the last he loved to tell

ed for Christ. I have wondered at and ad"| mired his gift for talking to people about
religion. How easily, how smoothly, how
earnestly he could introduee his subject,
that of which his heart was full.
One

from the golden sunshine

You bury me away.”
The silence was relentless,
No helper came to save;
But full ears in the harvest
A perfect answer gave.

©

and

When the tent was being pitched, when
it was being struck, when cooking or eat-

Lod

Jatial] me, O cruel Hand,”
Said a Grain of Corn, one day,

we

¥ nothing better than how the dear Saviour
suffered and died for sinners.
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None of our preachers better illustrated
the injunction, ‘‘ Preach the word; be instant in season, out, of season.”
Mahes

person who takes a newspaper regularly’

anothrer’s,

No one knew of

he could not be at peace until he

had confessed it,and he begged the mission-

he date on the label for the expiration of his sub.
scription, and to forward what is due for {he ensuing
year, without further remitider from this ofice.Sia,

.

could not hide a sin

one occasion, while trav-
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senior preacher, and ably seconde

L

Thus far, our

little churches have been more than willing

that kill both soul.and body.

|

vo

The Way We

et

I

Travel.

——

The way we travel in this free country

a way of discomfort,

and his wife at the branch just visited, and"

Now, some of our native Christians are be-

which

ginning to see that it is their duty and their

the preacher.

théy had sedulously concealed from

bundles,

one

home,

they asked him when

for us, though I'was pleased to see some of he would visit them again. ‘‘ When my
our, native preachers ‘strongly in favor of Master sends me,” was his beautiful reply.

That Master called him te ‘‘ come up high-

the old plan of Quarterly Meetings:

One

of the preachers selected for this

er,” only three weeks after he reached Mid-

meeting, Kamala Naik of Balasore, geould napore from this his last trip.
The business of Conterence was finidhed
nob.be present, owing to serious illdess in
his family.
"ment

preach,

This ‘was a real disappoint

to all, for we all like to hear him

His

discourses ute always good.

The other preacher was Bro. Smith, who
gave us an excellent sermon on Sabbath
morning, from 2 Con 18% 6. The devotional exercises throughout were profitable and
precious. It &@emed to me that our native
Christians were getting more into the free- dom of the Lord's service, for both brothers
and sisters entered into the exercises with

i
zest and energy. ** Whete the spirit
of the Lord is, there is liberty,” and this
is a8 true now at Santipere as it was at Oointh (or Jerusalem in the daysof the ‘apos-

tled. It wad doubtless a great help to our
méeting

that 4

goodly

‘number

‘of

those

present had been refreshed ‘by the recent

revival.

the preachers, &e. ; in short, dur Ministers’
Institute. There had been marked improvement over the exercises of March lust.

Our young men particularly are doingginely in their studies
;

only

a few Weeks before. The good work at
Santipore is by no means ‘wompleted, but
- Lam happy to learn that beéw cases are re-

ported and the revivalis extending to the
living

on the mission farm.
reached some of the

I hope
Hindu

b by,
We long to see a' gener

It works

The

world all might go to the dogs or the devil
for anything that selfish culture would do
to prevent 16. That work is done, and must
always be done, by those who have faith—
by the humble who have something better
than culture, or the high

who

have

placed

their culture under the control of that law
of love whose feet stand upon

the earth, and

‘whose hands grasp the Throne.
The farmer, in recommending an animal
of falling br
over against_the seats.
to
a purchaser, talks of flesh that is *¢ workNot only must robust-men put up with this
system of packing, but ladies are pushed ed op,” in contra-distinction to that which
and hustléd about with an indifference to is acquired while standing still and feeding.
The one acquisition is recognized as possesstheir comfort, which
were ,not so common-wounld be amazing. And added to hl! ing qualities of power and endurance which
the rest are the calls of conductors to * move the other does not. It is precisely so with
ap there,” uttered

in

a tone which

cultare.,
That which is ¢“ worked
on"—.
that which comes while-its possessor is busy

shows

that the convictionof Foster has not yet
taught many of them common civility.
- The patience of Americans under such impositions passés comprehension. Common
carriers are by law required to'furnish suitable accommodations for passengers, and
the courts have with great uniformity en-

in ministry—is as beautiful as it-is valuable.
This indeed is the only cultiffe ‘that comes
to & minvas a legitimate; healthful, and val-

uable possession.

holding them if they neglect or refuse to
perform their obvious duty. When shall
we see a general waking up to railway reform?
We have spoken heretofore of the manner in which the railway companies allow
passengers to be annoyed by the vendersof
wares. Some weezs singe, going over the

New Jersey road, we' pledicted to a lady
companion that we would have not less than

eighteen calls to buyor give, something

in

the distance—Iless than one hundred miles—
between the two cities. For amusement,
we kept a list, and they came in about the
following order: (1) a blind boy asking’ a
gratuity, (2) banana-boy, (3) apple-boy,

(4) newsboy with papers, (5) a. second apple-boy,

(6) boy selling novels, (7)

maga-

zine-boy, with the new Harper—very

wel-

come, (8) boy offering

book

Ice Cream—a

of coarse jokes, (9) boy with Josh Bitlings's
Almanac, (10) boy with pictorial papers,
(11) another banana-boy, (12) chestnut-hoy.

hyd

i

——

Is it heresy to say that no pursuit can

be

power,

and: more delicate

and

exact

‘The florist'cgn show us

tobacco,

how

we shall rejoice when

it is utterly cast out from our

native

Chris

is nothing to injale, our hearts are fill hun-

gry.

to

There is a sort of blind worship of eculture among the people, which would not be
worship were it not blind. If they could
comprehend its narrowness of sympathy
and its selfishness of purpdse;.if they could
see and measure-its greed for praise and its
contempt; for ‘them and their acquisitions

and pursuits ; if they could feel its arrogance
and pride, its charms would

all disappear.

If they could see low, in their earnest. coveting of the best gifts, those who possess
them had utterly forgotten
cellent

way,”

they

‘the more ex-

would"

shrink

them in terror or in pity. It is sad to
that from the most: notable school of
sonal culture in the country, faith long
departed, with limping wings, while

from

think
persince
devo-

tion to the work of making the world better
went out with faith. God save us all from
the influence of such a culture

as

best or its worst days, and is
root!

dying

at

its

Christianity must kill it or Christian-

ity must die;
must die.

It must kill Christianity or it

The

event is not doubtful.—Dr.

J. G. Holland, in Scribner's Monthly.
~

with the tising power and deepening deli
cacy of the mind, **Is it only the ignorant

who hdve faith?” they ask; ‘and must
man surrender this divisest of all posses-

heavenly-~that self becomes the one great
factof the universe,

A culture which does

‘Fhe noble temperance

ing ‘here, ‘among

Christ. him-

army

gathef”

its marshals sot a few

loving and reverent devotion, is the

purest

table individual-instances, even in so young

Other

cases of corruption have been revealed,
but it is doubtful if the iniquitous sink is
quite, as foul as it has been represented to
be.
There have been loose practices,—
very loose,—and certain ‘parties are likely
to suffer some, but partisan strife has had a
good deal to do with bringing them to
light,
.
:
.
A PRELIMINARY STEP,
Mayor

Hall

has

put one foot out of the

mayoralty office, meaning, it is thought, to
drag the other after it a8 soon as advisable.
He lias made,a brief announcement, to the
effect’ that he is going away for a few days
and that Gen. Cochrane, presillent of the
board of Aldermen, will, act as Mayor dur-

ing his absence.

‘Washington Correspondence.
:

-

;

|

WASHINGTON, D. C., Jan. 11, 1872,
CONGRESS,

There seems

to be some truth in the charge.

Mr. Hall may possibly

come back,. but this act is construed as the
first hitch’ in getting out of the executive

chair.
He has doubtless felt for sometime that they were making desperate at-

Learning is the ornament of a man, the
oil to the lamp of his understanding, which
maintains the light-living. The soul would
grow’ rusty without it, like a sword that is
never scoured. Eloquence is good, and
memory is godd; but if these. be without
learning, they are but like the rock and the
spindle,” without eyen an inch of. yarn.
There may. be learning without eloquence ;

which is like a handsome body wrapped up
in ill-fashioned clothes.
There may be eloquence without learning; which is like rich
embroidery upon base stuff.”

There may te

| both eloquence and learning without discre| tion; men’s actions do express their knowlA
mere
| edge better than their words.
| scholar is but a live book; and it is wisdom

| that sets forth a man, yes, that constitutes a
' man, more than literature. It is easy and

| usual for a man to be without learning, and
| it is not rare to find learning without a man.
| To speak sentences is far easier than to
|speak sense; yea, and a sensible discourse
| is easier than a rational carriage, There
| may be learning, eloquénce, and discretion,
too, yet without honesty. Wé may sooner
| get acquaintance

with the nine muses than

son,—tho last is the highest, the other may
nearest to heaven.

Our perfec-

lifeis virtue ; in the next, knowl-

we shall read the glory of God
face.

He that wants

learning

has an imperfect head; but he that lacks
honesty has a defective heart.

{

under

him,

to .ruin Mr.

E. S. Stokes,

a man

of his

own stripe, because the latter Bad been so
unfortunate as to supplant Fisk in thgsaf-

These
days that have elasped Btmoe Congress
assembled, aftdr the recess, have been: rather
dull at the Capitol.
A large crowd of persons

from all parts of the country are visiting Washington, but-they do not find much excitement
in watching our Senators and Representatives.
The Senate is especially quiet, after the storm
caused by the friends of investigation.
One
reason for this lull is that the Committeeon In-

vestigation and Reform is in New York, inquir-

ing into the administration of the

Ashamed.

of the

the contrary, has resulted in bringing
many

abuges,

pecuniary

some persons had

and

to light

political,

which

suspected, but which tad hot

been clearly proven.

- The

chairman of the coin-

mittg, Senator Buckingham, is thoroughly honest, and disposed to act conscientiously in this

matter; and, if the inquisition {8 not thorough,
it will not be his fault. - The

chief objection to-

him is his lack of energy and severity, two
qualities which are very much
needed in the
busingss that he has undertsken.
Itis said that
the committee will make up their report, and return to Washington next week.
If so, .the report will be called for very soon.’

be, seen. praying!

In alinost every

“In this connection, the speech of Senator

that, from June

Fen-

1, 1870, to July 31, 1871, the

income of the three principal officers of the customs at New York could not be less than $60,000
each per annum, amounting in all to more than

is paid to the President,

the

Cabinet, and

the

Court,

combined.

He

fections of a Miss Mansfield.’ Stokes ‘was
getting. the worst of the contest in Court.

spoke of the evil effect of giving to the

principal

officers of the customs a portion of the
lected by them from persons detected

fines colin violat-

mercilessly handled by Fisk’s counsel, and

ing the laws relating to imports, and said that
the practice made them, to a certain extent, en-

On that fatal Saturday he had been most,

in an uncontrollable rage he rushed from
the Court room only to seek and shoot, bis
rival at the first chance, It can be called
nothing else than murder. But the world
could very well affordto spare Mr, Fisk,
and

New.

York can’t afford to do less than

hang Mr, Stokes.
Major-General
died at his
tucky, Jan.

Henry

Wager

Halleck

residence in Louisville, Ken9, of congestion of the brain,

brought: on by disease of the liver from
which he had been a sufferer for some time.
Born in New York about 1810, he was appointed a cadet in the United States Military Academy in 1835, from which he grad-

He served in the Mexican

war, and was secretary of state of California under the military government from
1847 to 1849. He afterwards began the

practice of law in San

Francisco,

and

was at the head of a prominent firm at the
breaking out of the war.
General Scott
commissioned

him

major-general of

vol-

unteers on August 19, 1861, appointing
him t® the department of the west, to relieve Hunter.

command
reliaving

July

of the

23,

1868, he

army

McClellan.

assumed

of the Potomac,
On March

courage the infraction of law, and treat occasion“al detection with such leniency as to afford themselves the largest official emoluments without
deterring others from similar practices.
He
also stated that, from January 1, 1868, to, Novem=
ber 80, 1870, there were detected in the customs

districts of the country, 2,911 cases. of smuggling,
and 1,787 cases of fraud and

DEATH OF GENERAL HALLECK.

12, 1864,

he was relieved at his own request, and

Washington as chief-of-staff, and’ his active

participation—if what he had done could
be

called

*‘ active

At the close of the

participation”—ceased.

war he was appointed

commander of the departmentfof ‘the west,
which post he filled at the time of bis death.
J

THE VICE-PRESIDENCY.

Sinceit seems to be a. foregone conclusion that General Grant will be the next
candidate for the presidency, there-is considerable speculation in a private way concerning the candidate for the vice-presidency, stimulated also by the recent an-

nouncement that Mr. Colfax will run again
ifhe is asked. Mr. Wilson's name is everywhere mentioned with approval, but not
with confidence that any movement in his

support can be successful.

Speaker Blaine

is understood to have discouraged any attempt to bring his name forward for the

nomination, though he has been in no imminent danger since his appointment of the

premature in view of the fact that the convention had not then been called, and some
of the elements which opposed him at Chi

cago are reviving; but weight of opinion
and prediction now expressed ‘among poli-

case | ‘which has been: for more: than a fortnight

cOliting . the cash and securities in the’

crime.

Of these,

only 191 ever went into court, evep for a civil
prosecution, and only one case was presented to
the grand jury, or, at least. only one indictment
wus ever found.
These facts, which no one
pretends-to say are not facts, certainly give the
impression that there is’ a necessity for an investigation at New York, and, at the same time, for a thorough re-organization of the customs

service.

Tf an investigation could be made

the affairs

of the custom-houses at New

and San Francisco, there would

into

Orleans :

be found many

abuses needing to be got rid of.
It is a good
omen for the country that Congress has taken
the first step towards reforming the civil service.
Let the good work go. on.
Unearth corruption
| wherever it can be found, and let incompetency
give place to competency. The politicians have at
last heard the ery of the people, and are waking
up to the fact that, unless they obey it, their pub-

lic careers will come to a’speedy end.

Reform-

ers will have . a plenty to do, and the more abuses they correct; the more they will find needing

correction. They have
generations.
¢

been

A CONCLUSIVE

accumufkting

for

SPEECH.

Carl Schurz’s answer to the attack of the New
York: Times, on Monduy, was a, most powerful
and tfiumphant one. He is a dangerous man to
bully or abuse, and it hehooves his assailant to

Lieut.-Gen. Grant was assigned to the
command of the armies of .the United
States. Halleck was ‘assigned to duty in. have truth on his side.

ticians is altogether in favor of his renom=
ination.
THE TREASURY INVESTIGATION.
The
committee on expenditures in the
|
his prayers. He did not think of omitting Treasury department, of which Mr. Lynch
his prayers, because people would: see him of Maine is chairman, will begin operations
pray. How often does it happen that our ‘at once and propose to make their investiboys and girls do not pray in the morning gations thorough and exhaustive. Secreta
‘or at ‘evening because they are ashamed to ry Boutwells special commission of experts,

a civilization as ours, in which constantly they would be more respected if they went
ripening culture has heen a constantly de- forward not minding what people thought
scending path into Paganism, We fear that or said. Even if any one should laugh at
any thoughtful American, undertaking to them, what should it matter? Christ wants
name those in his: own country who have us to confess Him before men—never to he
carried intellectughy culture to the highest ashamed of Him:—S. 8, Visitor. .

Senator Schurz is one

of our ablesf and purest public men.
honest as Charles Sumner, and
re

be said.

He .isas
could not

He has a sharp and Togicdl intellect,

and a wonderful

command

of

guage, although

his youth

and

the

English

early

lan-

manhood

were spent in Germany.
He is 8 man of immense influence in the West, and destined, if he

lives, to wield a gredter power in “the future.

I

wish we had more scholars, orators, and men,
like him, in Congress.
It is se,
n° that one
hears a good speech in that ly,
but, when
Schurz rises to speak, liis hearers’ may be sure

‘that they

will hear

something

worth

hearing,

spoken ing
manner well worth studying.
In *
this case, it was evident that the attack of the
Times was made without regard to truth, with
the object.of venting a personal spite, and in-

flicting injury upon the Missouri Senator.
WOMAN'S

SUFFRAGE

CONVENTION.

The National Woman’s Suffrage
now holding
this city.

a
he

Association is

convention in Lincoln Hall in
most prominent delegates are

Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Susan B. Anthony,
Martha O. Wright, Victoria C. Woodhull,Sara J.
Spencer, Isabella

Smith.

Beecher Hooker,

and Laura C.

Mrs, Stanton is president of the conven-

tion, and a very
stout, healthy,

fine-looking president shé is,—
intellectual, with fine eyes and a

‘wonderful wealth of curly white hair.

“Susan B.

Anthony 'i¥'as tall and angularas ever, and has
the same strong, honest face and earnest voice,
that she had in years-gone by, albeit she is now
nearly,if not quite, fifty years old.
She looks at
her audience through
her glasses with remarkuble sharpness,giving the impression that she sees
Mrs. Hooker is tall and .
everything visible.

ful, with a pleasing voice and manner, and
ooks every inch a lady, Mrs, Victoria C. Woodhull seems to be a little over thirty, and sits up-

on the platform in the most modest and unus- suming manner.

prin
es

The

meetings

are

very

A principally by ladies, and. the

are

exceedingly

interesting.

the convention isto Pipoute the
cise by women of the

fully

address-

The object of

passage of a law

by Congress, removing ng all.obstacles to

right of voting,

the exer-

which the

membe
(W]
on hold is already
ferred upon them by the Constitution.

cons

A STRIKING INCIDENT,

Tuesday, the

proceedings of the Housesof

prayer by a
Representatives were opened by
Toreh Rabbi, Abraham de Sola, LL. D.,

fessor in’ McGill College, Montreal.

with his hat on, according to the custom

of the

The incident created. quite a senTreasury,is still Sngaged in its work and will. strict Jews.
‘sation, and will doubtless call out severe.con-.
\
rson who
inprobably reqhire © at least two weeks more demnation, upon the head of the
m a portion
to complete it. The results of this examin- vited the gentlemanpress.to officiate,
It does look queer fora.
of the religious
ation will be, accepted by the Lynch com- Jow to act.as chaplain in the Congress of a Chris. PRESCOTT,
mittee so far as they go, though covering tian nation,
’

0

affairs

Custom-house. It is ramored that their inquiry
has not been entirely without success, but, on.

Justices of the. Supreme

ways and means committée, Mr. Colfax’s
consent to accept is criticised as somewhat

.

‘Not

from

perhaps, ‘thinking what a ridiculous

‘nated in 1889.

True Learning.
ry —

Tt is often noticed, with surprise and re- brings him
gret, that as culture comes in faith goes out. tion in this
The fact seems strange to. ¢hose who think edge, when
that faith, if it is a rational thing in itself, tit his own:

and far-reaching

fittest persons to attend to it.

this, and

help
us to be grateful that it has seen its

make a man eminent in the world, the third

type of practical infidelity ; and there are no-

self.

Ex-Collector Murphy

James Fisk’s death resulted from his last
and most disgraceful amour. He seemed
to be trying, by lawsuits and otherwise,

in

fastidious, and disdainful, and

not serve God by direct purpose, and with

to them than wife, or child, or

and others have not.

leans will not be overlooked.

Collector of Customs at New York collected in
f
$692,814, of
fines, penalites, and
forfeitures,
which his share was $54,925.
He said that the

There may be ‘much

and honesty, are three degrees of compari-

cold.

other principal cities.
New York will escape in consequence of the visit of the Senate investigation committee; but New Or-

their fragrance.

evenya selfish culture to admire, but if there

|

ton, and will then quite probably proceedto
the sub-treasuries and custom-hoi
in

ton, on Monday last, on his bill regulating the
salaries of customs officers, and providing for
the disposition of fines,penalties, and forfeitures,
isinteresting. He showed, from official figures,

with the three graces. - Learning, discretion

vigorous

The committee
will first investigate affairs at the Treasury department, in Washing-

1

figure he would make coming down plump,
he has decided to take himself out of the
way.
:
:
:
THE MURDER OF FISK.

in

There are
men. professing Christianity ngw starving
their families, and clothing their wives and

hold goods and chattels for their accursed
weed, their pet devil, which is dearer far

.,

tempts to push, the ehair

their tastes, do they lose their sympathy
with the world of common life, and become

tian’ communities |’ In point. of refined cru-

children fin wags, while they sell their house-

Oe

flowers whose beauty has been won by cult-

»
—
gions when culture enters?’ Ay, he must,
The
other
day,
in
the city of London, the
itself.
in
end’
an
as
The temperance movement gains ground. if culture is pursued
people
were
astonished
by & Hindu gentleChristianized—culture,
thoroughly
Among uw native preachers I think only Culture,
man,
It
was
in
their
grand park—Hyde
two stand out for tobacco. ''he children pursued for ends of benevolence —strengthPark—where
people
go
to
drive, and ride,
and
itself
in
ends
that
for Whom the agitation is chiefly designed, ens. faith ; but culture
and
walk.
This
Hindu
was
a Mohammetendency.
every
in
infidel
is
poslessor
its
ave coming over well to the temperance
dan,
and
the
hour
of
prayer
came
‘While he
own
its
for
ranks, The fact that all the missionaries "The culture which is pursued
was
iu
the
park.
So,
unrolling
&
little mat
the
turns
so
and
self,
of
god
a
are of one mind in this matter helps sake makes
which
he
carried,
he
went
gravely
through
and
relations—earthly
its
from
away
soul
wonderfully, of course. Oh, that vile de-

mon,

tl)

ley and Whitelaw Reid of the Tribune.
Some of the charges have been sustained

ure, but it has been won'at the fatal cost -of | and

forced this obligation,
Railroad franchises
can be taken away from the companies

Tuesday were devoted to the examination of should grow

Indeed in the company of dele- elty it is twin brother to rum.

gates I saw some who weré ‘converted

lg

up by Saturday night, so that Monday and

It is too proud to be useful.

and to help them bear their burdens.

crinoline, stifling air, and discomfort. If
your next neighbor is redolent of the fumes
of whiskey, you breathe with the caution
of a physician in the wards of a fever-hospital. Ifone tries to read a papep his arms
are most likely so held by the vice-like pressure on either side that redding. becomes a
pursuit of knowledge under difficulties,
Ever and anon the jar'of a sudden stoppage
throws the standing passengers, like a row

Mahes did not turn back. but | more selfish than that of culture for its own

them to come

few.

boots and overcoats, crumpled

to help themselves and do some- went on and did his work at the second | gake ? If there is forgiveness for such a sin,
thing for the maintenance of the
ngeans of place and then, he told us on getting home, | either in ths world or the world to come,
- grace in their own communities.
The ac- he wished to return to Midnapore and felt | Jet us commit it, and so. have the pleasure
_ tion of the Santipope church in this case is averse to going back and round by the first | of uttering a very earnest conviction. Any
very cheering as inaugurating a new and place. * But,” said he, *“ I said to myself, | competent observer can not fail to have uobetter order of things in this mission,
: what a poor winister of Christ you are, | ticed that the seeking of that which is most
The semi-annual Conference, which opened Mghes, that you dread this little job of hard | admirable in intellectual finish and furniat Santipore on the 13th inst. and continued work, to reconcile those alienated people. | ture, simply for the sake of holding it in
five days, was a session of much more than Think of what your Lord did to reconcile | possession, has the samen degrading effect
to the miser from
ordinkry interest and importance. At this your proud, wicked heart to Himself. Ifyupon the soul that comes
meeting the constitution was amended, so shall go back to B., cost what it will, and-| hoarding his gold: So it often happens that
that in future ‘we aré to have an Annual try to help that brother and sister.” He | 45 men grow more learned by study, and
Conference in March, the first to be held at did go,and by God's blessing effected a per- more skilled in intellectual practice, and
Midnapore hext yedr. Everything consid fect reconciliation, and as he was leaving | ve nicely adjusted and finished in their
. ered, I think the ehange willbe a good

i

packed tightly enough®for salting. - The in- away at its own refinement and aggragdize- is charged with. having given the generalterior of a New York City ear, is many ment, but refuses to come down into the ‘order business to certain parties for filthy
times in winter a hodge-podge of baskets, dusty ways of life, to point i
upward lucre's sake, and not becausé they were the

ing the bush,” as we call it. He never fuil- fy. need dot go through the list; we had
ed to get'an audience in a bazar or market. just eighteen venders in all. The rule seemIt was a good rule of his never to open his ed to be for one or more to get on the train
mouth to preach in a place until he had at each stopping-place, and literally to ‘‘go
first prayed for God's blessing.
Madhu through” the passengers. It is/inthis manDas, his companion on many a journey, ner that travelers are *‘ taken in” and done
spoke of this. ‘ We{must first have a sea- ‘for by the great carrying corporations.
son of prayer, then go out to preach in this
There will never be a reform till there is
place,” he often said.
:
a universal outcry against these annoyaucOnly one more pomt about Mahes shall I es. On short trips, travelers usually start
be able to give you now.
His last work provided with reading dnd refreshments ; on
was to visit our two branches at Bhimpore long routes, the offering of small wares
and Bandarbani. Having preached at one should be subjected vo stringent regulations.
of these places and broken bread with the Such practices as we have described above
discipleshe had proceeded several miles to- are an unmitigated nuisance.—Methodist.
wards the other.
A brother who accompanied him brought to his notice a little disaffection that had arisen between a brother
The Faults of Culture.

that the mission should pay all'such bills,

; »

:

cept the selfish aim to be broadly recognizis ed. Whatever work it does is done for the

On street-cars we are

Number BL.

"but a small portion
of its field of inquiry.

NEW YORK CUSTOM-HOUSE FRAUDS.
When culture is selfish, all its sympathies ~The charges of fraud in the ‘New York
are cldnnish., There is nothing outside of Custom-house have brought about an inNumerous witnesses have
its circle to be either admired or tolerated. vestigation.
been
examined,
among them Horace GreeSuch culture can have no broad aims, ex-

Pray for this Lvictories,

privilege

.

* Eventsof the Week.

who were abject slaves to tobacco and other point, would be obliged to Tiicate men | '
and women to whom Christianity has no
good execution against all drinks and drugs. high meaning, and by whom it wins no

meeting was the action taken on the death army.
An appto- |
‘of aur beloved brother Mahes.
Sjlas, the
by
moved
was
n
resolutio
priate

BY THE

for

’

-

omen

many’ vile indulgences,18 by God's blessing doing

A very interesting feature of the late
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Standing the other day on Bunker Lill,
looking out upon the sea of cities lying at
my feetand up

to the

naked

shaft

which

He

will

further Jearn

I seemed to be borne

days of 75.

backward to the

The surging tides of battle, as

they ebbed and

flowed

over ,that

historic

ground, and the fierce charge and fiercer
" repulse, the story of which I had “read and
gloried over in early boyhood, lost all their
bookish associations and stood before me
as actual verities.
donk
Noble men!
A grateful nation fittingly

makes sacred the spot where ye fought and

fell. * But this'is

not’ your

monument.

These citiesat my feet arg grander monuments to your memory. “Faneuil Hall with
its history, Boston in its giant strength,
Massachusetts with her anti-slavery record,
the Union arising’ from a new ‘baptism
of blood,” with her gtarry flag washed of its
stains,—these are Your monuments and
theirs who have ‘preserved what you had
given.
A man’s work is the only lasting “inonument to his memory.

An American

writer

recently characterized the Adirondacks as
“Grod’s monument over the grave of John
Brown,” but

four millions

offreémen once

i

profitable reflections fnay,

iw

crown
of

ical works.

ly

.
ete
.
ot
I

y

life.”

How

great

:

i

‘ Be thou]

‘happiness.

:

this Tnortal state,—yet the blessed consolations of religion enable’ them
umphantly above them.
The
life,” the hope of an inheritance
grave, inspires the heart with

to rise
‘“ crown
beyond
renewed

triof
the
de-

of

forming

the future

son do it?

upon Jesus, for you ther

Anecdote

of Andrew

Fuller.

He carves that bit of a fern, putting all his
skill and taste intoit. And by and bythe

is yet in the savings bank, and that it has
been added te, in one instance, to the ex-

tent of several pounds.

Two, by reason of

sickness, had drawn out and spent the original sove

but

h

ad sinoe BD. then

depo

cited :

several ilfings a
its renewal. One
letter came froma sailor now serving in a
British man-of-war, ‘where he was daily
laughed at for keeping his pledge, "but

-If you cast no look

is no hope.

of

not yet lost Bope that he will speedily

hear

them, as they may be now ‘on service
the man ready to die. He must press the. from
in distant’ parts of the world.
ow a

Fidelity in the

to pay your board.” And he shows

Eighteen send proof: that their sovereign

sparkling water will not. ullay the thirst

least things will surely find its reward;

What is
Would any ofie ‘do it:? It is hoped not; | him a block of stone to work-on.
yet thereis reasdn to fear that some will, |it? One of many parts which are to form
by reason of unfaithfulness, be deprived of | some ornament. Here is just a querl of
the ¢¢ crown of life.” Terrible thought ! = +| fern; and there is a-branch of what is prpb{ably to be a flower. He goes to work on
. B.
:
I'this stone, and: most patiently shapes it.

.tiesto which they belong.

which he nevertheless had k
a8 was
Is it enongh to know that you may come ? shown by a certificate enclosed
from his
Enough to think about coming ? To wish | superior, officer.
PA
to come ? To resolve to come at some fuf the remaining four nothing has been
bas
ture time? Nwino. To see the glass of heard; but the giver of the sovereign

all who put forth, consciously. ‘feeble hands

Weuld the weakest saint do it ? | able you

the signers write to.say that they have kept
their pledge, many of them enclosing certificates to that effect from temperance socie-

)

that Cometh t& Me.”

er, perish you must.

for it is God that is inspiring us and working in us.
There comes over to’ our shores a poor
character.of the young reader., This was votion to the sacred cause of Christ; for,
The times are so bad at
the case, in a great degree, with Dr. Adam
when all the changing scenes of earth are stone-cutter,
Clarke. When young he read the Life of past, they hope to outride the stormy sea of | home that he is scarcely able to earn Lreéad
David Brainerd, a sevoted missionary to life, and be wafted into the fair haven—the enough to eat; and by a whole year’s stintthe Indians in North America.
This pro- city of their God. Thus the faithful Chris. ing economy he manages to get together
duced the most happy effects upon his own’ tian pilgrim is cheered in the hour of sor- just enough to pay for a steerage passage
mind, kindling a flame of zeal in his soul vow. Though friends may forsake, the to this country. ' He comes, homeless and
N
.
.
.
.
.
to labor in the Lord's vineyard.
The same world frown, and hell oppose, he has the acquaintanceless, and lands in New York,
book encouraged Samuel Pearce in his ef- assurance that God will never leave nor | and wanders over to Brooklyn, and ‘seeks
“
:
3 a3
al
:
He is ashamed to beg bread,
“A crown of Life” is the | employment.
forts to sustzin missionary operations in forsake him.
all
foreign lands. He, toe, drdently desired to- promised reward. Who, then, would deyi- | and yet he is. hungry. The yards are
| go among the heathen, and teach thefh the ate from the path of duty, disobey the | full; But still, as he is an expert stone-cut-.
heavenly command, and bring sorrow upon ter, aman out of charity, says, *‘ Well, 1
way cof life.
.
Every parent and guardian will now see his own soul ? Would -any considerate per- | Will give/yeu a little_work—enough to en-

They are Pead with'avidity, and

are often the means

3

not, if yu put forth no effort, offer no pray-

C—O.

difficult tasks.

]

. If yowawould be blessed,
you must comes

.-. Faithful. Work.

to perform

'

If, careless and indifferent, or even thoughtful and apprehensive, yourematn where you
are, perish you must. If your heart moves

Men should be encouraged by the thought
required duties is so essentially necessary,
of
God's presence with them, and sustainthat none can" excuse themselves on the
ey
plea of ignorance or inability.” Though ing them.
+ It is God that worketh in you.”
Christians have their trials and conflicts,—
This declaration ought to be a comfort to
and probably will continue to have them in

histor-

Biographical writings are of great benefit to youth, Their minds are susceptible of
deep “infpressions, not easily forgotten.
Perhaps there are no writings that will
produce more lasting impressions, or prove
more salutary, than tjose of a biogeEhical

character.

“Him

He who

Ld

PIE

The Methodist.

give thee a She lingered In great pain, most tenderky
the promise cared for by friends, paitiently waiting, yet

The faithful performance of all

hd

the dead; and Christ shall give thee life.—

ong. regret—thatat

fast failing from the effects of a cancer.

Hencé, no one can be happy who does not
live faithful; for the more faithful the more

sg-

Many

have made them common hills.
»
of your child Paine’s Age of Reason jnstead
Let no man sigh for the glory % monu- of the Bible ; comic songs and novels instead
mental marble.
Whoever cheerfully ac- | of religious periodicals ; the Lives of Alex-

Ht

@

expressdd but

| leaving his fafthful wife whose strength was

is unfaith- longing, for permission to rejoin. her huss
ful can not expect to obtain eternal. life. band, till the . gwenty-fifth of July, when
8. 8.
No; he,will be rejected of God. How over- she too fell asleep in Jesus.
whelming to the mineis this consideration ! . Dec. 80, 1871.

bound, to strike off whose fetters John | the happy consequences of furnishing -chilBrown dealt the first open and direct blow. *dren and youth with suitable reading, "But:
. (however rash and unwarrantable it may how sad are the-effects when Jig; are: per‘have,been) shall,throngh their descendants
mitted to read books exactly the reverse of |
perpetuate his memory when the place of those here mentioned.
In’"order to eluci- |
his grave shall have been forgotten and
date the subjéct more clearly, let us reverse
when familiarity with the Adirondacks shall the scene, Suppose you place in the hands

7.

tl

—¢ A crown of life.”

‘this way, be

derived from the perusal of suitable

:

faithful unto death, and I will

ob-

not

.

The promise of Scripture ‘is,

%

that riches,

towered aboveme in silent grandeur,a. flood honor, and human greatness can
of
gontendifg emotions rushed in upon me- cure happiness nor preserve life.
till

\

ken place in by-gone ages, which will teach
him the transitory nature of sublunary

He

The Crown of Life.

en his mind. From history thé young student may learn whmt vastehanges have ta-

jects.

“
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afford more pleasure.” In every page the
historical reader finds something new and
entertaining.” He will read of many circumstances and events which will enlight-

r——

“ Monuments.

~

|
|
|

goblet to, his lips. -To know that there is a
remedy will not restore health tothe sick
man. He must make use of that remedy, ! A STRONGHOLD INVADED,
At a SabWith your whole soul call upon the Lord. bath-school mass meeting in Missouri, Rev.
Come, yes, come to Jesus.
Come as the GW
, one of the Society's colporblind beggar, as the leper came, and you ters, was besought by a youth of eighteen
shall rejoice as they rejoiced. Only come. years to deliver a lecture on * Youthful
No tongue can tell what Jesus will then do training” in a certain neighborhood. Mr.
for you.==American Messenger.
Ww
condnted,
He gives the following account of his visit and labors :
I found my young friendand his mother
and about sixty children in
ndance.
In
the morning I addressed the children, apd
promised to address their parents in the

8.8. Departtent,

|
|

Vitalityof-a
“i

x

——

Good

evening.
But no parents came; I
had a house full of children.
I gave

Story.

in
them

an appropriate lecture, they maintaining
very good order. I found on inquiry that

—

The poor woman whose cow, according S
and his mother were carrying on’
to the first report, kicked over. the kerosene the Sunday-school all alone.” —Lees,
lamp that sel Chicago on fire has declared,
I started on Monday to visit every house
on being ** interviewed?"
that *she was not in the neighborhood. The ignorance, prejthe owner of alanip, while the question is | udice, and positive viciousiiess I saw
there
lett open if she ever had a: cow.
At all none can comprehend but an eye-witness.
events,

she

insists

that

neither

cow

nor

lamp of hers had anything to do with the
great

conflagration.

responsibility

for the

made too late, whateveg

This

effort

terrible

to evade

disaster

is

are the facts in the

Four

men,

heads of families, boastéd that

they had not been inside a place of worship-«
since the war,

and never

intended

entering

one again whigdghey lived. eBSeveral insjsted on telli
e their war record, fights,

case. . That
gtory was'tod
good a one fo be frolics,
and sprees, and seemed considera—
OO
.
>
yielded id
EA the question of its truth: bly disgusted because I showed very little
master
‘says,
‘*
Well
done,”
and
tales
it
In a private party one evening, at which
or falsity. It has already been repeated too interest in what they consider wonderful
cepts his work and doesit in the true spirit ander, Cleopatra, and Napoleon instead of thei late Andrew Fuller was ppesent, the away, and gives him another block, and many times, and priv
too far to be re- exploits.
Sixteen families had no Bible,
"It would sy said they wanted. none. I heard in
of Christian mabbopd, is ‘building to him- Wesley, Whitefield and Martyn.
.conversation turned on'the subject of preach- ‘teils him to work on that. And so he work s | called even by its originator,
"
have been easier to quench the fire itself,
self a monument more enduring than marNow will that child grow up a moral and ing, when one of the party, said preaching on that, from the rising of the sun’ till the% when Chicago was all ablaze at midday of thrée days among them over Swenty women use profane language.
I understand
ble, or bronze, or granite. The poor wom- religious man? Will he feel interested ih without notes was the hardest work in the going down of the same, and he only know
Monday, than now to extinguish the ear- that the majority use such phrases, considan who cast her mite into the treasury of the moral reforms of the day, and exert his world. Mr. Fuller said it was easy enough that he is earning his bread. And he con- liest story of its origin. Although reports
ering them accomplishments.
A preacher,
the Lord, and the woman who worked out influence in behalf of the truth ? Will he en- if they went to work in the right way. tinuesto put all his skill and taste into his are not yet in from all parts of thé Sundayspeaking of the neighborhood, said, * The
school
world,
there
is
reason
for
supposing
.the love in her heart'by anointing the Sav- deavorto suppress vice and encourage vir- *¢ Now,” he said, ** if I was to tell my hired work. Hehas no idea what use will be
angels never go on that side of the creek.”
that story of the cow and the lamp has Yet two Christians ind a home and a field
iour’s head and washing his feet, will be tue? Will he make it the business of life to girl to go to the store and et some sugar .made of those few stems which he has been that
been told in at least three thousand Sundaylabor there, Mts, S——— and her son.
remembered when the names of many of promote human happiness, and labor for the and blue, some coffee and starch, some carving, until afterwards, when, one day, schools during the last three weeks, and of
They have a large Sunday-school,: numberthe world’s “heroes” shall rot from the common good ? In short, will he be what cakes, some soap and some almonds, some walking along the street, and looking up that not less than two thousand superintend- ing from sixty to eighty children.
The
pages of history.
}
go, it will keep
the gospel requires of him? If not, how im- candles and spice, some nuts and some tea, at the front of the Art Gallery, he sees th e | ents of other sclibols have it noted to tell at parents say, ‘‘ Let them
eir school
is a
Whoever lives and labors for God and portant that parents awake, and see that some potash a butter,she would say, ‘Oh! stones upon which he has worked. He did their next concert. Moreover, it has been them out of the way.”
mentioned in numberless lecture-rooms, rough crowd, but they manage them with
truth, will find his name engraved upon the their children are amply supplied with, dear sir, I ngver can think of all that.’ not know what they were for; but the ar- and repeated countlessly in pulpits,
even in much tact, and maintain Fao order. “They
walls of that “living temple” whose founda- books and papers of the proper character.
Well, look here, Betty, you know to-mor- chitect did. Andas he stands looking at some sermons *‘ requested for publication ;” will conquer in the end the entire neighbor. {io isthe Rock of Ages; and I doubt not
editorially and bord. ] Sim Coat.
row your mistress is going to have a large his work on that structure, which is the Fale She! puriodical press,
donation. of tou
y contributors, has shaped and reshaped
that many a pastor, patiently caring for his
gave them a
e
donat
ol
ks,
One Day.
wash, and she will ‘want some blue and beauty of the whole street, the tears drop
until it is recognized as an established on aoe an ards
Eh
hidren
Tarn
flock in some remote country town, will find
soap, candles and potash; the next day she “down from his eyes, and he says, ‘Iam
cident in the history
of the city of startling danced as they saw the besutiful books,
his name in far brighter colors than his + To be sure, it was Sly one day. But will have company and will want some tea glad I did it well.” And every day, as he metamo
s. ** Possession is nine points and were impatient to get them. They
mare pretentious brother, whose words may had you been with us, brother, supplied and ooffee, sugar, spice, nuts, cakes, butter passes that way, he says to himself, exult- of the law.” That story is fairly in Poute. will carry them home and read them, and
sion of the traveling Sunday-school talk- return them for others to read. The
ingly, “I did it well.”
He did not draw
be more eloquent, but whose work has less | with a pair of polyglot ears, you might have and almonds.”
paIt must take its place henceforth in thetic stories will awaken their eympatties
of saerifice and pure devotion.
Christian shared our joy. At7, A. M., the prayer¢ “Thank you sir,now I can think of them the design, nor plan the building; and he ers.
the stock illustrations of Sunday-school ad- and arrest their
tion, and the direct
"Brother! faint not. Work with a will. mdeting in the chapel was led by Bro. H. «| all.’ . * So it is in preaching with good ar- knew nothing of what use was to be mad e dresses at conventions and institutes,
as appeals it is ho
will convict them of
of his work; but he took painsin cutting well as at home school anniversaries and
Work cheerfully, zealously and for God. W., and a good number of fervent prayers rangement.”
He
FF
, and lead them to the cross.
those stems ; and when he saw that they monthly m
, in enforcement of the
Dr. Chapin said ina recent lecture, ‘The and several earnest exhortations were ofa matter a little
how
were a partof that magnificent structure, text, *‘ Behold
At the same hour the Santal praylazy classes are the lower classes,” a truth fered.
Memorial.
fire kindleth,” and in exhibition of * the ing its usefulness more than if
his
soul
rejoiced.
as recognizable
in the church as in busi- er-meeting was held in the school-room,
rr
beginnings of evil.” It seems hardly kind person or family... Ithank God 1
ness. The fields are ‘‘white to harvest.” and attended by about thirty persons, twelve | Among the servants of God who, during | Dear brethren, though the work which in the Boméless woman of
‘to ben enabled to invade ome of
*“The laborers are few.” Thrice blessed is of whom are brethren and sisters, beloved the year now closing, have finished their you are doing seems small, put your heart grudge
-school strongholds.
good story to the Su
he who reaps the golden grain with his in the Lord, and the voice of each one of course,in the faith thata crown was laid in it; do the best you can wherever you are; public, when it was so greedily om Bt at
y illustration-hunters. and anecdote-mon+
these was heard uplifted in prayer. A good up for them, were Rev. Robert Hayes and and by and by God will show you where
wight.
A.L. H,
gers; but kind or hatd-hearted, shwbegrudghe
has
put
that
work,
And.
when
you
see
degree of feeling was manifest, and some “wife.
\
:
es in vain. The cow that kicked the kero- > To TrAIN TEACHERS. The need of traintears shed. Oh, it is precious to hear so
His father was one of the early settlers of it stand in that great structure which he is gene lamp that burnt Chicago has already ing teachers for Sunday-schools, as well as “
7 Children’s Reading.
many voices raised in prayer to God, in this New Gloucester, Me., where the summers building, yqu will rejoice in every single "as firm a foothold in the realm of our Sun- for all other schools, needs no urging. How
' BY 8. H. BARRETT,
The Lord of his minority were passed in working on moment of fidelity with which you wrough t. | day-school talkers as has ‘the cow with to do it'is the question. Here is one-way:
strange, complex language.
| make them a thousand times more than they the farm, and the winters divided between Do not let the seeming littleness of what you the crumpled horn, that tossed the dog,
Many of the churches of recent constructhat worried the cdt,” in the literature of
In reference to this matter, parents often are!
his father's shoe-shop and the brief terms of are doing now damp your fidelity.
tion
among the Methodists, have ‘‘ Class”
entertain incorrect opinions. They suppose
‘What if you are in a humble place, and our nurseries. The story may not be truth ;. rooms for the peculiar organization of
At 9, A. M., I preached in Oriya, to a the district school. He enjoyed one other
but it is sure to be ‘‘ well stuck to.” And
that children are not capable of understand- good and attentive congregation, from Rev - | educating influence of no insignificant value no man sees you, and hears you? - What if the story, now that it has been authorita- their church system. These rooms come
. ing any- thing pertaining to the common 3:21. Subject,— Victory and Reward. In in those days. His father's house was al- your name does not get into the newspa- tively denied, is quite as authentic as many admirably into play for the use of the Sunday-school. Such a room will hold twenty
business of life. They, conclude, therefore, the middle of the day I was obliged to ways the home of the itinerant Methodist pers? So much the better. Why does a | another story often repeated by Sunday- or
thirty scholars. When there is a room
that it is not actually necessary to store have a long conversation with an offending, preacher, beginning at the time when Jes- man want a pillory ? Is it not better to school talkers. The story of Dr. Morrison, of this kind at the disposal of the Superin.
English missionary to China, picked u;
their minds with the most useful knowl- sulky member of the church, which- afford- se Lee made his first visit to the district work without praise than with it? Workd the
tendent, let him find a thoroughly
skilled
as a poor boy in the streets of London an
edge. But this is a mistaken idea. Children ed very little satisfaction.
well;
work
with
all
your
strength;
an
brought into a mission school, has,
de- veacher, an expert in the business, who can
.
of Maine, with all New England for
teach successfully a class of thirty scholars.
have aspiring minds, and are ever forming
At 3, P. M., Bro.sDula preached in the his parish, and the religious meetings in work where you are until God calls you nied again and again by the familyof that fer; ive him such a class, in a room by him- ood man; and a glance at a biographica
,-opinions relative to men and things. Such
self, and give him at the same time three chapel to a good congregation of Santals that home out-numbered the weeks for two higher. Work so well below that he can g ictionary would ‘show that Robert
Morri
as are intellectual are usually fond of readHis conversion occurred in mot afford to keep you there. Men go son, the son of a Scotch elder, vould hardly or four young teachers as assistants. These
and Kodas, from Eccl, 9: 10, and at the generations.
ing.
Parents should then be kind enough,
around looking for higher places, but the
can relieve him of the re
of
same hour, Miss Phillips held a childrens’ the month which hegan his twenty-first
. | have received his first religious impressions assistants
books and attendance, and all the little deif they value their future happiness, to prayer-meeting in-the parsonage.
‘|year; and the signs that he was made a way to get higher is to work so Well that it 151 in a ragged school, But what of all that? tails of care-taking, so that _he can give
~ farnish them suitable réading before a faste
new man were very apparent and wrought bad economy to have you in a lower place. The story sounds well, and why should it himself entirely, and without distraction,
At 4, P. M., Oriyas, Santals and Kodas
* for fictitious writings be formed.
a little influence upon his associates. Then you wiil go up by natural force. Put not be used? Make a note of the number to teaching, and the exercises may serve as
all met together in the chapel for Sabbath not
of times you find it mentioned in pulpit, or
The Bible, of course, should be the first
aschool of observation and practice to the
of
number
Before
the close of that year, with no prep- your best work into every place where God on platform, or.in the religious
A
present.
school, 150, in all,
pres , in the assistants.
book from - which children should re- classes had to be re-arranged and two new aration but the scanty education referred to calls you.
E
.
.
course of the next six months,*and then
Every
class
of
this
kind
not only has the
eeive instruction. It should be recommendIt
is
related(T
do
not
know
with
how
ask
yourself,
How
iii
persons
are
at
ones formed. Three new teachers also were and his brief but fervid religious experied to them in preference to all other books, appointed, thus supplying work for a num- ence, togetheg with a. good share of native | much truth) that when Phidias was carvin g | the pains to verify the historical illustra- advantage of being taught in the best and
tions they use with positiveness? There is most approved style, but may be made a
- because it is ‘the best book in the world.
ber of the new converts. Nothing like giv- facility “of address and ‘‘ mother-wit,” he the statue of Diana to be placed on the a story in some -of the school-readers of training-school for teachers.
God is its author; hence, it is deemed a
Most of our church buildings have their
ing converts something to do. It is cheering had received license and commenced tb Acropolis, he was working at the backside
George Wilson, befriended in the arrangements already completed, and are
suitable book for the early fostruction of the indeed to walk around among 16 groups + | preach. as a‘ minister of the M. E. church. of the head, and was bringing out with his one
streets of Hartford by the Rev. Mr. Gal- such that no alteration orimprovment can
- young.
It teaches them the fear of the
chisel every filament of thghair, as far as laudet, and going thence to St. Petersburg,
(classes) earnestly discussing with their Revivals attended his labors.
be made.
Others, however, are susceptiLord, and the obligations under whieh they teachers a gospel lesson, as they all sit on
the rewarded helper of the ble
it
could be done in marble ; and it was said to become
In Windham, one of the scenes 'of his
of alteration, and new buildings are
grand-uncles
of
the
Grand
Duke
Alexis.
are, to love and serve him.
IP they give
going up all the while, in one part of the
their mats, with faces a-glow with an air o f | ministry,he married Miss Patience Hus- to him, ** That figure is to go up a hundred
beed to its instructions, they may become cheerfulness, What bit this same precious sey, who was a faithful Christian helper to feet, and is to stand with its back to the That story was denied as positively. on the country or another. For the sake of these,
authority
of
Mr.
Gallaudet,
as
is
now
the
1
wise unto salvation, and be prepared in
marble wall; and who will ever know what story of the Chicago cow; but the cow and the subject should he constantly discussed,
gospel has made this 150 to differ from the the end of his pilgrimage.
so that the needed improvements may be
carly life to enter the field of active . useful- heathen: around us, who know no Sabbath,
After a few years of itinerancy, yielding work you put there?” He replied, * The George Wilson and Dr, Morrison must introduced into all new constructions.
travel
together
in
the:
service
of
SundayThey may thus distinguish them*
ness.
gods
will
know,”
and
worked
on.
no Bible, no God, no Saviour, but sit in to the necessities and wishes-of a’ growing
————
selves by acts of philanthropy. _In this
Now, do not hesitate to put your: best sehtddl speakers so, long as good stories are
ik
family, he located on a farm in Livermore.
in demand by those who will not be at the’
"way, too, they will Secure the approbation darkness ?
TrusTING X FATHER'S HAND,
I hapAt7, P. M., the little chapel is lighted up, ‘Here he worked and preached for some work in the lowliest places; for if other pains to inquire into the truth of what they
of God, and be permitted to enter into the
assert as fact, It would, indeed, be well pened to come down to my shop one day,
and we gather around the communion ta- twenty-five years, when he united with the folks do not know it, God will.—Advance.
rest prepared for the righteous.
for those who tell historic incidents to chil- and found my eldest boy, then about eig:
second F. Baptist church of Livermore, then
The new converts swell the number
ble.
“Next to the Bible a good religious news- of those who, in thgir clean apparel, gath- recently formed, and commenced to labor
dren to know first that there is some ground years of age, busily punching holes im a
The
Sea-Chptain’s
Call.
th the instrument used
of truth in what tlfey are telling; but we piece of leather
paper should be preferred.
A paper of this’
——
Oe
for the purpose by shoemakers, The bit of
er around the sacred board to commemo- with that and other churches in the same
can
not
hope
that
such
attention
to
accuradescription can not be too* highly appregi- rate the dying hour of our crucified and ris - | region, where he was already well and faIn the year 1775, the captain of a Green- cy will be yet generally secured. We can, leather was of little worth ; but in order to
ated. It will afford a variety of useful in- en Lord. Oh, how good God has been tous !| yorably known.
prevent his trying
the
operation on someHe officiated at great land whaling-vessel found himself at night however, all Tearn from the vitality of these thing
more valuable in future, he received
formation, which will be interesting to the
Sunday-school
fictions,
how
much:
easier
it
Those who a few weeks ago were strangers numbers of funerals, was often in protract- surrounded by icebergs, and “lay to” -until
a correction ; ahd by way of
his
young. .They will learn the progress of the
He was a morning, expecting every moment to be is to start a’lie than to stop it.—Independ- confidence,he was asked to put out
litto the covenant. of grace, now rejoice, be- ed meetings, and on councils.
ent.
various benevolent enterprises of the day,
tle tongue, that it might, as it were, underthe Lamb slain for sinners, Jo -| member of the General Conference held at ground to pieces. In the morning he look- and the efforts of Christians for the promo- lieving in (originally
go a similar operation. As may be su
Lp
spoken at the institu - | Sutton, Vt. °
ed about, and saw a ship near by. He hail14: 1—7,
tion of Christ's kingdom.
This will inthe request'was not- complied with,
A. “TEMPERANCE STORY,
About a year posed,
About the year 1844, le removed to Buck. ed it. No answer. Gefting into a boat
* \ #pire their hearts with a
tion of the supper) was read and commented
and
the
matter was likely to end there,
desire. to do good.
field ; thence, after several yearsof labor with some of the crew,he pushed outifor the since a gentleman in business in N. Y. city, when his sister, two years older than her
on, and a refreshing season enjoyed.
and largely interested in the cause of YemIf the young reader be a neglecter of the
Later in the evening, was read at the both as pastor and farmer, he removedto mysterious craft. Getting near by, he-saw «perance,
brother, who had. been eagerly watching
had occasion to visit Eogland §
sat salvation, he will find the most elothe Proceeding, said, ‘I Sill do it, pa,”
Anglo- Paris and preachedto the church in that through the port-hole a man at a stand, as one of the steamers of the Cunard line, an
charming
own
our
in
parsonage,
quent appeals, showing the duty of submitwork town. From this place, leaving the grave though keeping a log-book. He hailed him. noticed on the first day out the mid-day dis- which she did without hesitation when re“tingto the claims of ‘early piety. These Saxon, heart-cheering accounts of the
euested. . Resolved to put “her to the test,
tribution of grog to the forecastle, and
soul-stirring appeals mays be the efficient of God in the world renowned Fulton St . | of a Christian son, with whem he had hop- No answer. He went on board the vessel, found that but two of the seamen were the punch was laid on; but not showing
mieans, in the hands of God, of leading him prayerrmeeting, ‘and thus a busy day was ed to spend the evening of his days, and and found the man sitting at the log-book, temperance men. With their aid he insti- the least appearance of flinching, it was
evening meetings, and every night pressed closes yet there she stood, even
to repentance. If he be a disciple of Christ, brought to a happy close; and but for the the ashes of his burned’ dwellings, but not frozen to death. The log-book was date d 1 tute
in her father's face, who, feeling
‘anxious suspense still revolving in the mind his cheerful apd buoyant spirit, he, with 1762, showing that the vessel had bee nu | stayed late with the men, telling seu Tre smiling
he will find much to support him amidst trihimself
overdome,
withdrew the instruance
anecdotes,
singing
Songs
of
l
i
k
e
gharas to what share our children have had in
wife, founda
home with their daughter wandering for thirteen years among the
als incident to the Christian profession. In the late awful catastrophe of the fire in inhis North
acter, &c. Towards the end of the voyage ment. Judge of hig emotion when she exice.
.
The
sailors
were
found
frozen
among
Fayette.
.
Here,
though
nearly
_ hours of depression, he will read some anhe prepared a pledge sheet, which twenty- claimed, ‘* 1 knew you would not do it, pa,”
© imating paragraph that will produce emo- Chicago, we are prepared for our nights’ re- eighty years of age, he became for a* time the hammocks, and others in the cabin. For four of the steamer’s hands signed, includ- Dearest daughter ! the Lord who gave thee
has taken theé to hiroself, but not until he
In- thirteen years this ship had been carrying ing cooks, stewards, coal-passers, &c.
tions of joy: - ‘Whenhe thinksof heaven, he pose. But alas, a tardy month must drag pastor of the church at Moose. Hill.
Yo, first taught thee to trust a father's
deed
he
continued
to
preach
occasionally
its
slow
length
along,
ere
we
can
have
an
its
burden
of
ccrpses.
I
reaching
the
dock,
enfirely
to
the
surmay read of the triumphant departure of a
:
i
by “So from this gospel-craft I descry voy . | prise of the signers, he presented each of and.
testified
as
answer
to
ome
of
a
thousand
questions
acceptafice,
good
with
and
| saints, which will encourage him to hold which clamor for solution! ** Even so, our his-brethren who listened to him frequently | agers for eternity. I ery: **Ship ahoy! Ship them with 3 sovereign, which he requested
they would deposit in a savings bank, that
fast to his integrity. Such are some of the father.”
tid Py
toss- it might be a nucleus for future savings,
at Quarterly Meetings, until some three ahoy I” No answer. They float about,
A MARK ¥OR JESUS. The teacher of a
[i
benefits of a good religious newspaper, and
Santipore, Oct. 30, 1871.
The
| years' before his death; which, occurred on [ed and ground by the icebergs of sin, hoist-"Mund received a promise from each that they very intelligent class was absent,
the same remarks will apply with equal |
requested.
an excellent
ha
1iwould write once a year: to him and state superintendent
an
ing
fo
sail
for-heaven.
I
go
‘on
board:
after
last,
March
of
h
twenty-nint
the
force in reference to religious Books,
Joung. man to take the class for
only nineteen hours, and just be- find all asleep, Tt is a frozen sleep. Oh 1| how they were keeping their pledge, and Christian
gation, ¢ It
Historyis the source of much interest to Have the courage to drop the most agree- {Jlness of
how the sovereign of each was increasing. the day, urging im by the
that
my
Lord
Jesus
would
come
aboard,and
fore
his
eighty-sixth
birthday.
From
its
able
acquaintance
you
have
when
you
are
A
These letters have lately been received; ig"® promising” class, yand JY
youth. Fromit they will obtain’ a knowllay
hold
of
the
wheel,
and
steer
the
craft
ent
commencem
he regarded his disease—
for yourself.”
a
good may be mark
‘edge of the most exisoniiiry events convinced he lacks principle. ‘A friend ‘Fongestion of the lungs—as his welcome down into the warm Gulf Stream of his mer- and go te prove how mugh
accomplished
by a person individually, if promptly replied, ** I' had’
which have occurred in ancient and modern should bear a friends infirmities,” but not
cy!
Awake,
thou
thatsleéepest!
Arise
fron
1
|
he
works
with
his whole heart.
Twanty of mark for Jesus,”
summons
to
depart.
:
:
his
Vices,
will

To an inquiring mind nothing
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Psalm,

htm

singing low
* Thi 1 west
oar thowinds
gind blow,
stremms and,run!
~ The windows
of my soul I throw
solWide openSoria to the sun.
sor bobibd.
in od

no more a barren land
, RIO na A weed and tare; |

The manna, dropping
from God’s band
Rebukes my painful care,

:

+

angel sought so far away

:

That care and tril seem at 1dst
Through Memory’s sunset air,

Liké¢ mountain-ranges gverpast,
In purple distance fair.

re

Mr.

Mr.

And so the west winds play;
And ull the windows of my heart
I open to the day.
5 ts
J. @. Whittier.

Caring for ‘Souls.
of raiment
imme-

diately and forcibly to our sympathies.
Thereis a want of knowledge also: we
should feel that we- were doing a great
wrong fo our children unless we should
take pains to secure for them at least the
rudiments of a good education. Again,
there is the want of companionship.
We

was

painting, |

with the fascinations of music and ‘dancing,
and overflowing exuberance of young hearts
full of hope and enthusiasm,
€ may open
all the fountains of innocent snloymen, and

seek out whatever may

gratify.

the taste,

or dignify our lower pleasures by the Fase

and beauty which are thrown around
them.
Still, unless the highest wants of our na-

ture are provided

for, a life of pleasure

can

not be the life of God in the soul ; but, rath. er, it must carry us away from him. There

is nothing

here to guide ard satisfy the

- ‘heart.
How many young men and young
women are brought up with all the advantages which the community has to bestow—

wealth and knowledge
ment~-living

yet, when the

and social refine-

quite up to its standard,

who

heavy responsibilities of lite

press upon them, and new temptations are
before them, feel that they have not the inward strength and support which they need.

calls

my

soul.”—

Hepworth.

Hepworth.

purposes, and subjecting himselfto

we

are

to

only as ours, but as his child.

welcome

We

*

v

Here

.

are

The i

this

out of my

own

is all on my side;” as some Napoleén, on

followed

his

advice

poverty, | madnessis it in the impious man to. pre-

might now have been

and

in the | of triumph, he may in the end find that God

not

are not

Who had Jie good

perishing

world,

or the

things
one

Jove

who

ed, and

heaven

Dear

honest

in Hi

pi a $y at Athens

was|

y» Who

use

wounding

Jo

0

he

at.

mipotent in gil thing§ which glorify God.

Oh, for more grace to grasp almighty love
in this fashion!
We want more holdfast
prayer; more tugging, and gripping, and
wrestling prayer, that saith, “I will not let
thee go.” That picture of Jacob at Jabbok
shall suffice for us. The covenant angel is

of God—to have a good hope through grace
of enjoying
the everlasting inheritance
whichis lai up in heaven for all believers.
tended to assert a pre-existence. If they * Supposing that you have ‘much goods
-do not distinctly say that Christ is coeval laid up for many years;” and have no hope
with God, then I fail to comprehend the for eternity—and
God should, say at this there, and Jacob wants a blessing from
meaning of the
passage. Now, you may moment to" you, ‘“ Thou fool, “this. night hinr; he seems to put him off, but no puthonestly deny thie fact by openly, ‘donbting shall thy soul be required .of* thee; then offs will do for Jacob. Then the angel atthe correctness of the text. BE Sdmitting whose shall those things be which thou hast tempts to,escape from him; and tugs and
the text, the deduction is plain.’ Again,
rovided ?” . “So is he,” says Jesus, ** who strives; so he may, but no efforts shall
when he says, ‘If a man love me, my Fa- ayeth up treasure for himself, and is “not make Jacob relax his rasp.
At last the
angel falls from an
ther will love him, and we will come unto ‘rich toward God.”
wrestling
wh
\ to
wounding him in the very seat of his
ais yy
him, and take up ‘our abode with him,’ I
think

he

clearly intimates a power co-ordi-

*.

The Powch

nity, and in his words

A ship on her way to Australia met witha
very terrible storm, and sprung a leak. As
evils seldom come alone, another tempest
assailed her. There happened to'be a gentleman on board, of the most nervous

perament, whose garrulous tongue
portant air were calculated

tem-

and im-

to alarm all the

passengers. When the storm came on, the
captain, who knew what mischief may be
done by a suspicious and talkative individual, managed to get near him with a view to
rendering him quiet.” The gentleman addressing the captain, said in a tone of alarm,
‘“ What ‘an awful storm; I am afraid we
shall go to the bottom, for I hear the leak is
very.

bad.”

‘ Well,” said the captain, *¢ as

you seem to know it, and perhaps the others
do not, you bed better not mention it to any-

sight on earth than

that of a young mother, in the act of Christifin baptism, consecrating
her little one to
>

WI

X

wn and kept on holding this Pope
nd
til he éarnestly wished

-He expected a deputation.

There

the baptismal

was safe, and our friend was, released from

would bring him the thanks of all

the pas-|

sengers, but they were evidently unconscious of his merits; for it is ‘too often the
= As she takes it case that we forget our greatest benefactors.

waters

ghstening

‘an-its forvhead, the emblem of a divine purity and jos, and presses it to her bosom,
the lowly petitions which go up from a

© 'heart burdened with tenderr.ess, are,’ more

ven the captain

strength ; and Jacob will let- his’ thigh

oon

go

80 our hero ventured, in a roundabout style,
tq hint that such valuable service as
his,

having saved the vessel, ought to be rewarded at least with some few words of ‘acknowl-

iment enters into all the relations of home,

saved the vessel? Why, I gave you that
rope to hold to keep you engaged, that you
might not be in such a feverish state of alarm.’
he self-righteous may here see how much

there was such

having a most worthy and delightful pastor.
sim-|
The building, too, h:1 such an air of com-

plicity that to hear wis to understand.
Both at Broad Hembury and afterwar
at London,

the

happiest

results

attend

the ‘badge

the heart of his faithful follower, The lifelong dream was realized, and with a single

tha
necessary condition of
:
Pasture vidi tho “efectionor a hag

fort and sociability within, that I’ fancied it
would be only a short” time before many
hands would be extended for a friendly
greeting. * Then, too, my expectations had

the ice was broken,

A Double Infinite.

The difference between owing a dollar
and having a dollar in one’s pocket is two
dollars. The distance between two men,
one of whom goes north a mile and the
other south a mile, is two miles.

So let one

have a thousand men for him and none
against him;and another a thousand against
him and none for him--the first has double
the force of the other.
;

I knew

his arms

about

a pile of hewn and jointed lumber.

.

how can

we struggle, and

toil,

cious as those cast into the Weaury of old,
will be

embodied in it. From its inception
to its completion, it will be an object of

prayer, and associations of holy praise and
spiritual communjon will cling” closer than
ivy tots sacred walls, It will beto many
4 hungering soul the house” of God, the
palace of the Great King, where the soul

tastes of angels’ food, and sits down with
the Master at His own table.— Evangelist.

CHANNING’S WORKS
For One Dollar.

that the few

American Unitarian Association,
~ 3eowb0

Ee

"The love of Christ will be just and sure
and fine as a living law to.regulate our recreations and all our ‘intercourse with soci-\

laugh.”

nature.”

is a

holy

‘There

15

necessity

a

of

time

to]

The Christian life is not to shun

every glad assembly,

every

to bestow on me!

time or benefits

;

St., Boston, Mass.

festive

‘scene,

and crape itself in aus
solemnity. But
how far may we do as others do, and where
must we draw the line between the right
and the wrong in amusement ? Is it indeed
more worldly to play with bits of colored
card than with bits of carved ivory? Is it

DESTROYED

The LittleCorporal
Publishing House

with all its consents, inclu-

ding all the BACK NUMBERS on hand, and the Electrotype Plates fof the November number which was
already for the press and. partly printed. Notwith-

consistent to take the ‘children to a certain
kind of entertainment at one place, but in-

standing this terrible “BAPTISM

entertainment

THE LITTLE CORPORAL

consistent to take them to the same kind
at

another

place?

Is

of

one

fashion of dress the probable sign of regefieracy, and another of unregeneracy ?
gislation on such subjects is not so simple a
thing as it seems to be. We hdve- no right
to be narrow other than as'the narrow way
is narrow ; we have no right to make laws
that ace only arbitrary, and have no root in
It is a delicate

Christian to

decide for another

is lawful or not,

are

asked

thing

in

about

some

what

for

what

questions

amusements;

eyer before.

for nu

man

that

be conscious

Subscribe

that,

his love fills my heart, and his presence my

day, then évery such question is to me,”

shadow,on my happiness, if I feel

im for or ask his blessing on, if I find

prayer a dull ceremony, I know that

AND

OFTEN.

LITTLE

AND

OFTEN,

LITTLE

AND

OFTEN.

LITTLE

AND

OFTEN.

en-

LITTLE

AND

OFTEN.

that

LITTLE

AND

OFTEN.

how-

EITTLE

AD

OFTEN.

of

and

ever good sucha recreation may be for
others, it is not good for me, and thus I
carry in my heart the power that casts out
worldliness.

Good

—

¢

We Protestant Christians are in danger of
undervaluing good works. There is just as
much merit in works as in faith, and neither of them is good for anything alone.
If either
works

could

be

would have

of any

account

the advantage;

IS

THE

WAY

works is symmetry

to labor and to pray that the Kingddm

of

of

Church Ereetion and Extension.

The appearance of things were so much
faction to the last benediction which falls
the opposite that I even came to believe.
The cause of Church Erection and Extenfram dying lips on those who stand weeping
—though it may have been all imagination sion is essential to the proper prosecution
around,—where this sentiment of religious men contribute to their otvn salvation apart
Such is the case of the saint and sinner, —that they did not much care to sit very of the work of Home Missions, and is largefrom Christ. They think they can certain v The saint, every pious man, has God on lis close to me, or to look on my hymn book, 1y idenvifiod with its ‘quccess. To neglect
pud evening save themselves, and there they stand hold- side, and nothing, virtually, agaifst him; though on my part I was very particular to
© one is to invite the failure, to a serious
nfluence in- ing the rope with clenched teeth and their the sinner has God against him, and noth- share it, or to relinquish it, if occasion of- extent, of the other.
And: assuredly there
feet tightly fixed, while they are really do- ing really on his side. . Hence the advan- fered
They seemed to be guarded lest they are few claims that can be presented to our
ing no more than our officious friend, who, jajie of the good over the bad is a double should break down someunderstood church charitable sympathies more deserving in
ae
:
;
was thus befooled. If ever you get to heaven, n
regulation against reciprocal advances. *
themselves, or more commended by the
you will find that everything son did toward
Some facts, viewed in this light, have an
fter leaving a dear country “home and sources from which they emanate, than
our own salvation, apart f om the Lord interest
greater than many of us conceive. church, where of course every one is inter- those\which ifeach us from our Western’
-- Christian home aré.answered. There may
osus, was. about as useful as holding the One is this: “All things work together for ested in every
other one, th e removal to. frontiers, and ask aid for the erection of
»+be litle formal instruction in religious mat- rope ;that, in fact, the safety of the soul lies good to-them that love'God.” The contra- this frigid society was” painfully noticeable. "sanctuaries of worship. They. are urged:by
ters, ( Ir our daily intercourse we can rot ‘somewhere else, and not’ in you; and what ry is the case with those who love him nct. Ispent previously. two or three years in those who have learned,in their destitution
touch on these great themes with too deli- is wanted with you is just to get out of All things, in the result, work together for pleasant association with city churches, but of religious privileges, to form a more coraate a reverence.
The sacied reserve of a the way, and let Christ come in and magni- ‘their harm,
neverin so solitary and Nolated a position rect estimate of their value; who feel in
and devout heart is better than any fy his grace.— Spurgeon.
The universe, in all its times and places, before.
1
oo
of their new homes, as they never have ‘fl,
aide
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alone,
because

it is better'to do right. and doubt, than to
believe and do wrong. But the right man
believes and does. His faith prompts to
good works, and they prove his faith.
Thus the apostles pati p.and only by this

union of faith and

tia

po

I

Works.

er

OFTEN.

LITTLE

not thank

it tendsto make the Bible a dead book

AND

OFTEN.
OFTEN.

If, in a scene

aged in something which I can

Now:

.

AND
AND

enjoyment, the thought of Christ falls like a
on

sent -

LITTLE
LITTLE

and

then love the world as much as you please.”
I shall join in no company that will compel
me to part company with Him. I shall
soon find out what is the spiritual atniosphere of a place, and whether I inhale the
deadly chloroform of worldliness that sends
the life of grace to sleep, or breathe the
fresh air of spirituality.

10weow42

LITTLE

as

an individual,
wonderfully simplified.—
I can understand now the old pastor’s advice, ¢ Love Christ with all your soul,
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Alas, for my rashness in sup-
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ety. ' ‘“ Recreation

will

NEW

‘and

distract our hearts from
the one great purpose of life, simply to gather about us possessions which, though they may be very
fing things in this country, will be of no use
to us in the country we are so shortly going to?

:

It

a monument
piety and self-denial.
The two mites of the poor ‘widow, as pre-

the neck of his sovereign ;

persons present had observed this little in- God may come and “his will be dbne on
agit ig in heaven.
This is the “misterview, and so [ thought, foolishly enough, earth
take wg make, and making it, wé Jose more
that in a few days one after another of them
life on
would follow their beloved
tor's exam- than half the enjoyment of Christian
.
le, would find me out, and tender their ’earth,— Observer.

Fina offices.

en, Let that structure which they .desire be reared, and it will in many instances
be something far more and far greater than

throb of exultant joy and gratitude he threw

his ministry. Many sinners were convertcharacter secured.
.
ed, and the doctrines which God blessed been
‘We Protestant Christians are in danger
raised
by
certain
notices
of
‘Social
to the accomplishment of these results may |.
of thinking that doing good by societies
business I thought and machinery—by proxy—will excuse us
be learned from the hymns which Toplady Committees,” whose
has bequeathed to the church: “Rock of must partially be to find out and introduce’ from personal exertion in the service of
strangers.
he family, where for the time
Ages, cleft for me,” ‘‘A debtor to mercy I'had
my home, attended a church with God and our fellows. This is a day- of asalone,”*“When languor and disease invade,”
sociated action, when we have a society to
and ¢¢ Deathless principle, arise ;” hymns in which I had little sympathy; so, of course, do almost everything in thes Chureh and
I
was
wholly
dependent
for
the
association
s the world. ‘We are temptedto get our rewhich it would seem as if the finished - work
were embalmed, and the living hope exult- I required upon these organized promoters ligion done out, as some
gét then washing.
of
sociability
in my
own church.
After
ing in every line.
And if we belong to.4 sty. or- circle, or
a
reasonable
time
had
elapsed,
I
began
to
During his ladt-illness Toplady seemed to
for a benevolent purpose; especially
I knew very well club,
lie in the very vestibule of glory. To a look'daily for a call.
if we bear some responsible office in it, and
that
the
pastor
of
so
large
a
church”
could
frierd’s inquiry he answered, with sparkling
give time, labor and money, it is easy to
eye, ‘Oh, my dear sir, I can not tell the scarcely give me his time, but I felt grate- persuade ourselves that we are doing what
comforts I feel in ny . soul,—they are past ful that he was sucha man as to arrange
the Master requires.,
;
expression. The consolations of God are thoughtfully for meeting the wants of
We Protestant Christians are very much
flratgers.
Weeks
and
months
passed,
and
so abundant that he leaves me nothing to
the way of thinking that it is our duty to
o one called, Iwent earlier to the week- in
pray for, My prayers are all turned to
give the bread of Tife to the perishing,
ly
meetings,
thinking
that
some
of
the
good
‘praise. I enjoy a-heaven already in my
while we neglect to give them the bread
soul.” And within an hour of dyinghe call- elderly people would speak to me; but that that perisheth. Our public charities are
ed his friend$ dnd asked if they could give was an utter. failure, with one exception. abundant, and they are ir proof that the
him up; and when they said they could, The good minister himself having come ear- poor are not forgotten.
We found hospi,
tears of joy ran down his cheeks as he add- ly for some reason, extended his” hand, and talg, homes, asylums, and offer our” ionéy
bade
me
a
cordial
wel
saying
he
had
ed, ** Oh, what a blessing that you are will:
gation, and. freely for their support. And it can not
ingto give me over into the hands of my often seen my face in his co
be made a reproach to Pretestantism that
Redeemer, and part with me; for no mor- if I would give him my address he would it cares for the soul only @ud does not tend
call
upon
me
as
soon.as
possible,
I
think
tal can live after the glories'which God has
the body as well.
But in our private, inmanifested to my soul !”- And thus died I must have behaved strangely on .this occa- dividual capacity, as Christian men and
sion,
for
it
was
the
first
Christian
greeting
I
the writer of the beautiful hymn, * Rock of
we are tempted to leave the care
had received for mearly five months. Well, women,
Ages, cleft for me,” ™
:
of the sick, the poor, the suffering to these
I begun to feel that I was convalescent from associated charities, while we are content
bome-sickness. I had had one greeting—

d not seem very grateful ; | .

than any outward rite or word, holy and ac-, edgment ; when he was shocked to hear the
eaptable before God. And where this sen- cap
say, * What, sir, do you think you

. from the first timid accent of: plighted af-

Word was

and taking from his own breast

Oh,

.

undefil- the city.”

chief caré be, not to be rich in’ the world’s
estimation, but to be rich in the estitnation

glory that I had with thee before the world
was,’ [ can not evade the conviction that
the ‘words, plainly as Any words can, are in-

his rope-holding.

fs Saviour and its God.

before, the beauty of the sanctuary, and the
desi: Lleness ofa religious home for themsel ( ii for their chides. ke may be

the next instant he fell backin the embrace

mother rules my father, and my father rules
He who knows how to be masthat fadeth not away, reserved in ter of prayer will rule the heart of Christ,
and Christ can and will do all things for i
P
;
reader, while you provide for things people, for the Father hath: committe
in the sight of all men, let your all things into his hands.. You can be om--

itanwe whichis incorruptible and

self. with the

Christian prayers and benedictions,

it in our

him that life would soon be over.

“of King Deathf

arid who knew that he was heir to an inher-|

religious

The storm abated; the ship

baek

his death-

of the marshal of France, he placed it above

for a substitute,

is no more touching

on

that Rev. Mr. Hepworth, pastor of the Uni- | enjoyment of plenty, instead of being, as|has vacated his throne in his insignificant
tarian church of the Messiah, New York, he
ed it, a burden to his friends.
~ . | behalf! He will find that a Niagara River
:
:
yt
ini. | . With great calmness and earnestness the | rans steadily toward its fall, even though a
was drifting into a belief in Christ's diyini- dying
saint replied— waving his wasted ripple may A
or there sometimes turn

anly to hold it in the warm embrace of our

human affections, but to enfold

lay

bed, when a great mark of distinction and
honor was brought to him. Turning a cold

sent to the emperor, who quickly arrived,

when, if he had

one, lest you should frighten the passengers
or dispirit my men. Perhaps as it is a very
bad case, you would lend us your valuable
Everything else has heen provided for. help, and then we may possibly get through
But here society has left them poor and de- it. Would yon have the goodness to stand
famseless.
y,
# here and hold hard on this ifope: pray do
' Most of all, our Christian homes . should} not leave it, but pull as hard as ever you
‘make provision for the highest wants of our can till I tell you to let it go.” ‘So our
natare. - The child which we receive from rind clenched his teeth, fru put his foot
the hand of God,

A distinguished mdn

-

part of a well-planned conspiracy. so to eall

and all his limbs go, but he will not let the
uate with that of God. I don't see how the
angel go. The poor man’s strength shrivconclusion can be avoided, provided you
admit the correctness of the text. I do be‘‘ Suppose we saw an army sitting down els under the withering touch, but ing his
Second, having ‘placed myself ‘before a granite fort, and they told us weakness he is still strong; he throws his
all feel and recognize this.
Food, and rai- lieve this.
man, and, holds
ment and instruction are not enough for a right on the dogma, I come to speak of its that they intended to batter it down, ‘we arms about the hg
-child that has no home—no brothers, or sis- historical value. -I believe that the dogma, might ask‘ How?’
‘Then the other
They point to a cannon him as in a deat -grip.
ters, or frieads—no parents to watch over as I have stated it, has saved the world, and ball. ¢ Well, but there is no power in that, says, ‘Let mé go, for the day breakéth.”
and love him, heartsick and homesick as he done more than anything else to mold it is heavy,—but no more than half a hun- Mark, he did not shake him off, he only
is. . We see how desolate he must be, and modern society. If Christ had been a mere dred or perhaps a hundred weight.
If all said, “Let me go;” the angel will do nothat reformer, the changes he in- the men in thé army hurled it against the “ing to force him to relax his hold ; he leaves
would shudder at the thought of a child man, a
would have died out, and his fort they would make. no impression.’ that to his voluntary will. The valiant Jaof ours left thus homeless and friendless. #f:trodue
ke in clarion tones, They say
Lam resolv. But there are deeper wants than these voice, though it
No, but look at the cannon.’ cob cries, “No, I am set on it,
very dim and dis- * Well, but there is no Power in that; a ed to win an answer to my prayer. I will
which. are not regarded.
Theres such a would have died a
he Church was child may ride upon it, a bird may perch not let thee -go except thou bless ‘me.”
thing as a soul's suffering from hunger and tant echo before this.
Now, when the chureh begins to pray, it
built en: the divinity of Christ; it would in its mouth; it is a machine and nothin
thirst, and crying out for that which may
will make as
satisfy its inmost cravings. Do we recog- not have survived if it had not been, and more.” ‘But look at the powder.” * Well, may be at first the Lord
. nize and endeavor ‘% make provision for the Church saved the seeds of the new civ- there is no power in tha; a child may though he would have gone further,and we
this want of our natur® ? As it respects our ilization from among the ruins of the old..
spill it, a sparrow may peck it.) Yet this may think that no answer will be given.
Be steadfast, unchildren, we compass sea and land to pro- |
:
I come, lastly, to speak of the powerless powder and powerless ball are Hold on, dear brethren.
vide for their bodily wants. It is the same institutional value of the dogma. It is the put in the power ‘ess cannon ; one .spark of movable, notwithstanding alt. By and by
in regard to knowledge.
We take the ut- only possible basis of organization. It gives fire enters it; and then, in the twinkling
of it may be there will come discouragements
most pains to have our children educated. us two works to accomplish—to save-our- an eye, that powder is a flash of lightening, where we had looked for a flowing success ;
No branch of instruction which relates to selves, and then save the rest of the world. and that cannon ball is a thunderbolt, which we shall find brethren hindering, some will
their intellectual culture is deemed super- Atheism can’t organize. It never has done smites as if it had been sent from heaven. be slumbering, and others sinning ; ° backfluous. Bo with respect to the want of com- so. It never will, Radicalism can’t organ- So it is with our church-machinery of this sliders and impenitent souls will abound;
panionship. We love to be with them our- ize, Ome must have faith to orzanize ; Rad- day; we have all the instruments neces- but let us not be turned aside. Only let us
selves. We seek out for them the best as- icalism is\cold ; it always seems to me like ary for pulling down the strongholds; and be persevering in supplication,and we shall
gain a broad, far-reaching benediction for
on stone eggs.
It may Oh, for the Divine spark !"— Arthur.
sociates. We are more ambitious
for them a hen brooding
ourselves, the churches, and the world.—
for ourselves, as it respects the society’ warm them with the heat of its own body,
POP
Spurgeon.
are stone, and can
into which they are to be introduced. But but after all the e
there is a deeper want in our nature than never bring forth life. What may not this
- -Augustus~Toplady.
any that human friendship can satisfy—a dogma be to you? If you are weak—and
Christian Indifference.
closer sympathy, a holier longing than any who is not *—you can go to Christ and get
——
that can draw us towards a
human being.
strong. If you are sirful—and who is not? “tha pleasant county of Devon, in one of
its
sequesteréd
passes,
with
a
few
cottages
A
write
in
the
Christian Union tells a
As the hart panteth for the water brooks, so —you can go to Christ and be forgiven.
1
the soul, awakening to the consciousness of implicitly believe all this, and on it I would sprinkled over it, mused and sang Augustus story, the like of which, we fear, could be
its inmost wants, cries out for the living found ‘this church. 1 heartily believe it, Toplady. When a lad of sixteen, and on a often truthfully told.
The effect of such
God, and longs to comniune. with him in and by means of it I would save my own visit to Ireland, he had strolled into a barn
where an illiterate layman was preaching, things on the credit of religion itself, who
soul
and
yours.
rit
his
love
and
holiness.
Cut
off
from
him,
"
but preaching reconciliation to God through
we all of us are fatherless, and friendless,
Since the above was in type there comes the death of his Son. The homely sermon ‘can measure ?
standing alone on the bleak and desolate
Ten months’ attendance at one of the best
the report that Mr. Hepwortk openly re- took effect, and from that moment the Gosshore of an ocean over which no earthly
Orthodox churches in New. York, and the
nounced
Unitarianism
in
his
pulpit
the
first
pel
wielded
all
the
powers
of
his
brilliant
friend can guidp us.
.
payment of sixteen dollars from a meager
Now these great wants of the soul must Sabbath of the new year, and declared him- and active mind. Toplady became very salary for my sitting, have resulted in so
learned,
-and
at
thirty-eight
he
died,
more
be provided for in every Christian commu- self a believer in the Orthodox faith. He
much social feeling and friendly attention
nity. We may multiply the comforts and is a fresh, magnetic, able and inspiring widely read in fathers and reformers than as I shall recount for the benefit of those
most
dignitaries
can
boast
when
their
heads
|
luxuries of life. We may add to the refing- speaker, and it is hoped that Christianity
it may concern.
are hoary. His chief works are controver- whom
ments of society, and seek out whatever
An utter Siragger in the city, I wandered
sial,
and,
in
some
respects,
bear.the
impress
will
receive
even
better
service,
from
him
may give softness to the manners, or a
Fof his over-ardent spirit. ‘In the pulpit’s around to hear the different ministers, and
oharm to the socjal intercourse. We may hereafter than it has received in the past.
the different churches, for a few weeks,
milder agency nothing flowed but balm. see
pursue our esthetic culture to any extent,’
and then decided ‘to stick to this one, as
In
his
tones
there
was
commanding
solemenriching society with the delight'ul reHolding the Rope.
sources of art, with sculpture and

Riches and Honors.

|sume that because he is allowed a moment

ot

ther! glorify me with thin€¥®n

And so the shadows fall apart,

b>

:

ible, and partly

Beyond the Father’s sight ;

(

{+

the point of Suiifieris the world, would lifelong dream had been to obtain the little
naturally conclude
; when just at that mo- baton and fbbon of marshal of France, He
ment the array for his overthrow-=provok- could not sleep after seeing it conferred on
ed, it might be,b his own injustice to-man- McMahon as a reward of valor in the batquired that Chrjtian. friends should minis- | kind—was complete and r ady for the: final tle of Magenta. Before the next engage| ter
to his necessities, as the holy women | conflict.
ment, he told his friends that this time he
{on
:
| minietered of their substance to the Lord.
With such odds ia his favor—rather such would win the prize he so much ‘coveted.
| When his rich brother came to see himryppositive security for.
the attainment ora The conflict was over, and they sought him
he upbraided him for giving
anxiously upon the gory field. They found
so much at-|true good and
the avoidance of all real‘ey
beneath his war-horse,
tention to the things of God, and
giving | —why should the jou be ever cast down, him almost crushed
[2V2 80 much of his substance for religious | or in any way
told
discouraged? And what and the practiced eye of the sur,

consciousness, that Christ's (Jife and God's
life are inextricably interwoven and interlaced. ,.T am bound to believe in Christ’s
divinity, or else tear certath texts up by ‘the
roots, which I am wholly unwilling to do.
When Jesus, in & prayer, says, *O Fa-

appeals

of course,

artly out of the way in which I read the | urrection of Jesus Christ from ‘the dead, |how, he said, “Why, I rule my mother, my

That opens into light,
Wherein no blinded child can stray

want

* No one cared for
Magazine

e words:

Sweet with eterngl good;

the

and in ail

" I can not resist the feeling—it has grown | begotten again to a lively hope by the sres- | ruled all Athens, and when they asked him

That death seems but a covered way

which

say,

Tie Soutien is a weighty one.

Making the springs of time and sense

. The want of food,

good man;

ty. He partly confessed it at the Unitarian | hand toward his poor, self-deceived brother | upward on the stream.— Chris, Int.
anniversaries in Boston, last spring, but in| —* Quiet! quiet! Whist, whist, Tom! 1
—
his last Christmas sermon he plainly declar- | have a kingdom no begun upon and an inPrevailing Prayer.
ed it. If the words
mean; all they imply, hetitmnce
have naof yet
—————i
‘
o wasthatthe I richer
the seen.
two brothers? 44
:

Ty Ey ’

or of shelter;is one

only
yo

A TE

=

Of Love is understood,

* | is on the side of the

of its renewed and | 8 brothér who had made the world the great | me ;” though in truth those very things were

diffuses itself through | object of kis life, and who,

"There has been a suspicion for some time | example, he

Then all my prayers have told!
Knough that blessings undeserved
poiave marked my erring track;
That more and more a Providence

reg
wb

ayo

eotions

A Confession by

J

I welcome at my door.
Ah as God wills, who wisely heeds
To give or to withhold,
And knoweth more of all my needs

or

tie.

.

{ break my pilgrim staf, I lay
oar i

.

Unseen Inher itance.
fis Sua) tendencies gona opponent of the
inward
dass
eto
;
i
di
Ah aged Christian man was on his death-|
The appearance of things is often quite
sweet- | bed,/and was happy in his' prospect.of soon | ptherwise, = A Jacob may
sm warranted
ean sec | entering into the joy of the Lord, He had|in saying, “All these things are against

| to mind his early home and friends, mourn| fal indeed it ry
be to them all, if he can

1

iy
T

last, too late, he comes to. himself and

Bu
4
I find,
The best of now and here.

The

2

such as
this, how many
a child,
poor in the
beyond
the had
grave.midst
of afence,
has been
unsatisfied,
re- hepitunce
is dying
brother
given greater at-|
led, driven into dangerous pleasures and | tention to the acquirement of true riches |
-ways—a_
grief to his
a|than to the realization of worldly wealth ;|
deeper sorrow. to himself, And friends,
when at and in his infirmities and sickness he re- |

or fear;

Aside the to

i

God, and that their religious prospects are
glance on the treasure he would once have
clutched with an
r grasp, he said, with made to depend on their suecess in what
a sigh, *“ Alas! this is a very fine thing in might seem to some a mere matter of
«the atmosphere of our homes, We hii ary al
Gad, bands with all is ioe his deliverance from sore impenftling { this
4
country | but I am going to a country worldly enterprise.
* But that is not the light in “which they
Yuly Wo tier, al vejuices asd he2.3 which | to have made no provision for the world to|
On the other hand,
ked man,in days where it'w li be of no use 0 me.” Who
pew it, nor may a stranger to their: fool.
God has guickened. For want of a home | come, and had no idea of enjoying an in-| of apparent success,
say, - ‘The world call reflect without sadness on the closi
moments of the
"Gen. Neil? His igs and sym thies pronounce them mis-.

til

:

mourn no more my vanished years;
a Al “ih rk and tears,
My
is young again.
NA

p 1 -

;

py
LT
slic
i
deficue » Ek
i
1:
gs unfolding its beauty and its
| part, Whe io jd e but that of God
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A Special Premium.
——

To every new subscriber for the Morning
Star who shall remit

ten cents

$2.50, and

in addition to pay postage, &c., we will send
a new and beautiful chromo

entitled ** The

Wreathed Cross.” This is one of the most
elegant works of its kind that has been
produced, and is worth the price of the paper. This offer holds good until Apr. 1,
1872.
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dering the energies most effective,

They

also president

of the

Senate,

met

strong

opposition from that body. This awoke the
fiercest partisan strife,—or rather,” it’ produced a fresh exhibition of that party
wrangling which so lately

isiana, politics.

doing right, is the Christian's office as well | spare no pains or expense on works of art,
as his bour, and his life will show pretty on sources of entertainment ' and pleasure.

throw

disgraced

Lou-

The state legislature was

into utter chaosby it,

and

for

grand truths—for ** the invisible

depravity that the theater and

ball room | would follow.

(odhéad"—but we see mere theories ever
giving place to theories, and-most of all, and
most
vaunted, sheer hypotheses
tenfold

sev-

flimsier than a cobweb; but not a single
truth for the heart; not a single answer to

The U. S. Government ‘was

Fisk was

quite as

Bn

The

to preveat it ;—this has

been

that class “of business

men

Fisk lately stoud at the head.

the evenings ; here is the. comparative lull
in’ secular affairs; the week of prayér has
set people to thinking about religion; here

the policy of

of whom Mr.
The popular-

is also the habit of most religious societies

ity that he has given this policy; the vast

to do their chief mission work

number more who have adoptedit and been

at this

sea-

ful seed that he has sown

the bane-

broadcast yet to

spring up and bear bitter fruit ;—these in
every moral sense but emphasize the falseness ol his career.

may we not witness revivals? ‘May we not
do the work at hand, and reap .immediate
results ? May we not see sinners coming up
to the Cross, and hear their crigs for pardon, and their songs of redemption?
If we
will.

The

Sabbath.

ly in the management of his railroad and
steamboat fiies, making them conduce to

vows, and his
ers where thousands who tried to follow him basely broke his mane
only struck and sank ; gathering wealth as whole public life was akystem of fraud and
the clouds gather water, only to lavish it as villainy. And it was in the pursuit of this
freely as the clouds do rain ;—howbeit the system that he formed those relations which
ciouds gather water honestly and lavish it while they were his crowning disgrace were
to a good , purpose ;—seeming to guide his the direct causes of his death. For the last
craft in such a freebooter fashion that one ten: yeyrs his footsteps have tended exactly
And can
could almost suppose him in league with whither they have now ceased.
some evil genius that enabled .him to shun there still be those who persist in following
common calamities ; bounding along in this them, or who recognize in the splendor and
way so gayly and withal so. defiantly, with luxury of his life any compensation for the
colors always flying and music that scarce- gloom and misery of his death ?
ly ever seemed to

give an

ominous

die shall ‘he live

again?” not a single

hope for a man

whose

——

Zion's Herala thus sets -forth the vilue of
Scripture ‘words as safe guides:

The words of Scripture are the guideboards of believers.
ey have jo other,

so far as words go. ‘These are erected along
the path of life to direct the lost and wan-

dering soul into the way, and along

|
|

sociations, &o., exhibit a most commeénda- | i

:

ble zeal in this direction, and our most pros- |
——FALSE RUMORS or WAR. It turns out
perous and useful churches owe their * sucthat we are not likely to have a ware with
cess under God to a wise adaptation of earSpain after all. It seems to be established
nest, persevering effort to thgireal needs of
that Senor Roberts has’ not been recalled,
humanity.
:
that no change has been made in the govMore should be done to make the Sabernment of Cuba, that the relations between
bath truly a delight, not by catering to any
the United States and Spain are cordial, and
vicious propensity,
nor conforming to ‘that there is no question at issue between
worldly vanity, but by a liberal provision
them which the Spanish minister can not
for improving all our nobie faculties essettle. The two latter points are given on
pecially in devotion to God and man. If the
churchis a genial, happy place B11 God is the authority of the Spanish minister of

and fertile domain, our free policy, our.
facilities for acquisition and improvement
impoverished and oppressed masses of the
old world. We have. set up no barriers,

offeredtio obstacles; bit“rélying on
intelligence and virtue of our people,

Improving

the Opportunity.

have

always

supposed

that

them, and so build up a great power for
God.
But there is danger rather of their assimilating and absorbing us. Already they
have a large if not preponderating influence

——

We

the
the

efficacy of truth and right, we have said, Let
them: come, we will absorb and assimilate

note,

- running down whatever craft might lay in
* his way and never stopping to pick up their
struggling crews,—it could hardly be less
than startling to see that arm reach up and

Current Topics.

hold out great attractions to the crowded,

Mary

——MR. HEPWORTH'S CHANGEOF FAITH. |
tev. Geo. H. Hepworth has followed his |
declaration of a belief in Christ's divinity!
by openly declaring his faith in Orthodox {
as opposed to Unitarian doctrines. It is |
only a few years since his predecessor in
the Church of the Messiah took similar
‘steps, preliminary to entering the Episcopal
order. Whether or not Mr. Hepworth is to
follow him as far “as that, remains to be
seen.
In
the meantime various reasons

tv

of the State, county,@p city, no one questions, As he reads by the light shining,
through it, of a dark night, on the lamp at
| a street corner, the names *‘ Broadway,”
and ** Tenth Street,” does
he doubt that

bring

about a war. We shall now wait with a
good deal of interest to see how the Cuban
war-criers explain these friendly sentiments
at the banquet to General Sherman and
Lieutenant Grant.
’
—
——Gov.

WASHBURN

AND

these truly represent those streets? He
may think the officials of the city
corrupt,
but he does not dream that they have thus
bewrayed the wanderer. The southern lead-&
ers in rebellion put out the lights on their
coast. They never put false lights in place
of the true, to mislead

deal

of anxiety.
man,

Ought the Schools to be United?

|

For the follpwing reasons
Education

sent to

Society should

unite

its

we think the
gracefully con-

suspended

theological

school with' that of Bates College :

1. The misfortunes of the College,since it
undertook to sustain a theological school,
make it necessary for the Society to ado
this, or to expect Bates to abandon its effort. This little institution, heroically competing, on limited funds and a reputation
not yet made, with other New England cdlleges, in one outburst of generosity to the:

TEMPERANCE.

Xe declares himself a
in favor of enforcing

temperance

commerce, and

Donita]
News nd Nis,

signalized his advent to office by utterances
that create a good deal of joy and a good

in our large cities—those mighty centers
of influence. The power of this foreign | are assigned for his act. The "Golden
element affects or controls some of the Age hints that it is because he could n't
most vital subjects of legislation among us. make the pew-rents pay enough, and that he
Principles: long cherished are jscouted as wants to lead off in a free tabernacle movelike Mr. Talmage’s. The Liberal
superstition, old lénd marks are ruthlessly ment

our

lure it to destruction. Much less will the
word of God state that which is false, It is
a light shining in a dark place, a sure word
of utterance, a guide-board of God's, on the
pathway to heaven.

Massachusetts, has

Governor Washburn, of

the saved

soul to its uttermost privileges and duties.
The guide-board erected by the authorities

tions to meet any hostile demonstrations,
| have evidently ‘been persistently misrep| resented by persons and newspapers whose
interest, real or supposed, it was

the path

of Christian experience, to divect

sarter politicians. The present
the mind and the heart. Why should not | Warmo
Christians and churches have as much in- condition of the South is quite favorable to
terestin their noble, immortal work, as’ is thé employment of their tactics, which ‘is
shown by the votaries of fashion and foily ? only another strong reason for wishing that
Many of our Savbath-schools, Christian as- that condition might be speédily improved.

It 1s not without deep dpprehension that truly in the midstto own and blgss; if piety, foreign affairs, in a speech at a banquet
good men observe the increasing * tendency benevolence, ‘and cheerfulness abound" where our: country, our President and our
report of it came to the most of us very the comfort and convenience of ‘ their pa- to.Sabbath desecration.” The vast tide of therein, Christains will love it, backsliders military and “naval forces were toasted
much as the report of that pistol must-have trons. He had many tried and. true friends ‘foreign emigration promotes it. The Cath- return to it; sinners flock to its courts, the enthusiastically. It is not denied that there
come to him on the stairs, only to astound before his death, wt number has won- olic countries of Europe pour upon us their Lord wil] revive his work fn it, and greatly have been difficulties, and that only the
has
and bewilder. Riding so long and so gay- derfully increased ince the foul and cow- thousands and millions having very lax cheer the place of assembling. Hearty re- pacific temper of both governments
ly on the crest of the wave, seeming to push ardly act which deprived him of life. He views of this institution. China and other vivals after all are best to make strong spared us from war ; but the causes of the
e deeds and spoke many heathen: nations are sending over their
others down only to make his own position : did several chari
churches,
good
meetings, a hallowed difficulties, the tone of the despatches exchanged, and the extent of our preparathe more secure; borne safely past break- kind words, so thesd~friends say. But he immense surplus . population. Our wide Sabbath.—J. J. 3.
"
;
in
The death of Colonel

of

y seen, being understood by the things
that are made, even His eternal power and

have ‘only ‘helped To strengthen
crease, The few strictly honest men of nessa greater ingathering than any other learn something even froms the example of | property. At present, there are indications.
business would. hesitate to” drive bargains portion of the year. / We know how it has the impenitent? ~The sanctuary and the | that the fury of the two sections: has spent
and get gain as he did; but ‘the habit of been in the-past. The winter and spring conference may and should be happy places, itself, and that, with'the exception of one
calling square cheating square dealing, of hive seemed to be especial times of revival. so that every one may be able to exclaim person killed, it is to end, without - bloodcalling shrewdness only sharpness; and This winter, ahd this coming spring, may with David, “I was glad when they said un- | shed. This is only another example of the
sharpness only. a legitimate use of one's witness still greater triumphs of grace. to me, let ns go up to the house of the Lord.” | bitterness cf partisan polities. It is rather
wits, and a fair means of gétting the ad- But they can only be achieved by entering Two formal services, anda stereotyped 80- to get the office than to discharge a duty
vantage of/those who are not sharp enough the field and fighting the battles, Here are cial meeting will not supply the wants of that is the goalof a great many of our

to be the public's obedient servant, especial-

remarkable as-any portion of hisilife.

things

Him from the creation of the world are clear-

So they succeed. Itis not wholly from native | eral days it was feared that bloody results 06 festions "Swan

plainly whether he took ' advantage of the
occasion or not.
a
!

But he had his good qualities, they say.
He was generous to a fault, andtrue asa
friend,—where he was a friend. He claimed

Tragedy.

a
CC

lutbly
As for adding to "the mentbérship of the areto many more attractive than the church | applied to for tailitary aid, but forbore to earthly hopes are i Tk
Roming for a soul that has awakened to the
and in- churches, these Winter vaoiiths might wit- and the prayer civele. Can "not Christians | interfere except to ’ protect persons and appafling fact of its moral undoneness.

and ! stock-boards by his example, and

is sent,—that the subscription

$

riety, connect amusement and recreation
with labor, thus sweetening toil and ren-

ruined by it than would

postage are to be paid in advance,—and that

JANU
©

have pursued it if} son of the. year; ministers are trained to
It will be understood that no per- | hie had not so wonderfully succeeded by it; mention and to labor for revivals particuN.B.
centage is allowed in those cases where the the number who are still impelled to the larly during these winter ‘months ;—then
Chromo
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.

does with which they observe them. Ey-.
ery opportunity for doing good, or éven for

.

have come with
if “the notoriety must
it. Still there is a disposition in trade that
his methods and their pecuniary success

for publication
a All communications designed
on
_ “should be addresses to the Editor, agd all letters
dressed to the Publisber.

cess in business varies about

know

have ever envied Mr. Fisk his notoriety,and
that they would not have Jaken his wealth

Editor.

iin

they

+ Admit that no really respectable parties

:

business, remittances

may

| the falsenvss of the career.

”~

GEORGE

much

Yad

WES

physician, the merchant, the ‘banker,—all | Worldly men often exhibit much sagacity\
these have their office-hours,
and theiri suc- in their schemes. They provide for a. va-

it ag’their own: and pursue it to its legitimate end ? * By how much they would shun
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denomination it loved too well, proposed to

give it $30,000 in site and building, and
$100,000 in money,—ut once to more than

double the amount done by all the Freewill
Baptist churches towards sustaining a theological school. But in making this magnificent offer the College expected to draw
from its funds, then possessed,

but $25,000.

stringent laws, and of allowing women to Before the énd of five years,when the fourth
vote on this particular question because its
pull bim out of sight so suddenly.
professor was to be added to the school, the
evils chiefly affect them. This position just- College designed to raise the money for his
Born of humble parentage among the sister Martha. She only did on that occaVermont hills ; driving about New England sion what it was her duty to do,—that is,
ly cheers the temperance citizens of the
support. But a valid pledge of $50,000,
in his youth as a Yankee peddler; then op- to improve the rare opportunity with which cast down, sentiments and practices abhor- Christian is rather gladto be rid of him, state. But it throws a gloom upon the additional to its funds, inspired the proposieratingin Boston: where he showed rare she was favored.
rent to the revered founders of our nation are hoping he may be ** acquitted of" betraying whole army opposed to them, for they see tion which resulted in the virtual transfer of
skill in driving shrewd bargains; speculatPapacy the church committed to him to our theo- in ita return to those temperate days of the Society's school to Lewiston.
If there was a shower of gold out-doors, becoming popular and prevalent.
That
i ng in cotton during the war and reaping we woald allbe pretty likely to leave our has long boasted that she will here make logical enemies, as West Point was. to Ben- three years ago, when there was less crime £50,000 was lost to the College, and conse/
large profits in spite of blockades and army- work and our pleasures, even our beds. or up for her losses in the old world, There es- edict Arnold.” Another paper says that by halfin the state and the property valua- quently it is now in a serious dilemma.
lines ; then getting control of the Fall River our dinners, to catch some of the falling tablish her high dominion and. sway. If his mental orbit is an eccentric one, and tion increased at a wonderfully rapid rate. For $75,000 are used on the theological
line of steamers, he fizally drifted into Wall
treasure.
Here
was the world’s great skeptics and heathen are mot so preten- that this departure is an evidence of it. In reply to some resolutions lately present- school, and by that sum the College proper
St., went into stock gambling, got control teacher, tarrying awhile with these two sis- tious, the growth of their errors may be all "And still another says, it is becanse his ed, approving. his course, Mr. Washburn is weakened, By diverting this]
part
of the Erie Railway by a fraudulent and se- ters. It was no less than their duty to the more insidious and dangerous.
Amid spiritual and intellectual nature was starv- stated that his position on the liquor ques- of its small capital to these new us ,
the
cret issue of ten millions of stock, bought leave their daily cares during his visit, and all this" the Christian Sabbath is a signal’ ing on the husks with which it has been fed, tion had always been the same, and that College itself is injured to an extent that
So he
and has thus souglit food that will satisfy this is not. a ** new departure.”
up the New York courts and thus kept his catch the golden words of wisdom that test.
we do not seem to realize.It is so crippled,
position, built an opera-house, operated a fell from his lips.
The Sabbath has always stood as a sign it. Just what Mr, Hepworth says about it, seems to be speaking from long established “at this hour, by attempting to carry the theFrench theater, and engaged in various
He gave it by we don’t know. If we did,we should know convictions, whereinis hope that he may ological school, (which is, io effect, the one
If this world’s inhabitants couid be led to of man’s allegianceto God.
add convincing acts to his significant laid down by the Society,) that but oneamours, the last of which cost him his life, appreciate the full benefit.of such a course,
He just why he has chosen the seemingly good
precept.
express
and
example
his qwn
\
and sent him
back to Vermont to his idleness and its evils would very soon take made it a part of the moral law. It was a part. He is a man of generous impulses, words.
. half the nren necessary to maintain its exgrave.
; the path of honest industry.
Do yousay special national: injunction ‘to the Jews: rather broad culture, and fresh and magnetistence, not to say its worth and prosperity,
HISTORICAL LECTURES. Professor Tripp, are now in its faculty. From its small corps
But it is not to heap obloguy upon Mr. that this is only 2 covert way of saying that ¢ Remember that thou wast a servant in ic as a speaker, and he will be sure to exert
Fisk’s name, that his career is thus exposed. procrastination if a thief, and that this lat- the land of Egypt, and that the Lord thy an influence wherever he
chooses his of Boston, signifies his intention of deliver- of instructors three men are withdrawn,
ing a course of lectures in Dover pretuy soon, leaving so small a number that no friend
Death has taken him off, and in the pres- ter statement is gray with age ? But it has God brought thee out thence through a sphere.
»
on ‘‘ France since 1848.” The Professor of the College will tell you, if he can help .
énce of that grim monster we should allow significance in it, nevertheless, and judgyl
mighty hand and an outstretched arm:
has made French history the study of his it, how many do remajp; The generosity
our tongues. to utter no unjust words.
ing from the-small number who heed it, ietherefore the Lord thy God commanded ——THE WEEK OF PRAYER.
The Week
He has entered the presence of One who should still be repeated from morning till ‘Yhee to keep the Sabbath day.” Christ de- of Prayer has been widely and faithfully life, and judging from that portion of it of the college, in this matter, is décithoroughly understands his case, and who, night.
clared that he came not to destroy the law observed, and good results are likelyto with which his Jecturés will deal, and the dedly injuring its prospects, defeating its
numerous and weighty testimonials from usefulness, and crushing out its spirit. Tt
if he rpust turn away the naked sou! that
We are now breathing the atmosphere but to fulfill it, and recognized the uni- follow. But that will depend mainly on
| his patrons in other places, he hus a good is in the power of the Society, without any stands shivering before him, can not at the: ‘hallowed by the week of prayer. It "has of- versality of the fourth commandment, sayour use of the time that follows. the Week
same time but remember our frames that we fered opportunities to the churches that ing, “ The Sabbath was made for man.” of Prayer. Seeking the throne and re- deal to say that will be really worth hear- sucrifice, increase of cares, expenditure of
.But there are a few lessons tliat may vot come again during the year. Our Puritan ancestors, in founding and ceiving the blessing last week will not supply ing.
are dust.
energies, wrong to any one, or without dohave been suggested all along by his life, Christians themselves haye been reminde
dedicating to God this nation, deeply ve- this week's i
|
ing a remarkable act of grace, to release
There
' were doubtless
Spirit of the Press.
that it seems fitting to review and impress by it that their responsibil ties are neither vered and honored this sacred Institution.
the College from its present strait, and set
many hearts tofiched, that may be made
at his death. *
%
:
But of late Sabbath-breaking is becoming glad in the Lord if efforts are faithful and
it back where it can challenge comparisons
Woridly men Rave had
light nor few.
Reverting to its former commendation of and retain the confidence and patronage of
There is a certain class of society that Jods their thoughts called for a*while from the more and
more prevalent and open. persistent. Where there- have been any
been captivated by his career.
In every business that absorbs them, and the great Worldliness and irreligion are casting off
the act of the Boston Y. M. C. Union in our poys. Can we allow this College, in
manifestations - of God's presence, there
‘community are those who have eagerly vmultitude of open transgressors are even and defying its restraints. Attempts are made His people should be doubly active. Let opening its rooms on the Sabbath. and wel- which we have as much invested as in any
localities
various
in
coming such as would come in, pt Congre- enterprise within the bounds of our church,
watched his course, dazzled by its splendor tow feeling sothe_of the old reverence that with frequent success
the meetings be continued wherever pracsecotherwise
es - on our account, to be imperiled? ‘Will we
reor
have
day,
78
they
féte
until
a
B
it
success,
its
make
by
to
- and won
came upon one when he said, ‘It is the
tivable, and let Christians see that those gationatist adds -. .
methods and found their Lord.” Itwas in fact the time for special | ularize the whole or a large portion of who have thought of tasing Zionward are | Why should not every church 'in our be its beneficiary, at. the expense of its
sorted to the sange
mangreat cities consider it a part of its logitiHis late course
ll.
reward in a pri
effort by the churches, and shall they vest | 1t- Processions are allowed after the
brought wholly within her walls. Let he mate work to have a pleasant room fin its Lhealth and life? If we can aid it by aiding
means
every
the
almost
entice
and
to
Europe,
of
®calculated
ner
especialy
ourselves, can relieve its distress by put~
has been
so soon after making it? .
claims. spirit that was awoke by the week's exerci- Bouse of worship, or connected with it, well ting our shoulder under one end of our own
Even as a ped-+
young and thougiiless.
We have all been commendably active employed to set aside its sacred
supplied with books and papers of a healthses
be
cherished
and
exercised,
and
then
dler in Vermont and Massachusetts he at- during the summer and autumn.
Great so- But most to be dreaded of all is the -indif- may the Week of Prayer prove also the ful quality, where these ** wanderers ” could burdens, are we magnanimous, sympathetwares
showy
his
by
| sit-down, not only ‘‘ between the hours of ic or friendly, if we refuse to «do it? By
tracted wide attention
cial and political and commercial enterpris- ference, languor, sloth which under a pre- week of blessing.
[|
so
to
nblic worship,” but before. and after the uniting the two schools; and using the inday
the
In es have been well attended
annihilate
almost
rest
of
tense
and resplendent traveling equipage.
How
to.
ame
os of worship, and read or engage in come of the old to help in the support of
]
New York be surrounded himself with the many ofthese can not each of us recall, many.
conversation, and so be kept from the at—
Tue
MURDERER
OF
FISK.
~
There
seems
the
reseue
to
Eastern
done
an
be
of
shall
what
Now,
splendor and magnificence
that have had their week, to which men
tractions ofthe saloon?
Itis well known the new, the College wouldbe saved from
prince, and in all his movements about the gave their time, and labored to make them Sabbath, so vital to our welfare, and make to be a disposition among the best of New what forlorn places many if not most of the detriment while retaining its theological York citizens to let Mr, Fisk's memory fade boarding-houses for young
men in cities department.
eountry he was remarkably ingenious in successful? But they have, been holding it the rich blessing it may and should be to
quietly away, and to leave his murderer to are, and that there is very
little inducement
by
Not
world?
the
His
to
us
display.
through
and
and
us
2. But lest it be objected that the Sociedevising means of pomp
occasional meetings ever siiice, to compass
to remain in them i
for purposes-of
ty cal not be expected to aid Bates Colspeech was of that odd and original charac- plans and promote interests then formed. becoming exclusive, or bigoted, or arbitra- the care of the Courf. "This is very wise, eating and sleeping.
e
know
too
how
ter, abounding in fresh images and dramat- Shall they be wiser in their generation than ry.’ We can not turn back nor hedge in this but does it spring from a belief that the ponerully, in the leisure hours of t
ab- legein its undertakings, notice also, that,
Court will repeat the Cole-Hiscock and the
ath, they are solicited to enter eviFhaunts were the schools united, and the funds of
itr expressions that acted upon a certain the children of light? Now the church has desolating tide, but may divert it.
McFarland-Richardson vefdicts, or the re- for the sake of society.
Why should not the Society devoted to the new school, the
class of people with almost: irvesistible just had its week, and its share of men’s
It is of little avail to repine and complain,
verse? With these cases among its annals our churches have each a cheerful and at- College would be the heavier partmer of
vocabulary
evil.
thé
remedy
to
nothing
force, becoming a part of their
doing
while
time and efforts. Have these secular entractive room to which such might be made
and thus drawing them into ~ closer sympa- terprises reaped success by improving the It avails little to long for a return of the how can the Court do less than clear him ? “welcome ? Why should not the members of the firm, and have double the amount of
And
yet
as
the
champion
of
law
and
com;
thy with him.
the church choose such rooms as the proper expenseto meet. © And let us remember
opportunities, and shall Christians delay to good old times of the Puritans. They will
with that, what it does in this undertaking, it
What better time than at his death, with gather and bind into sheaves the grain that never come back, nor do “we want them. mon justice, how can it do less than hang place to engage in such conversation
him?
So
many
of
these
verdicts,
which
tances fresh in mind, to rethese
young
men
as
would
tend
to
lead does not so much for itself, but for the Soall
its eirew
Theld blue laws and Pharisaical restric- ‘have rather proved the corruption of the them to Christ, or make them feel that they
lies all about them P
ciety, while what the Society does, is to
imcall his career and fix upon it a proper essome
as
severe
so
tions, though never
have Christian friends around them ?
: answer the ends for which it ‘was made. It
Not alone these seven days. following t!
timate? Does not such an end emphasize week'of prayer, but every week in the agine, and mingled with many wholesome Court tham tHe insanity of the prisoner,
ran
is the Society, not the College, that
in
the foree of ‘those precepts that admonish year properly claims that we use a part of ingredients, are not what we need to-day. make it still. more.doubtful if justice is done
Speaking
of
the
numerous attempts to this union is the recipient of charity.
in
this
case,
But
the
public
is
feverish
and
he
sure,
be
-To
'into
us to shun evil ways?
helped
and
extreme,
Tt is constant care that wins. They were an
it for Christ.
put forward substitutes for Christianity, the
was just as faithful
when the Lord was

about. the housework
not there, as was her

tmat teak

atures

‘emphatic in its dpinions ; it beginsto realize
duce the @pposite-extreme under which we the fearfully 16w estimate that these past verany
want
count more professed Christians on the dre now suffering. We do not
dicts have brought upon human life, and it
might possibly baye been’ shot where he street, or at their homes, or about -some ‘bondage
lo the law, but the freedom of the is less than ever disposed to accept another
the
for
not
But
wag.
he
was and by
secular pursuit, during the time of the | gospel.
like them. It will require at least all of
same cause, and his memory would haye weekly prayer-meeting, than he would find
The Sabbath was'made for man, to be a Mr. Graham's legal acumen to convince it
been a far flerent thing.
and
in the vestry. To be sure, some of them help and blessing—to suit his nature
life was a false ‘one. Estimated by. may be “at home doing it,” and business circumstances—a. special means of cultivat- that Mr. Stokes is less responsible for his act
ft
of truth or fairness, it was may have legitimate claims upon: others; ing his spiritual condition—a day of sacred than was any one of the hundred murderers
who have been
hung during the last ten
in the intrigues which
ging
that particular religious rest after the six days of secular toil.« The years.
that
oftener
is
1
but
ase
x
th
ing
gather
;
to be his pasion
duty ‘is ignored, and the prayer-meeting Creator's beneficent promises are perverted
ny
18
»
sociates who seemed to be his only conby excessive worldly labor through the
left to geton the best it can.
ones; waging those numerous con——TuE
Dirricurty
IN
NEW
ORLEANS.
the
genial
for
Our religious life, so far .as ite posses- week, which unfits mind and body
were

must die, whatever his career.

. been the "pastor “of Plymouth

+

If he had

church,

h his hands

he

wits ‘whic
filled, and arousing the ens
alway
y
beatl
inevitaws

bi vies and jealousies that were their

But in almost every comunity

one can

“does

him his luxutious career
en envied
7:

been

familiar

with.

invitation is to.

lege in suing

[0

BT

EE

ate

0

Ararat

again.
of God,
with all
leaving

for a union of this deserip-

fairer bind- brilliant an exhibition of pure benevolence
of them are enoughto keep good citizens. old discarded book reissued in
‘and palmed off under a new. name.- ag-ever has flashed its light before the eyes
blushing with rey
for some time. “ing Look
here,” fay the scientists; *‘ in these
to come. . After the recent death of ‘Lieut. rocks, in ‘this laboratory, “beneath this ‘mi- ‘of this denomination, Ought not the Edu-

the liberality
in yonder star-dust, is all ‘the catiofvSociety to apprectate

Gov. Dunn, Governor Warmoth nominated

crosoope,

as his successor a man ‘who, as he would

truth man needs.”

be

We look and find some

ssaearemaneervssmarsut emi

of ithis friend; and
»

~

/

a
2

gi

ds

try heathenism over
«Here's the religion
the religion of Christ,
in the latter sifted out,

The

Others say,
in place of tion, Weought not to be so dazzled by
that is bad the magnificence of the previous undertaknothing but ing to be blind to the liberality of this latthe Golden Rule.” Going a little nearer, ter and more feasible project. For the Colwe find them claiming that the Goldeti Rule
of love and charity.
long before lege to be willing; out
sion of faith,and zeal, and charity,and love, duties and enjoyment of the Sabbath. So It is hoped that the most disgracefalrpart itself was laid down by othersPaine’s
for
the
Society,
to
set
aside
$80,000 of its
deism
recrea- of the New Orleans imbroglio has been Christ, It is simply Tom
and all its other rich graces is concerned, ‘men are cheated out of the rest and
Is .certainly as
work,
this
towards
worked
over
and
brought
out
again,
like
an
capital
acted,
but
the
facts
and
the
remembrance
the
and
not differ essentially from our secular tion needed on the secular days,

ot, be otherwise
it coulll
and, sacred hours by a sort. of necessity are givey
his life should ‘be constantly ex- lite, so far as its’ possession of stocks,
*
| gither to physical rest or fleshly indul-,
must
Each
Uposed
and cc stantly
in
peril. Couldit houses, and lands is concerned.’
ng
the
improvi
gence. A good eight-hour law for ‘work
by
d,
_ “Jetitimately end in any other wiy ? Would | be won, if possesse
the way for a prop:
greatly prepare
oft- chaices, by doing the dufies‘that each pre: would
.
nyone of the thousands who havesoaccep
Sabbath
the
of
nce
observa
er
The
ted.
t gents, and when they are presen
,

consequ,
ble
than that

: Should tire partnership be formed, the Society could contribute but $45,000,a
post,
up ‘while the College would give its splendid
theirs Beir fl
th all the oti 4 of
and $50,000 ‘more. So that, in
venders of patent medicines. ‘‘ Comé and building,
see my substitute,” say the spiritualists. proportion of $45,000 to $80,000, the two
We go and look, and find nothing but the partners would be related tothe new school.
old necromancy that heathenism has always We must admt the ‘generosity
“of the Col-

Watchman & Reflector says:
A great many are just now crying

do what

it carr

to

make

-

«i
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sence of this union and the aid it will bring h ehannelsy ©
- the, College must abandon, and thd Society

4

i

persons wi 0 hive so, liberally

LG HIK

onion

iH

OE

{

more, *‘to find a home" for. the: suspended + The followirlg™ lette
jist come to
hak r

o

school, or to revive and unite it with the one
.at Bates?

Fancy

another, committee. ad-

yertising for ‘proposals,’ another peripa-

‘letic troupe of divines visiting localities and, |
from lofty hights, drinking in the view, and

hand
and refers to the Mission Circular sent
©. 0: Luss.

at all ardent to become interesitng to the
public again, by renewing the search and

DEAR Sir :—Enclosed is ten
dollars as Jus of the apportionment assessed tp No.
bridge
‘church. Having
collected that amount, I thought I would send
it immediately, so that if you made your remittance to the Fore
ssion the first of

call for that rich, and benevolent,
aged

vout and

person

and deto

who is eafer

“‘build @ monument for himself” by endow“ing the theological school? We may as
‘ Well smile as frown at our past experience. Above all, let us learn a lesson from
it #nd become prophets of what,

in similar

undertakings, to expect.

a

Hadi

Norra TUNBRIDGE,
Bro. LiBBY:

this month, you could

V7., Jan, 8, 1872. |

have what I had col-

lected. ‘The other five will be ‘collected
goon. We as a church send with this remittance our prayers for the success of the

Mission.

Fraternally yours,

A. J. Duron.

:

Haverhill was supposed to be pledged for
a site and building to the Society, but the

Society was pledged to itself, if not to Hav-

erhill, $75,000, in addition to present funds.

But Haverhill failed, and the competitors
for the school are reduced to one. Others,
doybtless, could be found, but who .can
think that any place Would surpass the lib-

round

|

ishioners,

us JR

Is the Society

Monation;

Rev; and Mrs. P. 8. Burbank express ‘thanks
have at least 1400 such responses during the for a Christmas donation of $84: from their par-

studying the effect of scenery that is to
charm, to awe, to inspire and to make poet-

ic the theological students.

ar

from this office, Jan.
1, 1872: ‘We hope to |

your!

SACCARAPPA, ME.

Still we are seeing
have, since

my

last, entertaineda hope in Christ.

I

"

Last.

Saturday evening, we received five can-

didates for baptism, making seven that are
erality of Lewiston? Bates gives site,build- -waiting an opportunity to be buried with
ing, and $50,000, and asks of the Society Christ in baptism. Three very profane
no increase to its present funds,
So the men are now praising God for delivering
College excels the town, in building, $125, grace.

we

Signs of the Morning. *

14

4.

in the

—

not bet-

name

:

The consolidated school, would be no

near as many in our land; yet it would be
stronger, more efficient, respectable and
commanding than,in the absence of the pro-

posed union, it could possibly be.
5. Such a union would close the debate
over the disposition of the Society’s funds,
silence the call for their division and distribution, restore. them to the object for
which they were given, and leave the Society, hereafter as now, at liberty to devote
its énergies to providing for beneficiaries.

6.

two good churches in

Gospel. The Holy Spirit was with us
moving upon the hearts of men. The
meetings were held in one house, but all
denominations came together; union prevailed, and

Society. The chief difficulty in the way is
- ‘the question of control. Itis a discredita“ble truth. Shall great goedbe lost, opportunities thrown away, and crises of destiny
passed unheeded, while Christians contend
about a little brief authority?
Is it worth
_ the income of $80,000 a year, to have ‘pow-

er to send a committee of thrde, to sit on
the platform, at the annual examination of
to elect a

new professor? In theological schools but
little government is needed. They control
themselves. The question of authority, remen,

could

be amicably and easily arranged.
Another objection to this union springs
from the promises made to indigent students, and the fear that they will be neglect~

as

a result

all

the

churches

have been revived, sinners converted and
backsliders reclaimed. Over fifty found

their way to the anxious

seat,

and many

more arose and confessed their wanderings.

Pray for us that the time may

come when

these green hills shall not cast a shadow on
a single sinner, but all shall know the

Lord from the least to the greatest.

hii

to Park Street

amounts to

from $100 to

$300, on

Castle Rock, Minn., and is now living among the

No

Rev. J. D. Batson has moved from Northfield to

people to whom he has ministered since the ore
ganization of the Castle Rock church, This isa
step in the right direction. ‘Bro. B. is an earnest,
faithful and progressive minister, and his people,
though few in number, are worthy of just such a

good pastor,
Castle Rock.

So look out for good tidings from

!

of empire” north by west, in which your readers
are interested, is Minneapolis.
Rev.
Charles
Payne, late of England, has been engaged to fill

Creek Nation, Samuel Chihote, is a Methodist
preacher. We understand that'the Chief of the

the pastorate of the F. Baptist church for this +
year. There is much that is encouraging in
regard to this most important church in Minn.
While much remains to be done, there is ground
for the hope that much will be done during the
current year. A few sheaves have been gather- |
ed.
A goodly portion
of the membership
seem to be getting into a broader ‘place. Fhe

Seminoles,

the’ ‘¢ Star

Sunday-school under the direction of Bro. G. B.
Bradbury is coming to bé a veritable Bethel to allwho attend it, both old and young.

But

among

John

Juniper,

is

also.a

preacher.

Jr WB:

shall result
in gathering in many who are now
lingering around her temple gates ; then there is
the audience room of their beautiful house of
worship to finish, to accommodate the increasing
congregation,and to gall ina portion of the strang-

ers who

are rapidly finding

apolis.
The Crystal

homes

in

Mi nneg

Lake

and

Brooklin

church,

of

which Rev, C. L. Russell is pastor, was To the
midst of a precious revival when the Dee: session of the Hennepin Q. M. was held there.
The * signs” are all propitious for that church,
Anoka and Champlin, another of Bro. Rus-*
sell’s charges, has enjoyed more than ordinary
prosperity during the past year. They have
built’a neat and commodious house of worship
and enjoy it all the more as they remember the
real self-sacrifice it represents.
At last accounts

there were signs of an abundance of rain there.
The Elk River church seemes to have
fortunate in securing the services of Rev.
Staples.
:

been
J. S.

‘ Stop, you can not get in here

This seat in the middle

said:

Rev. E. C. Cook, of Brownfield,has accépted a
call from the Free Baptist church at Steep Falls,
and has commenced his labors there.

Concerning

GRAY, ME. We bave had the pleasure of
spending a week with Bro. McLean, of Gray,
Me., in a religious effort for the salvation
of souls.
Bro. L. has been the pastor of this
church two and one-half years.
The work to be
dome was imperative and by no means free of
embarrassments.
But, it was earnestly under‘taken by our brother from the beginning, and
successfully carried forward.
By good manage-

ment, a patien§ and conciliatory spirit and

hard

work, 8 church has been rescued from strife and
division, if not from ultimate overthrow.
The meeting opened with the Divine presence,

though with
to increase

small attendance, which continued

from

dayto

day.

Some

presented

themselves for prayers, and a few embraced the
truth as iw Christ Jesus.
The Congregational

these two schools. Therefore,
we hope that
the Education Society,instead of burying its
daughter alive, will consent to give her in

- marriage to the son/of Bates College.

Bro. McLean, and fully determined to sustain
him. God’s blessing will be with such a church,
J. 8. BURGESS.

GREENWICH

J. A. H.
r—¢

8ST. CHURCH,

Prov.

The

first

a

The council appointed to investigate the difficulty’between the Houlton Q. M. and the Presque

Isle and Fort Fairfield churches have attended to their duty, and report:
:

The artigle in a rdcent number of the
‘Star, by Pres.
Cheney, calling for aid to
Bates College, has constrained me to try to
urge upop- our brethren what sgemsto me

‘a duty second only te, the endowment of our
institutions of learning. Patronize our own
schools. There can be no sufficient reason

sons snd daughters of Freewill

“Baptist families should not as a rule attend

‘Freewill Baptist schools, when attending
anywhere. The faculty and teachers of our
institutions as a class are men of good abili-

ty and culture. ‘They are devoted to their
talling. The fact of the smallness of their sal-

E. KNOWLTON,

M. H. TARBOX,

¢ Council.
.8. M. HAGGETT,
).
East Corinth, Auge 17, 1 871.
miners

These converts said it was the -happiest
their lives.

eight.

day in

The hand of fellowship was given to

The number

of this

church,

organized

one year ugo last August, is ninety-seven.

The

Sunday-school numbers one hundred and fifty.
Our last communion season was one of the divine

presence.

The

“Quarterly

The Sunday-school gave

ing souls were buried with Christ in baptism.

young

peoples’

prayer-

accessible to

Freewill

Baptists than those of any other deromination. Current expenses to students are generally less; accommodations quite as good.
‘The instruction given is most thorough and
“careful,
for our teachers feel that in competring with ‘older institutions
balance the

prestige
of ‘age they must

‘rior instruction,

fmpart

supe‘

from Rosie was received at the Q. M., who reuested a council to be appointed by the
nference to visit them and if they were
worthy, that they be organized intoa Freewill
met with the brethBaptist church.
he coun

Wt

ren Dec. 22d, and proceed

didates in regard to doctrine

practice, and

It is

proposed to erect a memorial

Cowper,

the

poet, in the

place, Great

church

Berkhampstead,

which his father was rector.

be an east window

sent

J. J. ALLEN,

Clerk,

Payne, of Minneapolis; Sermon, by Rev. J. D.
Batson, of Northfield; Dedicatory prayer, by
Rey. J. Elliot, of Crystal Lake. The house was
full of attentive listeners and the exercises were
interesting throughout.
.
- Less than a year since, the Champlin church,
not strong in numbers or” wealth, engaged Rev,
C. L. Russell as their pastor, to preach for them
every other Sabbath. The Lord blessed, and

several persons were converted and added to the
church.

Thus encouraged, the brethren resolv-

we trust we had a profitable time : waiting upon
the Lord, Rev. L, Wheeler, of the Waupun Q.
M., and Rév, J. M. Pease, preached the word to
acceptance, and we were permitted to see
omens of good before the session closed.

community

in which it is located.

The

FOR

This seems to us to HENS

§stance of di-

vine aid in temporal

people felf'the

AM.
esse

to William
of

150
150
100
17
150
125

Perfect Man,
Willie Maitland,
Who is my Neighbor ?
Triumph over
Midian,

100
|
455
90

When we were Young,
Sybil’s Way,

55
125

- ‘Rescued from Egypt,
Claudia,
Child Life,
Any of which will be sent by

mail,

on Jecsini of he

rice.

orders which

be Immediately

es

y

free of

~ h

pusiag

desi
gto get new Sabbath School Libraries, or to réplenish old ones, can send us their

Hertfordshire, of

immediately
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Orders

Mr. Oscar

J. Jones

both of F
In.

t'amworth,

and

Miss

Jan.1,

by

Annie

M.

Blaisdell,

Rev. J. Runnells,

Brann, of W. Gt,

In Monmouth,

Dec. 24, Mr,

ab

8. G. Kmerson,.of Litchfleld, and Miss Isabel Collms, of Wales
Dec. 25, Mr. Gilman
Thurston and
Miss Nancy Frost, both of Monmouth.

In Starkesboro’, Vt., Oct. 10, by Rev. R. M. Minard,

Mr. Henry Chaffee and Miss Sophronia Hill, both of
8S. In Hinesburg, Dec. 7, at the residence of A, W.

Marian Chamberlain, of H. In Bristol, Vt., Dec.
27, at the residence of N. ).. Johns, Mr. Vespatian
N. Leach, of Essex, Vt, and Miss M.M. Johns, of B.
Near Stone Mills, Dec. 31, by Rey. John J. Allen,
HoN

WM. ROUSE and MRS.

of Stone Mills.
In Providence,

ner, Mr.

Sherm!

Hill

NANCY

both

4
eve, by Rev. J. Mari-

New Year's

nk Moore

BALLARD,

George

and

Miss

Sarah

L.

also. on the same eve,Mr. Edgar Maurice

and*Mis Sarah Ann Randall, of P.
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This annual which has beeome so essential to
every reader of the Star makes its appearance
promptly upon the first of October, and is ready
to be supplied to any who may want it at the
following rates, viz:
Single copy 10 cts: one dozen copies, 96 cts;
one hundred copies, $7,00. Postage on a single
copy,
2 cts; the same on two copies; on a dozen
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A good assortment of Freewill Baptist Books,
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8. 8, FITCH

SCREW WIRE. The only reliable covering for the
foot yet found. Try them.

Freewill Baptist: 3 Books, including Sunday
School Books, may be. obtained at ‘Dover prices,
of Rev. L. C. Preston, Hillsdale, Mich.

:
Notice.
There will be a meeting of the
Board at the vestry of the Freewill
in Lowell, Mass., on Wednesday,
o’clock, P. M.
SILAS
shencord, N. H,, Jan, 4, 1872.
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Overcoming,
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his birth-

Become the staple Dentrifice of America? Simply
becauseit is impossible to use it, even for a week,
without perceiving its hygienic effect upon the teeth,
the gums and the breath.

Voted

meeting

:

Miscellaneous.

Trains leave Dover for Great Falls,

of the poet’s father and mother, in the really
magnificent and recently restored parish church.

to eniploy Rev. L. Wheeler as Q. M. missionary
J. F. BALL, Clerk.
for the coming winter.

. BRADFORD & TI0GA Q. M.—Held its Nov.
session with the Southport Preémption church.
‘This church was received into this Q. M. last
Sept., and promises to be a shining light in the

Quimby,

Dover for Lawrence and Boston,

10101035

in

advancing the cause of Christ,
Next session at Sprague’s Corners, Feb. 17, 18.
i
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publications,or will be filled with the books of other
ublisers, and will be furnished to Sabbath school
n Libraries,at wholesale prices,
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‘eb, 2-44.
ening
sermon
ev. J. Ingerick.

Dedication,

Starlight
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of doing most excellent work

is called a * Faith Work,”

found them ‘well united. in the great work of

J. MARINER.

Charch.

125,

ese

work

supported by voluntary, contributions
without solicitation.

DELAWARE & CLAYTON Q. M. will hold its next
session with the Masonville church, commencing
Feb. 23, 1872, at 2, P. M.
A. PALM«k, Clerk.

Years’ offering of $40,

126,14

Treas.
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The

censed him to reach to them for the time being.
[ remained With them over the Sabbath and

not object to our New
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.
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and
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Day
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Trains ee Dover for Portland.
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FREEBORN Q. M, will hold its next session with
the church in Loudon,commencing the Friday before
the first Sabbath in March.
J.F. HALL,
Clerk.

but I presume he will

Trains leave

Notices and Appointments.

JEFFERSON
Q. M.—Held its Dec. term with
the church in
pauville
at the usual time.
The churches were not a il represented but* a
good season was enjoyed and one soul we trust
found the Saviour. A del e tion of: C. Baptists

1,00
1,00

WINTER AREANGEMENT. June 5, 1871.

to all who
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Anecdotes of Animals,
. Bloomfield,
Glencoe Parsonage.
Early Choice,
Strawberry Hill,
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|
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want to earn an honest living. On Sundaythree
services are held; Mr. Boole preaches each Sunday afternoonand he has some rare gifts for that
‘work. The rooms are crowded each time, and
remarkable reforms and conversions take place.

Meetings.

was atten
with some power and mueh interBut above all, the spiriffial interests of
ed to build a house of worship, The first blow est through the, whole session. Five ministers
. students in our schools
looked to with was struck less than she
go, pnd they belonging to our own Q. M. were present,and we
favored with the Jresence of Bro. Kellog
‘a faithfulness almost wighout a parallel. have now a conveni®
al, tasteful, were
from the Tuscarora Q.
‘Deep, thorough and exteyded revivals ate of and,in many rggpect
pdel house,”
J. W. INGERICK, Clerk.
BOI
debt, free
frequent occurrence. - Interesting religious finished, nicely furn
Ml dedicated to . DELAWARE & CLAYTON Q. M.—Held its last
services are supplemented by direct person- seats (no sale or rent
the Lord, for the ace
all who ‘will : session with the Volga City church. The meetal efforts from instructors of all grades.
come to worship and
i
pel preached, ings were quite well attended. There were sev-

Brethren,
send your children to the
schools in which you have a denomination-

and workis given
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Special Notices.
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;
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11,30
C. 0. L1BBY, Treas.

For over two

meeting was refreshing, and we closed the :d AY. | found them correct. They then proceeded ‘to ornize fifteen Bros, and sisters into the first Free
with a concert for Foreign Missjons, Prayer,
remarks, select reading and a missionary dia- Baptist church in Rosie. Nearly all of the above
are heads of families. The church then chose
logue, with appropriate singing, made 1t a joyous Bro.
O. C. June, one of their number, and lioccasion. Bro, Libby gave us notice that our
apportionment of the spm to be raised was $20,

Epsom, N H,per M A.

0

5
15

Starlight Stories,

5.00

per A J Dutton,on apportionment

P

5

he

Sunny Skies,
Pompeii and Herculaneum,
. Archibald Hamilton,

5,69

Friends, Cen Reh awiehoN H. per 6 H Kimball,

ing upon or addressing Rev. A. K. Moulton, 783
Woodland Avenue, as above,

aries, as compared with what they might obFREEBORN Q. M.—Held its Dec. session with
In connection With the Sept. session of the
tain in ‘other fields of labor, testifies both to J Hennepin, Minn,, Q. M., held at Champlin, the ‘the church at Oakland, commencing Dec, '22d,
There wis only a small attend ance of delegates
1
their devotion to our schools and denomina- new F. Baptist church was dedicated. Script- fi
e several churches, mostly due, no Noght,
bad
roads.
+ tion, Almost without exception our schools uré reading and introductory prayer, by’ Rev. C, to the severe cold weather an

are ‘more easily

after a

MUNICIPAL B)NDS—TEN 10 TWELVE PER CENT.
INTEREST.—We offer for sale the Bonds of Counties,
Townships, Cities and School Districts at prices that
did wrong and acted imrviolation of our usage sin
will yield interest at the rate of ten to twelve per
declaring their right to secede from the Q. §t iy
2. The council think that the Aroostook Q. cent. per annum. Send for a descriptive price list.
Other securities taken in exchange at their highest
M. did wrong and acted in violation of our usages in wit hdrawing fellowship from that church
market values.
w ithout first visiting them by a council to see if
Persons having. bonds for sale are requested to
their difficulties could not be settled.
communicate with us.
8." Inasmuch as the Aroostook
W.N.COLER & CO.,
ing the past year tvel up. has
area ation a
and
|
Dealers and Brokers in Municipal Bonds,
| merged
itself in e Ho ulton %
, we therefore
13w46
No. 11, Wall Street, N. Y
| recommend that the Presque Isle and Fort
Fair-

of their mutual errors in the past, strive in the
future to love each other more heartil y and live
together as Christian brethren.

2,00
20.00

os

Chicago

1. The council think the Presqné Isle church

Sabbath in January was a day of encouragement

to our new interest.

evidence of increasing vigor and usefulness.
At
its close we resorted to the pond where six will-

Patronize our own Schools.

“whythe

cupy the ground given her. We were more than
pleased to find the whole church well united in

along

Vt,

Dover, N. H.

years a great work has been going on. The mission is strictly a religious one.
But temporal aid

At the last session of the Penobscot Y. M., at

ed. Many of those students favor the consolidation. The most of the money now minister, Rev. Mr. Bean, with some of his peo
devoted to them belongsto another object, ple, attended most of the meetings, rendering
valuable assistance. A very friendly: relation
to which this union proposes to put it. exists ‘between the two pastors and their people;
Let the Society see that each Y. M. as- which added much fo the general interest of the
.sumes the care of its own students for the protracted effort.
This church at Gray Corner
been in past
ministry, and so bring them into closer sym*%
and useful church. | field churches, if they bo vid to do so, be permitpathy with the churches.
Finally, given years a very prosperois
Through
past
trials
and
conflicts
we
expect.
she
ted to retain the Aroestook Q. M., organization
- the consent, of‘the Society
to this arrangeand its records,andbe reorganifed by this Yearly
will come forth purified as_silver is. purified by
‘ment, and the details can easily be adjusted. fire, to take a stronger pesition than ever for the Meeting as the Aroostook Q. M.
e recommerd that the two churches
: Objections can be raised to anything, but truth, well able to possess and permanently oc- above referred
to and the Houlton Q. M.,in view
these reasons, to our mind, by far outweigh
-the objections which oppose the union of

be

dissolute women of Water street.

the HoulionMQ. NM.

ETForinth, a council were appointed to investigate certain difficul
s existing in the Houlton
Q. M. The council
subsequently made the following report, which was unanimously adopted
and which should have been published with the
minutes of the meeting, but the report was mislaid. By special request I now furnish it for
publication.
A. L. GERRISH, Clerk.
Pittsfield, Jan. 10.

5,00
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** tocon Fred G Osborne,

5

R.R. there are some embryo F. Baptist: interests,
lb ~ W. KELLY, of Amsterdam, N.Y., earned with a
of which
I will endeavor to write at another
Wheeler & Wilson Machine, in 14 years, $14,564, in
time, when I hope to have more definite things
making coats; an average
of more than $20 a week,
to relate.
with but a few cents for
trifling repairs.
it

may be expected from the united supplications of
Christendom,
WATCHMAN.
Jan. 8, 1872. .

Ittsfield, N H,

A friend,
Mrs Charlotte Thompson,

.

is not omitted,

00
5,00

of Durga in India. per L A Penney,

dollar; this in the bow is fifty cents; you may
have that one in the stern for a quarter,~If you
can not pay that, wait for the free Jeon, the

will

2,50
1,00
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N. uatize,
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M 8 Sanborn, Springfield, Me,
.
W M Scott, Chester, Me, per M S Sanborn,

of the boat is worth a
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E Lewis, Cen Sandwich, N H.
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Bright Days,
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Center Sandwich. N H, per C-H Kimball,

unless you pay!

ET)

Jamie and Jeannie,
Boy’s Heaven.

Mission,

1-3 Col New Durham Q M,N H,

nbridge,

|

hg

| The Christ-Child,

Childrens’ Miss-No. Unadilla Forks,N Y, for support

launching of a life-boat, he paused and

Further on towards the great Northern Pacific

Ministers and Churches.
Me.,

Dr EI, Carr,

50
i%

I Good Little Mitty,
Making Something,

m,
, per)
uimby,
New Durham, N H, Jer JF it

drowning, and the

;

Year,
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F H Partridge, Putnam, N Y.
Theodore Plerce, Carbondale, Pa.

Henny T Carr,
Mrs 3 Saborne,

50

‘150 +
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Fireside Angel
Rainy Day at Home,

Mis M p Butler, A

a free pew system, when, after describing the hor
rors -of a ‘shipwreck, people

New

8 H Small, Copperstows, Pa.
Mrs O Butler.
Biddeford, Me,

.

-

y Present,

T Kinney, Milo. Me.

avage,
©
J Parsons, St Albans, Vt,

Mr. Talmage gave a good argument in favorsof

:

gle’
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Mainy May Series.

Van Buren Q M, Iowa, per 8 Wheatley,
Barter’s Island, Me, per J Granville,
é
Infant class, § 8, Concord Corner, Me, per Mrs N H

Baptist

i

A Rainy Day at School,

Mrs 8a (hellis, Clinton, Il, for support of W A & )
al rah E Simmons in India,
400

It is stated that the Chief of the Cherokee Na~
tion, Silas Wright, is a Presbyterian” preacher;
the Chief of the Choctaw nation, Lewis Downing, is a Baptist preacher, and the Chief of the

{

<

:

Contradictions ; or, High Life in Edgerton, ' 150

Caroline, N Y, pes A 3 Whitley,
Rev A § Whitley.

JH

ub-

Peni

:

Aunt Mattie,
Light from the Cross,

Foyeign

in Dighton, Mass., were re-

:

a

Sabrina Hackett,

John Weld, Esq,, Ridgeway Corner, N Y,towards L
:
M. per J Bathrick,
10,00
A friend, Pleasant Valley, Baftlett, N H,
3,00
HO” Chesterville, Me
1,00

gyman received a turkey, the Methodist a goose,
and the Unitarian a cord of wood. The Baptist
thought the goose; being a water fowl, was intended for him, but no change:of birds took

place.

Enosburg Falls,Vt.

Shining Hours,

Haater |find Pupil,

bc
Beaty
Whottoen. Pr

AWW

any one

membered at the late Christmas tree gathering
Iteld at the Methodist church,
The Baptist cler-

tower.

+

Prize Series.

+ Andy Luttrell

AF

PR bias i Mr. Mufray iy
"on 'Wedhdsday evening, Jan. 8, and a ¢héck for $2100,

backward movement has been made or expected.

watch

The Week of Prayer will be very generally observed by the churches in the West, and much

jon than to any other course open tSithe

ferred to a committee of young

Will

LiNcoLN, Vr.
In November, Bro. Waldron came to assist us in preaching the

Thereare less objections to this un-

classes; and, once in thirty years,

these places!

not somebody help us? Give us the encouragement and aid, and we will do the
work, and God shall have all the glory.
H. WHITCHER.

of

stronger than we need, no more efficient
than we have long prayed for, no nearer
respectability and power than others, nor as

A,

belo

y y

7 1 Wile! ation:
Weta

Sunday School Books jst

lished by the Freewill Baptist Printing
Establish.
nent. These Boeks are now ready for sale and deivery.
:
g

BY MAIL,
.

© wel FH,

The New York correspondentof the Boston
Journal says: Rev. W. T. Boole, an, earnest
Methodist, took a lease of Kit Burns’s dog pit
and opened it as a haven for the desperate and

the Society.
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General.
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ria

these terms of Bates College, and refusing +>" Oh, liad we the means we could aise up

the inquiry whether Ignorance had

¥
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‘Catalogue of New
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Superintendents of 8.8.

Rooks Forwarded,
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000,

to consolidate the schools in rejecting them,
would be indefensible.
To pass by its
offer of $80,000, and enter the field for proposals would amaze the public, and raise

Gi iF
il
vili

I

church,
All the ministers

my

At Duck Pond, we have one new convert,
{the things to be looked for, if prayed for and
saving to the denomination its $75,000,
worked for, is, first, a great awakening, a genand giving out of its own pocket $50,000 ‘a husband and father, for whom many uine work of the Spirit which shall leave no
os
more than Haverhill.
The rejection of prayers have been offered.
member of the congregation unmoved and which

vr

Wit

—

i

alker—C

Warren—A E Wilson—A M Watts,

California is the only state in the Union which LL
taxes purely benevolent institutions. And some
of the churches find the burden avery heavy
{ one, One church at least has been driven to
consider the possible necessity of abandoning its
house of worship, In Sat~Francisco the tax

. I have no marvels to record. Nothing startling
has been observed from

The next place in order, following

Revivals, &c.
tokens of geod, as several

id

{
pl

Baunders—R
—-H J

dey-W ange

OF CHURCHES
AND

Stanchfield- 8 T Sawyer—B 5d Stearns—4J
ut
8G Sma
By 1.0 sbury—J B-Smith—J M Skinnér—J P

control of the Q. M, Conference. + =~
A
arch clerks are re
to see that
© amount is raised and forwarded to each
prod 2 of theQ. M.
A. PALMER, Clerk.

Aly

J. 8. Srirere

G Sawyer—1I Slater—RSmall—CSherwood—S W stiles—W
H

and said funds, to be subject to and under the

churches that feel feeble take courage and trusty
in. the Almighty,do the next duty, and, the |
Lord will strengthen and prosper.

Tl

+ lon—J Reynolds—N IL Rowell—M § Seribner- 8 Ricker
GW oN
L H Btaples—Miss W A Sanderson—

worship within the bounds of this: Q.. M., said
isum to be puid quarterly to the.Q. M. Treasurer,

helped them 'in

TO PASTORS

)

fund to aid churches in the erectionof houses o

| building
and (furnishing the house, : Lat other

po.

+ Another Prompt Response |

renew, the attemptsto sustaina theological
school. Whichis shrewder,to set out, once

x

Resolved, That the churches in this Q. M. be
requested (o raise a sum equal to one dollar per
member per annum, to be used as a buildin
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Minutes of General Con-

.
single,
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ence,
:
¢@- There‘is no discount on the Minutes by tire
lozen,
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:
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We

al, and ought to have g personal, interest. need of a house of worship, but no one felt that
By so doing you will confer the greatest it could be built, at present: But somé of the
schools the way is opened to reap the har- benefits on your children, increase your at brethren resolved to try, and Lo their surprise
vest of this generosity.
> tachment to our institutions-of learning,and they found “ the people had a mind to work,”
-8. The Education Society should - give when there come, as must and will be the that the Lord had been before them and they had
only. to trust, and labor, and go forward. But
prompt’ and hearty approval to this propo- case, calls for funds,you willbe fay to re- the Master has prospered them far beyond what
sition ; for it can not makea better finan- spond and thus hélpto ohrry ‘forward the they dared even to hope. ‘The church and pascial movement, = It is plain. that in the ab- work ofthe Gospel'tn~one of its important | tor feel Nel thankful to God, and also ' to’ those

sure of its benefits? * By consolidating the

’
Ll

-
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S TAR, JANUARY WU UFR
his face, her eyes flashing,

full

teach them how to, play

in
day-school

firm,

—

was merely going

.

store of useful

And fires haru clear,

to add

Bite, frost, bite!
bist
‘You roll up away from the light
The blue woodlouse, sad the plump dormouse,

up, except,”

information the

he

when they

fact

off where

added

maliciously,

are young

women

and rather

Bite, frost, bite!

the little face blanched white as the flowers

The woods are all the searcr,

;

said.Bob,
,|

“mockinglys with

*“ But really, now, is it

of her being eaten up, or anything of the
sort; that Dottie ought to live been told

a

low

bow.

If but we rightly use it,
And not, as we are apt to do,

Boh

it.

possible

you

have

was right.

Conviction

settled

back, there were a number of new

‘That I might cheer the child of need,
And not my pride to flatter;

there were dress-makers

The

trunks,

sewing for Aunt

Fan, and once all the ladies of hér papal
church.came and spent an afternoon; and

That I might make oppression Téel,
As gold can only make it,

some of, them

And break the tyrant’s rod of steel,

chines.

As gold can only break it.

brought

their

She remembered,

too, thf she’

morning, before she started for

had seen a mysterious .white

‘Would come and keep in fashion ;
That scorn and jealousy and hate,

wreath

:

of

school,

as she

1 wish the good were not so few,
* 1 wish the bad were fewer;

1 wish that parsons ne’er forgot

said}

Ror

my

party

too bad, mamma

To heed their pious teaching;

said,

taking

your dimmer.

Rally

Appraised with truth and candor;
1 wish that innocence were free
From treachery and slander;
1 wish that men their vows would mind,
I wish that wives were always kind,
And husbands always lovers.

To be the glorious real;

*Till God shall every creature bless
‘With his supremest blessing,
And hope be lost in happiness,
And wishing be possessing.

never would see her

—John G. Saxe.

TN

Fan.

————

Oh dear ! dear! Aunt Fan going to be a
foreign missionary! What should Dottie
do? She satrightdown en a stump, the

Aunt Fan had only told her, it would not
have hurt so, but it must come through that
ugly Bob Thorn, and he'd just got above
her in geography, too, by looking in his
him,

to

that he delighted

afternoon as she
with
stop-

ping to pick blue and white violets and

a

then, because

every

and

wish of Aunt Fan's was sacred to her

up

"atrous little heart, he

came

It was just as she had

her hands

for

shall know

idol-

with her.
full and

was hurrying along,‘ thinking of the re-

warding kiss when she reached home, that
this same aggravating Bob Thorn came
up to her, with three great leaps and a yell
like » wild Indian, and said: ‘‘ How now,
Miss Dorothy Samanthy Ann, hadn't we
‘better have our geography lesson Detter
to-morrow, don't you think, or our daddy

might, you know, feel it necessary to ap-

ply a little wholesome correction, this way,
and this way, you ‘know ?” cracking his

* long switch over her head.

he

reined

lost,

but

Fan's

goingto be a missionary, and the

black eyes for nothing, and this was

little soul.

flashed out instantly like a small

+ Bob Thorn, you are

a

naughty,

really

She

volcano:

mean,

news he: wanted

late, the dew is

falling

already, hadn’t

better go home and tell mamma

What did you
in the window

we

it?
:
Dottie picked up her dinner-basket and
books.
*“ Now,” said the gentleman, “if you
will climb up-here and sit with me, 1 will
take you home in quick time,”

«t I had not shed a tear all

my head felt as if it would

throat ached.

the

day,

but

eplit,

and

my

|

Those three words opened
© Sarah, dear,’ she said, as

How

she

to Meet Strangers.

well.” * Children get along so well with
each other.” <1 feel quite relieved when,
This
companions.”
0
find some
A
the
chi
he children
[Sort of thing is said behind the children’s
backs, at the very moment when the same
children; quite strangers to each other, are
wishing that they were at home themselves
or, at least, that these sudden new compan-

b

from a Bed-quilt. |

ions were.
ld
Of course, in the first place,

you

ya).
are to

-Dottie was a little shy of the long black

they

came

to the

house,

Fan looking down
pected

obliged

thé walk.

her so say, “We

to you,

there was Aunt

Dottie ex-

arc very

much

sir, for your kindness to

know, you know simply that you should
like to be let off from the company of these

‘a day-school in the neighborhood ; and nearly every morning, on my way there, I used

to step in at Mrs. Bennett's, to see her little

that

I

éver knew, about three years old.

new-found

friends,

;

The direction familiarly given is that we

should meet strangers half way. But
not find that this wholly answers. The
rule for meeting strangers is, to meet
a little more than half way. You will

Ido
true
them
find

«One morning, I found Mrs. Bennett
making a dress for Lizzie, of the most
beautiful calico, I thought it the prettiest in life that the people who do this are the
1 had ever seen. I wished I had a piece of cheerful people and happy, who get the
it to put in a patch-work quilt which 1 was most out of society, and, indeed, are everymaking ; but did not like to ask for any.
where praised and loved,
i
« Oh, how pretty it was! The longing
* But I am sure I do not knew what to
grew intense. Mrs. Bennett's» back was say to them,” says Robert, who, with a
turned. I picked up a three cornered good deal of difficulty, has been made to

piece from the floor, and

bosom.
¢ In two or three minutes

hid

it fn my

oe
I was

,
on my

read this paper thus far,

ringing

fat,” and

that

plump,

frisk and

like

gambol on

had

was

gave

such

absent

coarse

on

him

all the

a frank,

artless

times

before.

dnbopil

My dear Bob, have I said that you must
talk to them P' ITknew you pretended you

About

ready to bring a *
“oh

sical or mental. Laugh, but not simply to
make a noise,” or because it is expected

that you will, but bécause you can not heljy
it; because you are overflowing

nature, with not a cubicinéh
to contain
most ready

with good

more of room

your joyous. feelings,
alto burst; filled with kindly

feelings towards

rents and

brothers

friends,

and

sisters, pa-

schoolmates

whom

yon

contact,
Yes, and let the girls

and play-

come

2
laugh

in

daily

and expand

the chest, inflate the lungs, fouse the energies, enkindle kindly emotions, encircle

.

Don’t view me with a critie’s eye,
But pass my

re-

pail of water for mother, gather flowers for
sister, or any honest ‘and useful* labor, phy-

i -——

below

roar,

a wide-awake, stirring boy, one ready for

mates, all with

« And if I chance to fall
Demosthenes or Cicero,

simple

business, labor, errands;

her.

Demosthenes.
v

‘‘ horse-laugh,” a

minding onc ef the, braying of a donkey,
or the steam-whistle ! Laugh like a boy,"

"She

~

expect-

the flood-gate of my poor little heart. I
leaned my head on her bosom, and burst

to Dottie, one

girl, Lizzie, the dearest little thing

she

in

happy as to meet

said pityingly, * My poor child!

out the memory of that atrogjous afernoon,” he says.—Emma J. Dickinson, in

all about

*¢ Laugh and grow

the gay lambs

yet she had not a cent in the world. She
was as good as gold, and she gave something of herself to all those who. were so

matter with

dower her work, laid hold of my hand, drew
me toward her, put her arm around me, and

new organ to take with her, * just to wipe

A Lesson

Laugh, boys! a hearty, joyous,

able presents to six people in one day, and

ing that she would look horrified, and tell
me never to come into her house any more ;
that she coulda't have such a wicked girl
play with ber dear little Lizzie. She put

into tears.

the Observer.

in ewhich

she had heard it many

do as you would be done by. But when
« 1 shall never forget,” said a lady, one you have said this, a question is still in«“ Bob,” said Dottie, solemnly, as if that
day, to me, ** my first, and I think/I may volved. For a minute yon do not know
were final, my last theft. When I was be- how you wouldbe done by; or if you do
« Well,” said the kind gentleman, ** it's. justly say,
tween seven and eight years old, I went to

put one arm round her to steady ker. When

too much for -her ' honest

business,

rmined

=»

snapping

hadn't

the

for?
+.¢ T stole it,’ said 1, despera‘ely,

girls. Bob, whois in business.-and going
to be a rich man, has given her a beautiful

queer little smile on his face ; ‘and who told
you that P”

Dottie thought she was 4 Christian, and

sorely tempted, but she

you
? You look quite pale.
throw the piece of calico

help Aunt Fan to teach the little heathen

heathens will burn her or eat her up .”
“Indeed,” said the gentleman, with a

Whiskers, but she wus more afraid of another encounter with Bob if she walked,
go she sat in front of the gentleman, and he

she had kept her temper bravely three times
on this same afternoon ‘when she had’ been

¢ ¢« Why, Sarah, what is

across

my Aunt

father, who

putting

It is generally taken for granted that
and he'd stake his mew four-bladed jackall will
krife against ever treating a girl so again ;” if young people are by themselves,
go
well.
And
if
you
boys
and
girls
did but
friends.
after which they were good
things
complimentary
very
many
it,
mext
know
and
now,
lady
young
a
Dottie is
matter,
month she is going in a great steamer over are said about you in this very
each other so
the ocean, to be a missionary, and * Children do understand

she

** No, sir, I ain't

a letter to her

1 went in slowly.

A

°

——

laugh, that sénds the blood coursing along
the veins and arteries, giving life and vigor
to every nook and corner of the «system.

sight of the pleasant young face; she wrete

recess, that he'd been *‘ downright mean,

guessed Aunt Fan would be sorry. But
the gentleman talked to her kindly and
soothingly, and after a while she gasped

a

the hillside in the joyous spring, or like,
the rollicking kittens, as they roll and tum-the kitchen fire while she was away.
But ble on the mat, as if to show their proud
this is not all that Mary gave. She dressed mother, sitting. near and watching their
herself so neatly, and looked so bright and movements, how easily and naturally they
kind and ebliging, that she gave her moth- learn their first lessons in cat gymnastics.
er a thrill of pleasure, whenever she caught, Laugh; but you need never indulge ina

“ ¢ Sarah, my" dear child, what ails you
I hardly turned back; but she called again.

Fas;and was her

owned

Mary

laughed just at the right time, and when it
was ended madegthe old lady happy by a
good night kiss. Thus she had given valu-

she-couldn’t for the life of her see

be himself said, and

A

out:

my

generous

Laughing.

not offered to attend the door and look after

held me close to her, * tell me all about it.’
«I did tell her, and my heart grew lighter. When I had finished, she said, ‘I am
sure I need not say a word to add to your
sorrow ; you have suffered enough to-day,
and I don't think you will he tempted to
notdy
a
with
went,
box
the
day
The next
be dishonest again. Take, some of these
inside in Dotty’s funny printing hand :
pieces of calico, and put them jn your
AT
MAD
WAS
I
SORRY
«DEAR BOB—I AM
patchwork, and wheneggr you see them, reWEDAUNTY'S
18
THIS
u.
rorGivE
1
uv.
ol
DING KAK WITH HER)LOVE. WONT UB A member this day.’
“My
children
sleep
under
the
quilt
now,
Ta
coop BOY? - DOTTIE.”
That wedding-cake and the loving, for- and it is an unfailing monitor.”"— Selected.
giving little heart that sent.it, were too
much for Bob. He ¢ caved in entirely,” as

up and said

then

them very often if our

«You know the verse about doing good
to those that persecute us. Suppose you
send Bob a nice little box of wedding-cake
to-morrow, containing your forgiveness snd
my love.”

cheerily:
‘Whose little girl's come to
grief now ? Lost, are 'you ?”
But Dottie
was apparently deaf.
She only cried the
harder, and wished she were lost,

| |

«« Yes, Auntie.”

hear a gentleman

She could not have seen

of calico, and was running away, when she
called after me.
:

«TI try,” came very faintly from the pillows.
:
« And Dot?”

tall, handsome gentléman, with long black
whiskers and the most beautiful eyes.
But

he saw her, and

unt

with

laughter or to tears,—Merry's Museum.

Ellen was a widow, and left her child with
its grandmother while she worked to get

tiresome story by her grandmother, though

give Bob now, won't we ”

going ¢ where

come riding up on a great white horse.

up

de

:

It is allowed .on'all hands that.
no man ever had such control over his listeners.. He could move them at a. word te .

old brother who wanted to play at fishing.
She gave Ellen, the maid, a precious hour
to go and visit her sick baby at home, for
bread for both.

. His

I and order.

She gave an hour ot patient care to her
little baby. sister, who was cutting teeth.
She gave a string and a crooked pin and a
great deal of good advice to the three-years

I took off my

Whild

had

you will see that she was mistaken.

Ob, if any one should

stockings, I

that she

pear the open window. ' I opened the gate,
went up to the window, threw in the. piece

why she wasn't married as much as anyShe “felt rather hurt that the minisbody.
ter didn’t give ‘her a gold ring, too, but
probably he forgot it, and would hand it to
:
her mother afterwards.
When Aunt Fan came to kiss Dottie her
last good night, she said: ‘‘ Darling, we
don’t want any naughty feelings in our
hearts this last night, do we? We will for-

Dottied poor Dottie I” and still she cried
into the little checked apron, and sobbed

smallest, forlorfest speck of humanity that
If
ever had its might of a heart-ache.

was skipping along home, singing
the birds, hopping with the squirrels,

did, and

who dressed her

80 hard that she did not

¥*

and

complain

:

school

appearance before an fudience, however excited the people were, was a signal for quiet

what to do. I ran along toward home. 1 ‘way, that he thanked his daughter in his
reached Mrs. Bennett's, She was sitting heart. She gave patient attention to a long,

right time, and said ** I do” when Aunt Fan

folks was mostly eat up,” and she had not
told Dottie a word about it,” and the scalding tears came faster and faster, and rained
down on the little blades of grass till they
looked up and said sympathiziugly: ‘ Too
bad ! too bad "and the flowers that had
dropped and wilted in her hot hands said
“Poor
with their last fragrant breath:

The Sily Circle.

on my shoes

knelt when Auntie knelt, Xiid got up at the

in ahead, after
and now that
in entirely.
sobbed Dottie.
Aunt, with her

again;

night

n{ie’s,”, she said comSua “mirror,
© er

was dignified as the Queen of

dolls, who sung her to sleep at night;
Aunt Fan, who made her prettiest dresses;
who taught her té read; Aunt Fan, who
was gooder than
anybody else in the
world, except mamma, going to be a missionary; going away -off where
Dottie

May eome erewhile throughout the earth

stray shooting star now and

¢

brown curls; Aunt Fan,

1 wish, in fine, that joy and mirth,
And every good ideal,

Aunt Fan loved wild flowers;

TTT

Bit naughty Bob had got
all, and had the first telling;
Dottie believed it, she gave
«Oh dear! Oh dear!”
¢« Aunt Fan, dear, pretty

That women ne’er were rovers;

bad news, for this
carry

After school you

When

little bridesmaid, all by her long

ut a

I wish==that modest worth might be

stood

tie

to morrow

Here's a little cake I baked

Auntie.

girl

i,

Demosthenes

came strong, and his elocution

And so I once heard a

will tell you what she gave in one day, and

‘sure

of

They

nothing of her own that she could give.

se¢ me now! With a desperate. effort I
reached the calico. But what should 1 do

But the best ting of all was, that Dot-

them,

big loafof cake in the oven: ** I'm too busy
now, dear.

for

«only hersls the tpatlesi

Auntie’s

a look

next day was high carnival for Dot- but my arm was too short.

«'Zactly like
placently, wigiing

she

I wish that practicing was not
So differént from preaching.

She really believed

kind-hearted

see anything

‘ When sll was quiet, I came out

never had her blegséql eyes on till that minute.

child anything yet. It's really too bad;”
and when Dottie coaxed to know what was

coward thathe Was.

as they had before.

hiding-place, and tried to reach the calico;

“with it, now I had got it?

night, Do¥*~and then to Dottfe’s mother
—=¢ I wonder, Mary, if you haven't told the

see

I was

wouldn't

ning of érrands

Aunt Fan’s cheek grew pink and then red,

not

and

shoes and stockings.

dress, and 'a

orange-blossoms in

closet ; and when she inquired about

_ 1 wish—that friends were always true,
And motives always pure ;

did

couldn’t

tie, bringing flowers from the greenhouse
and helping mamma arrange them till the
parlors were perfectly enchanting, and run-

‘came in once and found mamma crying, and
Aunt Fan crying to comfort her. That very

‘I wish—that sympathy and love,
And every human passion
That has its origin above,

book when the teacher

they

came she was dressed by mamma in the
-dajntiest little white dress, which she'd

sewing-ma-

ihe

this manner,

The result you. may guess. His
bodily infirmities disappeared, his voioe be-

havejjust as muck
to spend for their pleasure

was Mrs. Bennett's

where every one would seeidt.

little one, and let us have bright eyes in the
morning.”

on

Dottie’s mind. * She had been to the ‘city
visiting for three weeks, When she came

1 wish—a common wish indeed—
. My purse was something fatter;

Dottie and Aunt

Wouldn't it be’ but that of their father and mother.

and there threatened to be a frgsh deluge. me. They would all see the calico, and
¢ Possibly not, my darling ; but if Jesus know that I had been stealing. I climbed
wants ‘Auntie somewhere else to teach the over the bridge, at the risk of breaking my
little heathen Dotties about him, you ean neck, crept down the bank, and hid until
let her go, can’t you?
Now go to sleep, the wagon had passed.

those eyes for nothing ? How abou! her
new trunks, and new gowns, and all the
doings at your house for the last month ?”

A very choice diversion, too,

And every base emotion,
‘Were buried filty fathoms deep
Beneath the waves of ocean.

all cleared up, however;

go?

of it.sooner, and not have heard it in such else. I heard wagon-wheels coming—
a dismal way ; the next time Aunt Fan was toming toward the bridge.
®
married
she declared Dottie should know it
«I felt certam that Mrs. Bennett, was in
flowers now—came just in time to stop the
that wagon, and all my uncles, and aunts,
ten years beforehand.
naughty word.
Rl
* But sha’n’t I ever sev you any more?” and playmates, and every one “that knew
*¢ Miss Dorothy, at your service, ma’am,”

Of all amusements of the mind,

pebblesin his mouth;he declaimed upon

+ In

same, only Dottie would gain a new Uncle caught against the root of a:bush which
Bill; shat there wasn't the slightest danger grew upon the bank. Yes, there it stuck,

ill-na-

man ? If we may believe historians of his
time, he climbed up steep mhountains with

in church, boys and girls throw. in ‘money he must expect.

liar she was going to say, but the warning
whisper—it seemedto come right outof the

Wishing.
From logic down to fishing,
There is not one that you can find
So very deep as “wishing.”

’

But his heart was fixed as the’
His voice troubled ‘him
shall stop®a determined

the beach when the sea dashed upon the
rocks. The tumult of the great Mgean
o ————
Ne is
tg | waves seemed to him but the uproar ofran ,
Wien the contribution-box comes round Athenian audience, and such he well knew .

stolen it? While I
her she was geing to marry the new gentle- leaned over’ the bridge, and watched “it
man ; that she would be Aunt Fan all the with all the agony of childish remorse, it

tured jokes. She faced about and said
slowly: * Robert Thorne—you—are—"—

My spring is all the nearer,

You have bitten inth the heart of the earth,
§
But not into mine.
~ Fannyson.
:

sure to float right in front of some one who

She recovered
of Bob's

one

only

It was

¢ herself.

’

she didn't.

But

to faint.

he fuel is all the Sores,

kiss her?

going

He was afraid she was

Dottie held.

did, where would it

when Auntie came and sat on the edge of would know that it
her bed a little minute that night, and told calico, and that I had

saw

He

there.

stopped

. The fruel boy

But yot into mine.

Pervertit and abuse

would see-it.
I must find some
cure place. 1 got it again, and tried to parts. This is what I mean by meeting
chew and swallow it. But it would not do. people more than half way.— Youth's ComA
Oh, how wretched I was beginning “to feel ! panion,
On my way from school, I had to cross a}
bridge over a running stream of water, and
What Mary Gave.

gentleman be, and why did Auntie let him
It was

either hand.

which their patents have « given them for
Who could the Would it never float out of sight ? and if it that purpose. The money is not their gift, himself.

terly at a loss to know.

“that

*¢ copack,” or, she

children | will tell them about her play of the Sleep- everlasting hills.
more, ge- ing Beauty, and enlist some of them to take | most. But what

The

that

And you bite far into the heart of the house,

e clearer

tiful cqlors haunted me. yet.

you'll

pretty, sometimes they 'burn ‘em or hang
‘em up by their thumbs,”
furl

And the bees are stil’d, and the flies are kilPd, A

al

he

way to evangelize them.” *

to your small

your Aunt Fan is going

ZX,
And frostis here,
And has bitten the ‘hegl of the going Jar,

are

and I believe

I thought I could get rid of it. I
“ Very well,” she retwrned, smiling, ‘‘ be theve
good enough to carry
my proposal to Bob threw it over, and watched it slowly floating'along.. Now it whirled in a little eddy ;
|
never set eyes oii her again. She's going’ at once, he’s the worst boy I know.”
back again.
| to Africa, there Where folks mostly. gets eat ~ What could it all méan? Dottie was ut and now it came swimming,

And woods are sear,

e

class a. year,

with lips white and set hard, * No, sir, I -grows worse every day of his life. O dear,
shall not cry for you, it’ you pinch me till what is so utterly bad as a bad boy! . What
can you do with them?”
Vt
I'm black, or shake all my breath away.”
“Marry them,” said the gentleman mis“Your Royal Highness does me the
greatest injustice,” said Bob, loftily. “I chievously, kissing her; ** that is the surest

TT Wate
“The
frost is here,
And fuelis dear,

looked
her mouth

imperfections by.”

Such were the lines in the very first piece
I ever delivered ** in public on the stage.”
I shall never forget them. There were
many more, but most of the others have fad-

ed from my memory long since. The
only reason why I have remembered these
so long is, that I learned them more perfectly than: the rest. Somehow or other I got
itinto my head that I might possibly make
a mistake in thé recitation, and say crickel's eye. And so I studied the lines over a

great many times, snd made out very well

in their delivery. But it was just as much
)
as I could do.
me.
impressed
them
about
Another thing
Who were Demosthenes and Cieero? I remember well of asking some of the boys,

with an ample
the whole countenance
Give me the boy or
wreath of smiles.
girl that smiles as soon as the first rays of
the joyous morning sun glance in through
the windows, gay, happy and kind. Such a

boy ‘will be fit to * make up " into a man—

at least when contrasted with a sullen,
morose, “ crabbed * fellow, who snaps and
snarls like a surly cur,or growls and grunts
like an untamable hyena, from the moment
he opens hisred and angry eyes till he is
Such a
« comforted ” by his breakfast.
will be
favorable,
being
things
other
girl,
good material to aid in gladdeving Some
comfortable home, or to refine, civilize,
tame and humanize a rude brother, making

him more gentle, affectionate and lovable.
It is a feast to even look at such a joy-in-~
spiring girl, such a woman-bud, and see
from her

so to speak,

the smiles. flowing,

but they only replied, ** I don't know ; some | parted lips, displaying a set’ of lean, well-.
of the old chaps, I suppose.”
Then I resorted to all the books I could
get hold of. But, though I found their
names mentioned, there was little else.
|
But I wonder if the boys nowadays know
much more about Demosthenes without a
search? How many in a hundred can tell

brushed teeth, looking almest the personification of beauty and goodness, ‘singing,
and as merry as the birds, the wide-awake

birds, that comfoenced

their morning con-

cert long before the lazy boys dreamed
that the glorious sun was approaching, sfid
about to pour a whole flood of joy-inspiring
Such a
where he lived, and what the chief events of light and warmth upon the earth.
girl
is
like
a
gentle
shower
to
the
parched
his life were ? I know that perhaps almost
all have a dreamy idea that he was a great earth, bestowing kind words, sweet smiles
orator, who lived a long time ago; that he and acts of mercy all around her—the joy
had a defect in his voice which he bravely and light of the household.
Tt has been well said that ‘‘ there are two
overcame by speaking to the dashing waves
with pebble-stones an his mouth. But I muscles to raise the upper lip, as inlaaghthink that is about A) One thing is certain. ter, and only one to draw it downy thereThere has no orator lived in your day or fore we should laugh twice to-erying once.”

-nine who will be so well remembered in
history as Demosthenes has been. And

that is all natural enough, since the world
has never known, in any age, so emirent an
orator ; or, to say the least; there have never been orcggn balf a dozen men: who
could justly be-Massed with Demosthenes.’

hundred and eighty-

He was born threé¢

five years before our Saviour, in Greece.
His parents were persons in moderate circumstances, His father died when he was
seven years old, leaving what little property he had in charge of three guardians, for

the benefit of his son.
money in those days,

But people loved
do in

as. they

These guardians, instead

ours.

of taking care of

the property, beganto squander it, so that
before Demosthenes came of age there was

very little left for him to enjoy.

He was a

There

may be.a time for weeping,

ease.

The

our little girl,”

“More

as she

of Bob's

had once before,

mischief,” said

~~

and

cheerful

are far

and hopeful

more healthy than the morose, the sour,
the fretful and the scolding mortals, who
neversee the sunlight of cheerfulness or
sociability,but who scowl and frown, * look

daggers,” and

two-edged

feel

ward all who dare to come

swords to-

within reach of

them .—Oliver Optics Magazine.

I

« Strike your Hour.”
——

.

;

Few girls have any conception of a ripe
womanhood. ~~ Youth includes all of life

that is worth living in their eyes. The
:
:
poor man,
But this was very little loss to him or to bloom and flavor wasted in. clinging to
mankind,

It is related:that this

unfaithful- fading youth would,

ness on thé part of his guardians was the
very thing which prompted him

to- become

an orator so that he might have his revenge
upon them by exposing their iniquity to the

in

nature's

alchemy,

give richness and sweetness to the, maturer

Ingtead of the dim horizon and
years.
leaden sky of the east, when the sun rising

world;

However this may

be we can not

is long past, there is the loftier dome and
radiance

of the

Aunt;

Sf
“ws

,

even for mourning and melancholy; yet
joy are far
cheerfulness, goed nature and
more favorable to the health of the body
Excessive grief often arrests
and mind.
the action of the stomach,and produces dis-

meridian,if one

clearer
way to school, every now and then looking could not talk to people, though yesterday, tell, but it is certain®that one or two of his keeps pace with the sun. ‘* Always strike
toa, for I saw you look in your book before when Dottie sprained her ankle, and a gen- at my beautiful calico, and thinking how when
I was tryingto get my map in the most powerful orations were directed to your hour,” says some writer, Every year
home in his sleigh. eleverly I managed to get it. -But all at
you went above me! My papa never tleman brought her
hammock,
I certainly heard a good deal of
in life has its own individuality, its own
:
eyes grew very onve struck me that I had stolen it! and rattle from somebody who was fixing his this end.
_ whipped me in his life, but I dare say he'll But ‘instead, Aunt Fan’s
education.
fair
a,
but
had
possibilities. Why should we not be eager
enes
Demosth
Why, Will, you dear I began to feel very unhappy. At school I
whip you if yowtalk this way to me again, bright, and she said, ‘‘
boat
with
Clem
Waters'in
the
wood-house.
his
by
catch each in ite seasom,. since such as
him
to
denied
almost
was
that
Even
boy, you said you could not come till to- equld n’t atte
my lessons ; there -seem- But I have never supposed that you were
* 'orelse put you in the cabaloose.” Dottie
he
time
one
at
flower but once in a lifetime?, Why
these
that
said
is
How nice of you to come: to- ed to be great lumpk in my throat, and the to sit in agreeable ‘conversation about the guardians, It
wasn’t always clear as to words of three morrow.
we not gather in to ourselves the
should
clear.
not
is
this
but
;
Plato
under
studied
night. I want to ask you about a thousand tri-cornered piece of calico, in my bosom,
les.
;
weather
or
the
opera
with
these
strange
sweetness
and variety of every change that
constitu-.
He was, when young; of weak
world did you pick felt
as if it were piercing me with every boys and girls. But if you were turned in.
~ % Cabaloose ?” laughed Bob. ‘‘Hear the things. Where in the
comes
to
us?
There is always something
tion, and he had a feeble voice, an indisup my. Dot?”
EN point. ‘My teacher asked me if I felt sick.
infant ! put me in the cabaloose, hey P”
on two or three boys, a good thing to say tinet grticulation, and ‘was, troubled with new and fresh in that character which opens
#0, I found her out in the woods, punctbut fortunate|#* Yes,” she said undaunted, ** for you are uating a big stump, and weeping bitterly 1 was going to reply, ¢ Yes,’
shortness of breath. ‘These defects led his to receive the finer touches of the Master's
not tell a would be—
will
I
No,
*
time,
in
thought
I
ly
just
I
and
the baddest boy in the world,
"«t
Would
you
like
to
go
in
swimming
?”
friends to dissuade him from the attempt to hand—that patient, loving hand, which
of your funeral.”
so 1 answered that I
lie besides stealing,’
hate you, I do!” Dottie caught her byeath. in« 4anticipation
or,
*
ITow
would
you
like
to
see
us
clean
become an orator. While himself undecid- rests not day nor night, in spring-time. nor
My funeral?” she said, lookingat Dot’s 2id not feel very well. She very kindly
hard a
4 little too far, She
She had goné
our
fish?
or,
“I
am
going
up
to
set
ed,he happened one day to hear the great harvest, but is ever molding, and chiseling,
:
Athat red eyes,
told me to go in the play-ground for a little snares for rabbits ; how would you like to Callistrad
faint murmur away down somewh
wery eminent’ orator of those and polishing with the divine skill and rare
“Yes,” said the gentleman, the queer while. Oh, how I wished she had not been
0 Mm :
;
A
not even the tempest of her anger could
esysand this so moved him workmanship of his creative power. Ah!
i
smile coming to the corners of his go kind!
bh
nga
quite drown, It said, * Love your ene- little
women who still call yourselves only girls;
“Give them & piece of yourself. That is
« I said to myself, ‘If. she only knew
ttie.” She heeded it enough to say mouth again, ‘you are to be burned, and
{
Bodily
weakness
he
at
not. yourselves of the golden, ripeness
than
:
cheat
what T mean by meeting them more
:
:
what a wicked girl I am, would she speak
: “ No, 1. don’t, either. I dont afterwardsjeaten.”
harriedly
0
his
habits,
training
fruitage of womanhood, possible
rich
and
half
way.
Frankly,
honorably,
without
un| to me again?’ T went oW&..and detérmined
hte you, but the rest of it is all true, and I| “What do you mean, Will?
women, Strike your hour
f-denial
to
the
simplest
single
ntle- |
even to
fair reserve, ‘which is tb say, like %
‘mean it. * 1 just won't care for anything you
“Why, so ‘Bob says. Dottie seems to to get rid of the calico, but where was I to
as at 16 and 20. Thus,
truly
as
pgular
hours
for
study
40
and
80
at
part.
food,
0X
man,
share
with
these
strangers
som
: think his opinion is final, so I supposed of put it! Bverybody wouldbe suréto see it,
do again,50 teaze away, Mister I”
ptation to go astray by Fbing willing to be old, you may still
know I stole it. I spied a hole in a of your own life, which makes you happy. | an
{4 Very well, my lamb,” sneered Bob. “I ‘course he was a returned missionary, or at and
then as now. Pleas- keep the youthful freshness that you covet.
Clara, there, will do the same thing.
post, and thought that that would do for a
you cry in three minutes from least an agent of the A. B. C. F. M.”
ickoned
to him upon —Hearth & Home,
ean make
ure
and
hiding-place. I squeezed it in, and fancied She will take those girls to ride, or she will

‘bad, wicked boy, and you are deceitful,

ke

Poetry.

Dottic turned about and

‘
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made,it appears that the

Literary Wisoellany.

a

2

:

The . poets are,
to set a modest estimate.
for ihe Hast art,only Jotical writers; the

the contents

rope.

He

that if this. fault’ does

gélf

goes on to say

in a human soul; to comprehend in|

music the hope and fear, thé awe and ex-

exist [it is. filled up

ultation, the pathos and Jussion, the vietory
‘of human life. And of ‘those
tra
and

mass o
teenth instead of towards the close of the with.a ..spongy,, water-bearing
Aandi qnd thn y and this
nineteenth contury, we might ‘suppose it. chalky: TUPI

4

is compelled

most part, is pen-poetry,
and ‘‘ with - probably an enormous fault poetry, for.
‘| about midway of the channel,” owing to: good of the kind, al snl but Soe Dr
the supposed disruption of England from er yo spontaneously and greatly sang it-

seven-

of the

modern poems and poets, one

bed of the chan-

nel lying between -Dover and Calais is com
posedof chalk with innumerable fissures,

Tunneling the Channel.

If it were the beginning

of

THE MORNING STAR. JANUARY

id

17, 1872.
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TRA

[s
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Yide:

.

would render: tunneling so 1 great ariskas who really touch the truth of nature, how
Quixote whois se’ often’ torhake
it a grave question whether ‘the many ave there who only cull - “beauties”

he lived with his mother in extreme poverty in & garret, supporting himself ‘by painting. It was in his twenty-eighth year that
his attention was accidentally drawn

and whose future experiences will be sweétened
by her example an {rayers, which will ever

impel them toward
heaven,

to an

;

!

happiness, holiness
i

NICHOLS LATS $C)
SPRING TERM begins

and

R.

closes Friday, March

D.

SUMMER TERM

ants,

Monday, April 1, and closes

Vir
work of

8)

this

rice of not quite $8, the receipt for which
ers and pupils, which
8 still extant. Yesterday's festivities here
schools where so many
—
Se
ed:
oie
where
Sejoud:
Voit
lived
she
peudeonta are fait I
out bits of observation were attended b Jihogra hers, painters a person of great
work would be practicable at all. There from
firmness
er
views,
o
f
ty
8
3
But it being: the fore, and hére comes Mr, Fulton Hrolec * and experierice;putting these for the whole! and ‘authors, and ‘cons tod of a supper, had an unsha
faith
ken
in the, Saviour, and was Ancient ogra
the English, Chantigl.
failhful
fn
his
glass,
a
in
it
set
buttercup,
a
phick
They
service,
Her
preceded by speeches and accompinied by
end was calm and
:
“ime‘of the world that it is, and the’ propo- —he proposes to construct a’ bridge
rh
pe
.
music.— Bertin Letter, .
roadway, of thi then assume it for the Jandscape at large.
set Dover to Calais! The
#7
Togs comport
J
sition beingso often and so plausibly

were some Don
"proposing some new. scheme

for tunneling

oe
| bride

ould only be Half : loyated
one
forth, we must gecept the scheme .as
abovethe surface of the h
water of
‘earnest.
in
really
is
y
somebod
which
spring
tides to prevent the waves from
about
To give our readersan. idea of the under:

rocky

has

removed

the

opening bridges in every

mile, the

span of each to be of Jusicier;

jengts to id

low the largest

fa

vessels

Ls fio he

si

‘would

to pass

r

FL

have

Dettric Wr other

to

pro

Tha

so as to preventany

last; the

uncalled

for delay in

the transmissionof the railway traffic along

vi Probably the most elaborate scheme yet
proposed was one by M. Thomé de Gamond, in 1857. At first he thought of an iron

would
in attendance - to assist them
through ‘the openings; steamers would pass
and repass unassisted:
So much for the

Reidge.

remains.

For sailing vessels,steam tugs

ke

ficient hight above the water,by four hun- extra double, india-rubber spring he hee
dred stone piers; but the thought of the the inside buttresses, to’ break the foxce
cost of twenty-five miles of this sort of with which vessels mighithy the inerest NOS
.work stunned him, and he finally took uy sible chance drive against them. on a dark
the project of a tunnel regularly * excavated night in a winter hurricane of sleet.er snoy,
beneath the bed of the sea, ata sufficient rendering navigation of the-propased opendepth to avoid danger from igruption of ings somewhat. .dangevous apd’ difficult.
water,
The idea was brought under the Mr. George Remington—ainother English
notice'of the late Emperor of the French, engineer of considerable eminence—agregs.
. and a committee of
scientific and practical with Mr. Fulton. * as to the unadvisability
_men made, many geological investigations of attgm ing fo tunnel yhder the channel
_ into the nature of the strata beneath the throfigh the chalk which exténds all'the way
. English Channel. - 'Certain routes were ex- across from DoverAo Calais ;” and he looks
amined, and M, Thomé de Gamond arrived upon all schemes for - bridging or laying

«water on which is a
vast construction was
to be

erec

the Varne Star. There was to be a 8
300 feet deep, descending
until it cameto
the level of the submarine railway, and a
spiral staircase was to connect the .top with
the bottom. Atthe top of this shaft
and
around the top, the engineer proposed to
have a tower, a lighthouse, a basin for the
reception of vessels, and four granite quays
pointing outwards

like the rays of a

star—

\

\

en is called a drove, and a drove
is called a school, and a school

ers is called a congregation,.and

gation of engineers. is called

of storm-warn

able determinations,

that there exists

space which

of one hundréd warnings sent,

could

specie.

He

storms

which

occurred,

elicited a large

iron tube, large

property

diagonal rods in various

directions.

This

tube would be made in lengths of one hundred feet each; the iron would be two
inches in thickness; and for some distance

old salts

from the shore

would

solid embankment.

be

embedded

another scheme was brought

forward

Mr. Chinie for a kind of floafing

in a

by. a

railway.

He thought some stich plan as this was cey-

~ tain of success: To have two great towers built, one at a certain distance out from
each shore,

with

an

embankment

or

via-

nations.~ The red flag

duet from each tower to the adjacent shore.
Then, railway trains running from the

A

:

a

hydraulic-worked

platform

would lowerthe train to a depth ‘depending

ized in one of those

. on the stateof the tide; a lt speciallyprepared ship with rails on the deck would
receive tho train ; the ship would steam on
to the’other great tower; a movable platform would raise it to ‘a certain hight; and
then a second entbankment ould carry it

forward

on a level

French railways.
wag the one

which

posed and storm-swe

I stdmmered

out:

you spare me enough shaw
old

gentleman,

those

hateful

t

ports and

the emi-

and proclaim

‘deadly

railways

i

classes can

—

Ge

:

be

carvied:out

which

violates

the principles of justice, or ignores those
laws of Jolisal economy which are as
rigid and unyielding as. the laws which
govern the flow of the tides, or the: revolations of the planets. To invoke the aid of

legislation to fix both the hours and the

Wpgos of labor, is simply
normal relations of labor

to reduce the
and capital “to

Poetry.

But what legislation, whether thatof the
State, or of organized labor associations,

can not effect, can be

themselves.

Let

them

effected

so

selves for a right use of the

by

laborers

qualify

them-

leisure which

they demand,as to give assurance that it
will not be abused, and capitalists them-

selves, with all the greed and despotism

with which they are so often unjustly,
“ited, will find it for

cred-

their interest to

Adjust

their requirements to the interes io Niu
and will be fully satisfied with the superiori-

ty of that labor which is associated with

intelligence, skill, and
orderly
habits,
"Then let labor, individual or associated, be

left free to present its claims—not
is as dependent on it, as it is

the object will be: attained.

to the

on

him,

Thus ill

and

Inventor of Lithography.
It is a curious fact that everything connected’ with reproducing writing or desi
by print has been invented in German

for it to de-

scend the iuglined platform leading

a

~

his

A

sunk about $75,000in

not become

ueral services conducted by the writer,
iii
;
W. C.Hu1SE.

:

’ : Academies,

Ty
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GREEN

MOUNTAIN

\

war,

RBURY

Use of Instrument

fire

four years,

self-sustaining

occurred;

that

The

and

when

<
WILTON SEMINARY.
This Institution, at Wilton, Muscatine Co, Towa,
commenced its Fall Term Tuesday, Sept. 5. It is soon to be changed from a Seminary to a College,
and additional teachers and facilities will +e furnished, it is e
ted, by the commencement of next
term. A Commercial department has been 0
in connection with this institution and will commence at the same date. Inst uction will be given
in music, instrnmental and vocal.
A
hy
Boarding and rooms for self-boarding, will be furnighed at low rates.’ Moderate terms throughout.
+
Address,
REV. O. E. BAKER.

Miss \

NEW

ing, at reasonable rates.

;

omplete courses of study for both sexes.
attention given fo those desiring
to tak

w,_

from $2.75 to $3 50 per week.

2

COLLEGE.

Medical Department.

Interior,

in less

LAPHAM

by the Standard

20, 1873.

an.

are not true, but we fear

the
. It takesa long time, long purse
and a long brainto establish a paper upon
a paying basis.

commence

"

_

PARTICULAR NOTICE!

not patronize it, must accompany them with cash
equal to five cents a line, to insure an insertion.
Brevity is specially important.

Not more

single square can well be afforded to

than a

any single

Verses areinadmissible.

.

r

ABIEL STINSON died in Richmond, Me., Nov.
14, 1871, aged 76 years: and 11 months.
Bro. S.
did not embrace religion until he was 33_years of
age, when he gave his heart unreservedly to
Christ, was baptized by Rev. A. Files,
and

united with

the

1st F.

B.church in Richmond

With him religion was a thing of principle,
ing its home

in -the

affections,

hav-]

beaming

in the

countenance,
and irradiating with a steady
light the circle in which he moved. He was

warmly attached to the church to which he belonged, and to the.dencmination with which he
stood connected; yet he loved all true Christians
of every name:
The subject of religion was his
and

in public were

words

of

wisdom calculated to make those with whom he
associated wiser and better. He was very firm

and clear in his doctrinal views, and possessed an
ability to defend those views in a very convincing
manner.
He had fo*many years been an attentive reader of the Star, and had kept pace with"
all the improvements of the denomination and
the benevolent enterprises of the day.
About §
weeks before his death, he bad a paralytic shock,

which at times affected his mind.

On Saturday

morning before he died, while engagéd in family prayer, his mind was remarkably clear. He

thanked God that he had tried
health, and now as his health

to serve

was

gone

him in

and

dwell with Christ. His pious life is a precious
legacy to his three children, grandoniaren, and
the society where he lived and died. His broth-

er, Rev.-Wm, C. Stinson, of Pittsfield, Me., the
only remaining mwmber of his father’s family,
was not permitted to be
present -at” his funeral,
but he was affectionately remembered in the

prayers that were offered on the occasion. Text
.at his funeral, Rev, 14:13,
E: G. Page.

MRS. BETSEY G. BASFORD died in Holderness,
aged
80 years and 10 months.
Mother Basford

many years

ugo

lived

in

made a profession of ho

ed with

Candis,

the CongregatiBhal

church,

unit~

But the

Inst years of her. life were spent with her

te

duugh-

Mes jeremiah Sanborn, in Holderness.
#he

which was

y

nature

beautified

an

by

‘amiable

the

meek

and

asleep in Jesus without a murlnur or
groan.
The datghter’s family with whom she died deeply feel their loss. She has left this daughter, and

twp sons in the western states, to mourn.
Rov.
A. Sargent delivered an appropriate sermon at
the funeral to the neighbors, who all feel that
another grain of earth’sssalt is removed,
;

:

S. P. FERNALD.

NANCY, wife of Samuel Plaisted, died in New
Hampton, Dee, b, 1871, aved 72 years.
menced a religious life when 14 years

She comold, and

united with the I. Baptist.church in New Hampton, in

church,
“highly

1813,

She was a worthy member of the

a faithful

esteemed

wife, devoted

as

a

neighbor.

mother, and
In

her

the

needy found a friend indeed. She leaves a husband and)a large family of children, with numer
ous relatives,to mourn their loss.

com.

AMELIA A., wife of W. H. Reynolds, died in
Hillsdale, Mich,, Nov. 27, 1871, uged 40 years.
She had been pious from childhood and a faithful
member
of the - church for a long time. Her
mildoess of spirit, regularity of life and puncti-

ality'in' duties, loave an example worthy

‘of imi-

tation, pleasant m2mories for the lief
‘of sor"
rowing friends and the usmost confidence in her
safe arrival at the haven of rest. As a daughter,
sister, wif» and mother, she will be sadly missed,
but gratefully, afietirontely and hopfal y remembarad, esnceinl v by her-two chil'lren, with
whom she hal prayed every day of their lives,

3
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Bass, Secular or Sacr
Sfecial attention given to those preparing for
College.
BOARD:
Good board may be obtained in private families at
$3,00 per week or pleasant rooms
to those

French,

HILLSDALE

wishing to board

1872.

and

M.

day,

GRAHAM,

M.,

Prof.

M., Prof.

guages.
.
HIRAM COLLIER, A. M,, Prof, Nat. Science.

to board

President.

FOSS, Sec’y.

begins

COLLEGE.

August 22d

and

coutinues

12

lessons;

Instrumental

Music,

LanR.8.8.

FITCH'S

Family Physician,

96

pages, sent by mail, free. Teaches how to cure
all diseases of the person, skin, hair, eyes, compiexion. Write to 714 Broadway, New York.
yd.

JENNIE de Ia MONTAIG
NE, Teacher of French.
ALEX, C. RIDEOUT, Prin. Com. Department.
W. A. DRAKE, Instructor in Penmanship.

Instructor in

C.

Tuition, 56.00: Ihcidentals, $1 00; Penman-

ship, $1.50 for twenty

H. LAURA ROWE, A.M, Prin. Ladies’ Department.

959. 5 3 ARONER,

WARREN

of

with
use of instrument, $11.00; Board, $3.00 per
week; Board in clubs, $2.00 or less; Rooms for selfboarding at reasonable rates.
:
‘Nn
N. B. Special instruction during this term to students preparing
for teaching.
|
Wu. REED, id
Ridgeville, Ind., July 8, 1871.

Mathe-

Ancient

Tues-

instruction

.GEO. C. PEAVEY,

”

TERM

weeks.

D. D., President.

SPENCER

A.

will commence
the

RIDGEVILLE

RANSOM DUNN, A. M., Prof. Bib. Theology.
MCMILLAN,

under

Strafford Center, August 17, 1871.
FALL

“

matics and Nat. Philosophy.

29,

themselves.

51

A.

August

MCCLEA , a graduate of Yale College.
. Tuition and board as usual.
Rooms can be had for those who wish

Sec, and Treas.

“

i

‘Center Strafford, N. H.

cortinue to March 2,

J. FOWLER,

SE

JOHN H. SHAPLBIGH.

The Fall Term of 10 weeks

FACULTY :

Rev. DANIEL

i

¥ AUSTIN ACADEMY,

COLLEGE.

the 6th of December, 1871,

themselves.

3

il Thé Winter Term of Hillsdale College will open on

Drawing and

ainting
s
MELVILLE W, HD HASE, Instructor in Instrumental

, and Vocal Music.
"We are now making a Specialty of ** Church Cushions,
MRS. OLIVE C. CHASE, Cultivation of Voice.
stuffed with PATENT ELASTIC SPONGE.
It is oheapF. WAYLAND DUNN, A. M., Prof. of Rhetoric an
Belles Lettres.
d | er than Hair, will old its elasticity double the length ot
Farther and Abie arrangements will be made for
time, and is proof against MOTHS.
|
igstruction in all the gepartments of the College,
We can refer to more than one - hundred churches that
Catalogues sent on application,
are using the * Elastic Sponge Cushions.” We invite in-

L.

P.

REYNOLDS, Sec. ¢ Treas.

Hillsdale, Mich., 1871.

PIKE

vestigation, and will be pleased to send circular referring

to Churches that are nsing our Cushions.

SEMINARY,

"M. E.SHEPARD,

Pres. Board of Trustees.

The WINTER TERM of this Instiution will commence
DEC. 4th, 1871, and continue thirteen weeks.
Thorough instruction given in both Classical and
English Courses, by the usual boagd of Teachers.

Classes in Vocal and Jpstrumental Music and Crayi

For farther particulars, address

SEMINARY.

The calendar of the 81st Academical
Institution is as follows :
FALL TERM,
WINTER

wiih

TERM,

SPRING TERM,
First class

-

-

facilities

-

ave

year of this
i
=

.

=

-

Aug. 28
« Dec. 11

« March 27, 1872

furnished

students

pre-

paring for college, teaching, or business, in six com-

plete departments.
The Ladies’ English and collegiate courses are spe:
cially recommended,
:
Terms moderate. Send for circular.
J. 8. GARDINER, Principal,
Whitestown,

MAINE

NY,

CENTRAL INSTITUTE
PITTSFIELD, ME.
;

ore the public is the great

Dep't,

Mi8S L. MARIA SIMONS, Asgociate.
Miss ADDIE SAWYER, Teacher of Drawing, Painta
ing Wax-work and Wood Carving.
Hi
Mgrs. J. F, STEERE, Teacher of Music.
|,
D. un WAITT, Teacher of Writing and Book-Keepne

AE

No deduction for less thon half a term, except on

account of sickness. Half terms commence at the
beginni
and middle of the term.
:
.
the prive of board, kn’ clubs, varies from $1.60 to
$2. 0 per week. Ladies’clubs as well as gentlemen’s
are formed.
{
:
.
Rooms and bogrd in private families at reasonable
rates.

C. A. FARWELL,
:

*
Secretary,

AND

2

J

for every day in the year.

“Home Vorahin *’ supplies a want which has
long been felt in Christ fan families,
and its comprehensive and un:
an character makes it acceptable to.all classes of Evangelical Cl
X
!
“ Home Worship” is sol
y
y sabsocriptio. It is got up in a very attractive style. Published
b,
JAMES R. OSGOOD & Ct), Boston.
For terms and information, address H. A.
BROWN & CO, Agents for the Publishers, 144 Tremont Street, Boston,
.
<0
bwil

$375

A MONTH-Horse and outfit- furnished.
Address, NOVELTY

18W46

Co., Baco,

After the ‘Chicago
GRAHAM, PERRY
ESTATE AND

not lost

a SINGLE

DOLLAR,

IS THE

& (O.,
AGENTS.

on loan,

even

TIME

Me.

Fire.

LOAN

Of all the money we had placed

NOW

MRS. AROLINE M. FILES, Associate.
E. EUGENE WADE, A. B,, Prin. of Normal

of PATENT
Ww

of Home Worship,” by REV. JOSEPH P, THOMP80N, D. D., LL.D.
:
i
This work is arranged on a simple and enti
new
plan, and: contains selections from the Sc
res,
with appropriate meditations, Prayers and
ns,

in

we have

those

cases

and the Fire

TO INVEST

here, and to. place on loan.

Mis3 NELLIE KNOWLTON, Preceptress.

"Send for Catalogue to the Principal.

sale

in which the buildings were consumed
Insurance companies have failed.

Spring term commences Feb. 7, 1872.
Summer Term commences April 25, 1873.
GEORGE B, FILES, A. B., Preceptor.

.

the

CLERGYMEN, TEACHERS
BOOK CANVASSERS,

REAL

weeks.

for

The best and most popular subscription book now

July, 25, 1871.

_ Furnishes College, Preparatory, Normal, ‘Academical and Ladies’
Full course of ‘study. Terms, 10

ng.

Sole Agents for New England
ELASTIC SPONGE.

specially arranged

:
ALBERT R. SAVAGE, Principal.
Northwood, N. H., Nov.3, 1871.
EY
|)

WHITESTOWN

|

TO

NORTHWOOD SEMINARY.

oning, formed if desired.

HALEY, MORSE & CO,,
°
.
411 Washington Street, Beston,

-

THE WINTER TERM of Pike Seminary, N. Y., will
commence Dec.6, 1871, under a board 6f competent
instruction.
@
Per order,

She

quiet

+

Calendar:

I. W. SANBORN,

disposition | .

spirit of deep piety and entire consecration to
od. Pulmonary consumption wasted this old
saint away till Nov, 25, when she sweetly fell

.

*s

Instrumets
ake 3 ovens)”
+ £8

Science.

Lyndonville, Vt., 1871.

where she

Juith in Jesus and

ACADEMY.

RR

Primary Course

TUITION, from $4.00 to $6.00 P#& term.

he

desire that, if agreeable to the will of God, he
would take him home.
While at the diuner-table the Sie day, he had another shock of paralysis, which deprived him of his reason.
He
remained unconscious until Tuesday morning,
when his spirit took its flight from earth, to

Sec,

_ Mass A.V. HAYES, Teacher of Wax Werk,
TUITION:

C. Bradford, Preceptress, Mathematics

GEORGE

to

LEWIS,

rumen
usic.
of Re. E.J, COWELL, Teacher of French & Music.
Mr. T. A. STACY, Teacher of Penmanship and
Music.

Music and Penmanship extra.
EXpPeNSES.—Board, including room and washing,
from $2.50 to $3,50 per week, in families. In club or
self-boarding, at lower rates.
;
The Institutioh
will afford to both sexes a*complete
course of study; and no pains will be spared by the
Trustees to make the school eminent y worthy the
confidence and patronage of all friends to a thorough
‘and liberal education.
The new Institution building is a fine brick and
granite structure, of ‘beautiful architecture, affording
ample accommodations; and is located on an emis
nence overlooking the villages of Lyndon Center and
Lyndonville, and some of the finest landscape scenery of the valley of the Passumpsic.

of which he remained a befoved member until
death: . As a citizen, he was a man of moral honesty. As a Christian,he was « man of deep piety

EC

Miss. H. L. STKVENS Preceptress and Teacher

.

Spring term, of 10 weeks, begins Feb. 20, 1873.
Summer term, of 10 oon bg begins May 5
in
Fall Term begins Aug. 27.
:

Star, who do

e to the Principal or

WEST. LEBANON

VT.

Jd.
C.
ns, on us! ee
M rs. ons
awion and Painting
Miss Ellen A Perkins, Penmanship.
y

Persons wishing obit-

uaries published in the Morning

CEXTER,

A, 8. Denison,
PH., Natural

Miss

.

Ohituaries.

LYNDON

clubs,

The Fall Term of Lebanon Academy
will commeuce on Tutsday August
29, and continue eleven
weeks under the following
instructors :
A.N. MARSTON, A. B., Principal.

on Monday,

ih

IL. Libby,
Moore,
Gordon.
and washing

In well

i

.
Paoulty :
J.C. Hopkins, A. B., Principal, Latin and'Greek.

i

obituary.

hr endyf for cata)
atal

INSTITUTE.
will

Alice
L. D.
E. L.
room

- a)

of which there are several in successful Spotuuon,
the expense varies from $1.75 to $2.25. St
desirous of boarding themselves will find convenient
opportunity. Students will provide their own sheets,
pillow-cases and towels.
TUITION from $5.00. to $6.50
term.
Several
years ago the Trustees introduced a Commercial Department, which has*been v
successful.
It is
now proposed to add a Scientific and Agricultural
ears each,. which opened for the
Course,
of two
admission of students at the commencement of the

8

For further particulars, address the Principal.

A.B. MESERVEY, A.M. Principal,
WN. Rand, A.M,
Miss T. A, R. Dow,

Ww. E. C. Rich, A. B.,
Miss
A. P. Shattuck;
Miss
H. M. Willward.
Miss
EXPENSES. Board, including

Special
rough

2

BPRING

INSTITUTION.

begins Jan. 20, 1872, and con

tinues ten weeks

13, 1872.

course in Music

HAMPTON

The SPRING TERM

Calendar:

> The

Sec.

»

TERM, opens Feb.

had

‘the late

M. E:. SWEAT,

N. Parsonsfield, June 26, 1871.

VT,

Lizzie Maxfield, L. H. Butterfield,

BOWDOIN

!

Board at the Boardiag house and in good families
" for $3 00. Wood and lights extra. Amn
r information furnished on application to the Principal.

STR

E. C. Smith, Mrs. E. C. Smith, G. A. Stockwell,

a

$1.50,

Suitable rooms can be obtainad by those Who wish
to board themselves.

Facaliy: :
. A. Mooers, A. B., I'rincipal

00
00

Penmanship

SEMINARY.

CENTER,

'

00

High English,
Languages
Musie

&e.

than two years, has used up a capital of
Complete courses of study or} poth sexes,
rd, of | North Scituate, R. I., Jan. 1, 1872.
nearly $50,000, and that the Sta
?
Chicago, with 15,000 subscribers, was not
self-sustaining. We hope these statements LYNDON LITERAR X ENSTITUTION,,

be

secured the emancipation of labor, of
which modern reformers jake 5 musk:
It is not by the yisionary schemes of socia
ists, Be
his rvwr—h rd hands that the
laborer is. finally to bo emancipated from
the bondage of incessant and exhausting
toil. —N, Y, Evangelist.
gt
1

~

my and Physiology by P. W. McIntyre, M. D.
Terms : Primary
Common English

was laid aside from active labor, he expressed a

utter chaos.

harbors,

mon'benuty and promise,
Thus may they be led
to follow closely the footsteps of the tender Shepherd who bears the lambs
in His bosom.
gc

For the second time, In an unexpected hours | jliem. A course of Mectures of a
interest wilt
these parents are deprived of a child "of uncome given by Clergymen, hesides a course on anato-

a still larger subseription list,

words in private

‘No project for the relief of the -laboring

that if it can not stay the

Modern

Chicago, with

theme, and he often urged it upon those who
were unacquainted with its saving benefits. His

Of modern poetry (as it is called), Mr.
tg the Wasson, in the Commonwealth, gives this
rinting-from wood engraving, letter printsteamer or floating bridge, then to steam shrewd analysis : —
aie
ng, printing from copper plates and lithoacross, passengers, carriages, engine and
Desuleory flashes and coruscations of po- graphs
Even the quick press of Konig
all, to ascend a platform at Calais and at-, etical
sentiment and expression.
do not |
tain'the level of the Fvench railway. ~ Mv. constitute poséry. Many a man can com- and Bauer ‘was a German invention. = Only
Fowler wants two years’ time and $7,600,- mand at times, and to a striking, brilliant, in very recent times America, and she
alone,Tn this resnect, has taken the wihd
000 specie to com
this work; and he even astonishing degree, the rhetoric of from the sails of Germahy, and has inventsays ‘“ thav the gredt size dnd flat conruc- poetry,
nevertheles: he can write no ed the cylinder press and House's printing
tion of the floating ship would reduce to a poem. while
Fo: some unexp ained reason, this
tainimam those miseries of gea-sickness peciliap form of semi poetical aculty4s so | telegraph. Sennefelderis one of those in| yentors whose title to invention i+ not subwhich over-channel
passengers know only
equent in our time a8 to be charact ristic ject to the slightest doubt, He has made:
Jowell,
0, Mr. ; HL
low + oid of it. Never was héfesuch plenty 0 poet- his work at once so perfect tht up 10 ‘the
othgr Kaglish engineer, oojucts. to the tun- ical fireworks;«. neve» such ‘a number of
nelysheme altogether. "He points out thas, writers who oan? let off rockets in verse. present time no jmprovements of imporhave been addede H
was born
from the investigations Which bage been Neverthele:us, upon the sum and totality of tance
at Prague, but emigrated to Munich, where
from London reached Dover,

#-

Stopping at the

hand,

Wages of Labor.

less renowned

Mr. Fowler,

“platforms being
hinged soas to take “a gradient var
g |
with the state of the tide; and when a yin
train

:

in

girls burst into a chorus of laughter, and
I broke for home in a cold sweat.” —Methodist.
]

Ro-

ments of Nature—the storm; the tornado,
and. the all-crushing and fiendish hurricane,

land

who

than War's.” © As the danger-warning
of legislature which can only stultify itself by
the Chief Bignal Officer, flying in sight of sumptuary laws, but
to thé employer, who
hundreds of cautious seamen in many ex-

Not unlike this, scheme

the steam

hat

how many will you need
“Before I could recover,

it can teach man ‘the fire-have flat, long steamers of ‘peculiar build sprinkledmeteor,
path of its gyration and advance,
with vails laid down, on deck; docksto be and thus enable
him to ‘elude its fury,
builtat or near Dover and Calais, to recéive
these steamers; inclined platforms with Lippincolt's Mag,

with.

correspondent,

lancing around at his large family, and enA
my mistake,‘I don’t know but I can;

grand arts of Peace,

who “hath her triumphs no

a

tofill a couple of beds P”
‘+ Well,” replied
the

prodion

flying over the

by

‘Mr. Straw, can

correctlives and

it will be an unmistakable ‘signal that Science has joined battle with the fierce ele-

rails on them to connect the

was

doorway,

were

with the system’ of

nent English engineer, proposed nat long
ago for a sort of ocean ferry,
He woul

mentioned

ily were seated at dinner.

man eonsul's tent was, we are told by Plutarch, the Roman signal‘for the beginnin
of the great battle Sik
‘ But the re
flag of the ancients is to be henceforth util-

shore upon the ; embankmeat would reach

the tower; a

is
is

the matter worse, I arrived just as the fam-

ed with marvelous precision from
Washing
ton, and our daily weathersforecasts very
seldom fail to express the general atmospheric conditions, and usually fore-announce the changes to within an hour or
two of their occurrences.”
:
. In all ages ofthe world signals have been
called into extensive requisition by civilizéd

About the same time

C—

A

ny; Aug?

M. K. MABREY, Principal,

who will spend his entire time and enérgies in and
for the school. He will be assisted by teachers who
have ‘had experience. in the Dupar
288!

aie a

American character,it is bashful-

The Fall term will commence on Tues

of Cincinnati, states that although its afThe next Annual Coursé of Lectures at this Instifairs are conducted with the strictest econ- tution, will commence FEBRUARY 15, 1872, and continue sixteen weeks.
.
omy, and its subscribers number 12,000, it
Circulars, containing full particulars, may be had
on
application
to
the
A
has thus far cost $20,000 more than its inC. F. BRA! KETT, M.D., Sedy,
come.
It siys, also, that The Advance, of
Bowdoin College, Nov., 1871
6w

-

ness.
Young America, in particular,
painfully affected by it.
An incident

of replies, which,

September, Were

The

desired by his aunt to go over to neighbor
Shaw's and see if he had any straw for sale
for filling beds. ‘Mr. Shaw,” said our informant, ‘‘was blessed with a goodly number of
Shaw, and I therefore felt a
little timid-at encountering them. To make

to an immense extent,” as ‘‘very

of last August and

—

NORTH PARSONSPIELD SEMINARY

SUMMER TExM.0pens April 30, 1872,
Board may be obtained in private families at $3.50 ¥
per week. or rooms may be obtained for self-board-

It takes something to establish a newspaper. The literary itemizer of the Walchman & Reflector says:
There
are some charmingly -innocent
Jeople who believe, or pretend to, that the
publishing of newspapers is necessarily and
always lucrative. A
little experience might

If there is any defect more striking than
"another in

general y .> appreciated,” and “becoming
more reliable and relied on by shippers.
The North German Seewarte, in a late re
port, mentions that out of thirty stormwarnings hoisted at Hamburg, twenty-seven or twenty-eight (i. e., about ninety-four
per cent. !) were vorrect. The New York
Herald lately. said, in an editorial, ‘‘the
most disastrous cyclones, especially those

in and water without; and it would be
kept from swaying to and fro laterally by
masonry piers built up at a mile or so apart,
embracing
the sides of the tube, and
steadied by cross rods. over and under it;
and from rising, by mooring chains and

’

Blunders of Bash fitanes

seventy-one

ed the signals for ‘‘their growing
ness,” as ‘the means of saving

course float, because it would have air with-

wv
i

number

its movement.

they are not correct.

with a singl® exception, strongly commend-

trains, at a level

of about twelve yards below the surface of
the water... This tube would as a: matter of

:

retards

in

with the probable result of showing that

bers of commerce, and mercantile societies
on the more exposed eoasts of England,

unlike the submarine tunnel schemes. At
a cost of $50,000,000 of gold, he would

enough to contain railway

a resisting medium

of the planets seem to be in strict accord
with
the law of
vitation; and that
Encke’s comet stands alone as a stranye
anomoly. He shows that the calculations
heretofore made are not conclusive, and
urges that they should be tested over again,

on

eighty-nine

been

sively disproved ; that thus far the motions

were realized the first year, and seventy-six
in the second year ; iL out of one hundred

by an Englishman, a Mr. J. F. Saith, totally
wrought

as comets have

matter in space has been thus demonstrated. Prof. Asaph Hall renews the discussion
in the American Journal of Science.
He
holds that all other astronomical evidences
of a resisting medium, which have been adduced from time to time, have been succas-

could not; and nothing more was heard of signaled during the first winter, and ninea Varne Star in the Dover Straits to repre- ty-four during
the second.
In 1866 an insent ** le mariage symbolique des nations.” terrogatory TH
by the London Board
In 1861, a project was brought forward of Trade
to varioys harbor-masters, champlace a gigantic

to

Cost of Newspapers.

statement is often made that the existence of

who had never examined a barometer, and,

be perfectly

$32,500,000

on

few since the instrument was devised.
Encke devoted much zeal and labor to
prove from the comet called after his name, ‘teach them better. The Christian Standard,

the tempestuous shores of Great Britain, the

class of uneducated mariners, the

but raise the necessary capital to commence
with,

marchip

sure and swift destruction—filing &F rapid-

bY

Encke'’s comet is now again visible to
astronomers, and attracting close attention,
The spectroscope has been brought into
service, and may give some new and’ valu-

in fact, scarcely knew how to take an.observation at sea, were disposed to make
light of the , cautionary signals.
But they
ed {rom this point with "tical shafts de- soon discovered their error, and tm a year
scomling trough the strata to the level of their opinion underwent a decided change.
the tunnel itself. There being just a pos- In 1864 it was found in England that
fifty
sibility of the sea breaking over and washver cent:;-at least, of all the storm-pArnings
ing
down
through these ‘* vast cones,”
ad proved correct, and in 186@tHat seven** the summits of each will be 80 feet above ‘ty-three percent. had been fully verified.
the level of the water!” _ ‘¢ Ce bequ reve,” In France, during the years 1865—66, out

business

would

See the great army of inebriates; more

than’ half a million stron,

.

When the lamented Fitzroy, of England,

first began the di

in point of fact, be vast cones of masonry
very broad at the bottom where they would
rest-upon the bed of th
being connect-

Gamond

a congre-

a corps, and a

The Comet.

RO

enthusiastic en-

dé

of worship-

corps of robbers is called a hand,and a band

I onda

gineer Saplaina that such minor shafts will,

realized, if M. Thome

of black.

of locusts is called
a swarm, and a swarm
of
people is called a crowd, and a crowd of
vehtle olks is called the elite, and tke elite
of the'city’s thieves and ‘rascals are called

Value of Storm-Signals.

their work at sixteen different spots at one

as the Siecle ‘called it, would

of

Buards is called a mob,and a mob of whales

ticable in an engineering
point of view ;
ndly, because all would ‘be impracticablg as regards expenditure and remunerae returns,—but not one of these Sbjec
tions hold good with Mr. Remington’s plan.
He
proposes to ‘construct a tunnel three
hundred
feet below high-water mark between Dungeness and
Cape Grisnez; and
he affirms that on this route and at that
depth there ** would not be the slightest
chances of sea water penetrating the masses of clay.”
5
And here we must leave the public to
‘judge of* the possibility of either of the
plans which we have mentioned.
Both

180 feet deep, 700 feet in diameter
at the
bottom, and 140 feetat the top,—s0 as to
allow of the tunmelers digging away at
The

Aan

, because many of them would -be,in-|

minor shafts,
besides those we have mentioned, —the greatest of which was to be

and the Same time!

a

rubbish is called a heap, and a heap of ox-

all to be.built on thet shifty
foundation, the
Varne. At the bot
of the shaft there
was to be a railway
ion, which would,
of course, as near as
possible, be midway the bridge and tunnel schemes are, no
‘between Frgnce and
England.
The East doubt, practicable, but the time and cost of
Wearterminus of the tunnel was to havea constructing either would be enormous.
dry land shaft with a station at the bottom Whatever is decided to be done eventually
of it, and a 100 feet spiral’ staircase for pas- —whether it be to build a bridge, to float a
sengers to ascendto the open air; and at railway train across or to have a railway
Cape Grisnez would be a similar one 180 above the water, in the. water or under the
foot
. On the Buglish side an uscend- water—the work of constructing a continuing loiaed wnncl 0! threo miles and a ous line of communication across the Straits
n lengthw
railw
of Dover, between England and France,
to the opea air; and on
of the kind
e French side
lo the would be by far the
analogous tunnel
was to be five miles and ever attem
"and would confer lasting
|
g. [un order
to facilitate the con- and im
renown upon the man
struction
of the twenty miles or so of sub- who carried it to a successful issue.
marine railway, there were to be thirteen

ik

is called a a

lines,

ly into the
poor-houses and prisons,and on to
the scaffold, and yet the ranks are constantthe roughs, and the miscellaneous crowd of, ly filled
by the moderate drinkers. WI
the city folks is called the community, or can compute the fortunes squandered, the
tubgs in the bed of the English Chapnel, or’ the jablic, According as they are ‘spoken of hopes crushed, the hearts broken, the homes
between the best and the surface water, as by. the religious community or the secular made desolate, by'\drunkénness ?
:
stions that can mever be' carried onlol go blio.uo :

at the conclusion that the best for his pur-

poses was from Cape Grisnez to a point
‘midway between Dover and Calais, called
Est
Wear Bay. On a mid-channel shoal
known as the
e low tide depth of

of rete

«lirect

Cisabusions.

A: M, JONES,
Sec.

ORMAN B. CLEMENT, son of Milford G. and
Ellen M. Clement, of East Corinth, Me,, died in
Garland, Dee. 9,1871, aged 9. months and 4 days,

make a street one hundred mites in length.
JAMES HALLECK,
Pittsford” Mich., died
If the vietims of the-rum traffic were there’ Nov. 20th, of paralysis, of aged
79
years. Father
also, we should see a svicide at every mile, II. did not profess religion until after he was 50
and a thousand fumersls a day. If the fours of age, though he had long previous to this
been a reguiar subscriber to the Star. For a
drunkards of America could be placed in number
of years he was not identified with any
procession,
five abreast, they wo
make church organization
, yet continued to attend rean army on¢ hundred miles in length. ligious meetings regularly.
He was a kind
What an army of victims! Every hour in neighbor apd a congenial companion both to old
the night the heavens ave lighted with the and young, and his loss is deeply felt by all. An
incendiary torch of the drunken, Every aged widow is left to mourn her loss,
G. R. H.
‘
hour in the day the earth is stained with the
blood shed by drunken assassins,
.

in

|

ig savant

and continue eleven weeks.

a pang of angelsis called a host, and a host

rows,

:

i

the
:
History,”

Lewiston, July 2, 1871.

‘WM. ABBOTT,

drinks are made and sol | in this country,
if placed in

narily fo

of work are

dena
3
stndents
of
and culture. The public lectures orth
are invaluable,

- Funeral sermon by the writer,

bevy, and a hove of wolves is called a pack,
and a pack of thieves is called a gang, and

of
porpoise is called a shoal, and a shoal of
buffaloes is called a herd, and a herd of
Shlldren is led $ rob, and : troop of
partri
s calleda galaxy, and a galax

bridge of Mr. Fulton. , He says nothing of

supported, at a suf-

tunnel or railway tube,

liquors used in
ed her by saying that a flock of ships is the United States in one year, to fil a“ canal
called a fleet,and a fleet of sheep is called a four feet deep, fourteen fuot wide and one
flock,
and twenty mites in length. The
And here we may add, for the benefit of hundred
liquor sdloons and
hotels of ' New York
the foreigner who 13 mastering the intrica- city, if" placed in-opposite. rows, would

through.

the Alps

difficulty ; but the first obstacle

x

is not

ociation wit!

Appalling Facts.

E—

and by ‘the bridge: authori Mindl cies of our language in respect to nouns of make a street like Broadway, eléven miles
flock of
girls is ealled a in length.
by vessels navigating the channel, gnultitude, that a
The (well’as
The places where intoxieating

of Suez.

. Mont Cenis tunnel has overcome

A little girl was

—

+.

more

A few years since there were three grand
obstacles that existed to the establishment
of rapid communication between England,
France and theEast—the English Channel,
Lesseps canal

the snperstruction and so reduce

Synonyms.

Q

a recent article prepared for the Boston Advertiser on the subject: »

Isthmus

English

>

stu

Sere

of the

late. Wm, Knowles,
| died in Newtortimd, Dec. 3
eurs
and 8 months, The deceased’ was ‘a
hid of
the K. B. church in this place, about thirty-three
years, She leaves four sons and one daughter to
their loss. She was respected as a Chrishead, the Tunkhannock Re- mourn
tian,
there is a sufficient quantity blessed.and her children rise up and call her

looking at the picture of lor this
the cost’ of the structure
to a minimum. "A
number of Ships, when she exclaimed, publican
T\
t any unreasonable interference
i
to navigation, he intends to baye one or **See, what a flock of ships!” We _correct- of fermented and distilled

taking and the ways in which it is propos:

ed to achieve it, we take these extracts from

the Alps and the

dow

PoLLy

18 60 fit

Col vhf
itis open Add,
ro
hamge
)
of, only one department;
a thoroughness in d
{Shei work is secured
from both
.

wards a member of the ehurch in
Raymond; and
later lived in Lee'and attended meeting in New
Market. After the death of her second husband,

“a wheelwright, , for a

,

Tuition $25.00 a year.
L G. JORDAN, A. B., Principal,
with threo Assist-

with the church in Candia;
on which he rubbed and mixed his oil col- afterwards with the church
in
Mass.
ors. His first lithographic press was cop-. when our interests commenced Lowell,
there ;=afterstructed for him by

) H

Jan. 1, 181, and

Monday,

begins

Yegiss

th

impression made upon paper 2A ‘a piece of ' MRS. SARAH D. WiGaIN died in Warren, Pa.,
Passenhofen sandstone—still the principal about the middle of Dec.,. aged 67 « Bhe was a
of
Raymond,N. H.; in early life was
material for lithographic printing = plates— native
converted und united
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MAN : IN GENESIS AND IN GEOLOGY:
A.
or, the Biblical account of Man's Creation:
test d by Scientific Theories of his 9 Su ang Anti.
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Ne ews

Mrs. C. M. Pincia of Monmouth,

Me., recently

feeling a queer sChsgtion , on the crown of her
hegd; was examining it, when she discovered

CONGRESSIONAL.
small

was

attendance

The

weeks.

desk of two

of the
further regulate the appellate jurisdiction AMONg
Court, to regulate. commerce

Supreme

com-

The

Indian lands, and for. other objects.

Alexis,

retrenchment was authorized to conon tee
*. mit
+

tinue its investigations.

two-thirds vote being necessary-for its adoption.

n in
An attempt was made to offer a resolutiofor

investigation of the legislative troubles in Louisiana, but Mr. Butler objected.

effect that
Arkansas,

testimony was taken which implicated Senator
Clayton and Representative Edwards from that
It was asserted that Mr. Clayton, while
state.

bills were

Senate,

’

of stipple, or small dots.

January, April'and July, on

occur again

which may be appealed to the United States Supreme Court from $2000 to $5000. “A. resolution

1880 February

accepting from the state of Rhode Island a statue
A good deal
of Roger Williams was adopted.
of time was spent in etilogy of the religious martyr and of profitless but not uninteresting discussion upon the Pilgrims.

On Friday, -but little business was done, and

MISCELLANEOUS.

1t is rumored that General McClellan is, to be
the suceessor of Fisk as vice-president of the Erie
Railway.

the impeschment

forth

that

the

Indian

and

which’

1869

been

fifteen years, and

. 1. Goto bed when you ave sleepy.

dertake
fails and
gishly.
2. tio
fatigued

it should

other parts of an

felling

New England last summer

mentioned. *

the sachems,it being understood that Hall,Sweeney and others have pledged |fhemselves to retire

r

obliged to increase their assets.

The Chicago Times says: Nearly 1,000 warranty deeds have

already,

since'-the

filed by the owners for re-record.

fire,

The manne

of re-recording those deeds actually

10. Do not take

—

fertile

fast. — Herald of

A

whole amount realized was about $50,000.
Allthe Mormon criminal cases

in

the

United

States district court in Salt Lake City have been
continued until March 11.
The Hon. Charles Hale of Boston, has been
nominated
by the President as Assistant Secretary of State, to succeed Mr. Bancroft Davis.

The Ohio legislature has re-elected Mr, Sherman United States Senator. He received a plurality of nine votes in both houses over Morgan,
the democratic candidate.
Ex~Controller

Connolly

is not tobe found in

record thus becomes evidence of the old record.
Dean Stanley has consented to deliver a discourse in Westminster Abbey, on behalf
of the
Printers’ Pension, Almshouse, and Orphan Asy‘lum Corporation, in commemoration of the fact

that the grt of printing
from thé Abbey.

in England

emanated,

England claims to have solved the great prob-

lem of road steamers, having run one attached to
an omnibus containing sixty-five people, from
Ipswich to Edinburg, 450 miles, in 77 hours.
‘The trip was made without any accident or stop-

New York. His friends say he can returnin pages, and is the most successful on record.
four hours if wanted, and refuse to disclose the
A curious book has just been privately printed
place of his retreat.
in London.
It is a history of the New England
Mr. . Williams, Wednesday, formally assumed
company which was created by the Long Parliacharge of the department of justice. .It is unment for the purpose of Christianizing Pagan
After the
derstood that he will pursue the exact course | Indians of the New England colony.
with the Ku-Klux trials as laid out by Mr. Aker
Declaration of Independence, the company ésman.
da, which are still untablished stations in C
The difficulty between the Wilkesbarre Coal
rted out of its dues.
der its control, and su
and Tron Company and their miners has been
ell-known English teleMr. Siemens, the
gettled.: The men have

agreed

duction of ten per cent. in wages,
reducing the “price of powder and

The

Provincial

Correspondent

diplomatic relations with France

to accépt

a re-

graphist, has invented a photometer,

which

. preliminary to his resignation.

Mrs. Laura D. Fair, the murderess of Critten
den in California,
has e
hanging by dying.
The trouble in New Orleans is not yet

ended.

“There came near being a bloody riot Saturday,

feature is chemically prepared pape

has proved

that the sun is more than three tim
ful as'was supposed.

as power-

- We find (says the London Times) all the children ofthe Queen making upon the national reg-

ister a titnlar impress more or less distinct, Such

an ‘event as the marriage of ‘the Pritice of Wale g
was sure to leave an especial mark upon the in-

dexes. During the year in which this wedding
took place some 1500 female children received

the name of Alexandra,
were registered

Albert

and nearly 3000 boy s

Edward.
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It is ‘a good protection against all malarious dis-

supplied with it.

More examples mighthe enumerated ;
to indicate that there are

many ways in which, with’ tubes of different
| sizes, glass may be cut or ornamented by a jet
of sand.”
There are also other applications in
which it has been advantageously employed.
The jet will cut granite or any other kind of
| stone with great facility, if driven by high-pressure steam, It is found in practice that the rate

ST.

:

It

also

Some caution is needed

’

PAUL:

.

METAPHORS

kept

drives

away

in a

vermin.

in its use, as it rusts

S8.box
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and what is the cause of this

alarming

the farm which yielded 800 bushels to the acre;
this may ‘be regarded asan old-fashioned crop.
This crop removed from the soil in tubers and

tops at least 400 pounds “of potash; also it re:
moved 150 pounds of phosphoric acid. Now,
these amounts are very large, and serve to show
that

the

potato

plant is a great consumer

of

the two substanves, and it also shows that in or-

ne. .
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decredse of tubers ? Can science, can chemistry
point out the reason, or aid in remedying the
difficulty? We think it can, and in order to
place the matter in a clear light, we will point
out the kind and amount, of food which the potato demands. We. bad a field of potatoes, upon

8

arm:
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Potatoes.
_'We have all observed the great, deterioration
in our potato crops, during the,past ten or twen-
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of glass are moved by machinery, until the
whole surface is deadened or ground; and a
pattern may be produced at pleasure by covering the plate with tough paper, cut to any device,
or with a coat of oil paint, The covered por-
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and two feet Jong, and through this the stream
of sand rushes against plates of glass, and in
from ten to fifteen seconds completely grinds as
much of the surface as corrésponds with thé di
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other parts of the surface will be dead.
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transparent, while
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any responsible Express Company at our expense,
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stirred at the rate of one quart to two gallons

stream of sand is driven by a fan into a large
tube; the mouth of this tube is one inch wide

remain
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companied

Comparatively few peopl know the valpe of
panes; and this same action, in a concentrated |
It is'only excelled by carbolic
form, is now to serve the arts, and put money | chloride of lime.
acid in preventing decomposition , of animal and
into inventors’ pockets. The mode of operation,
briefly described, appears to be as follows: “ A vegetable matter, and in removing impure odors.

tions will then
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If you desire to get a large yield of milk, give
your cow, three times a day, water slightly

times white glass, coated on one side with a thin
the £ompang.y proved that light penetrates to a depth of on e | film of red glass, is manufactured on
mental
oil.
purposes; any pattern can in like¥mannerbe
hibdred fathoms below the surface of the sea.
says that th e Hitherto it has been supposed that 30 fathoms cut through the red glass by the sand-jet. If.a
prove that th © | was the farthest depth to which the sun’s ray 8 | plate of glass is covered with lace, and then ex-

German government wishes to restore the former friendly relations existing between the two
nations.
Mayor Hall of New York has issued a short
proclamation, giving notice tliat the president of
the board of aldermen will net as mayor until
further motice, he being obliged to attend to
ing private affairs. This is believed to. be a
pressing

a friend

ers by.the sea-shore know that the glass of their
windows, in some places, loses its polish through
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timber supply by, settlers upon its public domain.
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9. Do not work before, breakfast.

the government has instituted regulations for
repairing the drain upon the forests, and we
think the government of the United States would
exhibit not only a wise, but a necessary fore-

restores the

record evidende of each title back to the time
This
when the deed was originally recorded.
is done by recording the original certificate of
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Rules for Sleeping.

cleared

of forests in districts where rivers have their
sources, are drying up the streams of vast regions.
Itis said that the water supply of the
whole of New England is gradually fulling, sole-

fourths of all the insurance companies doing
business in the United States. Sixty of these
companies have failed, nd as many have been

rented for

three witnesses.— Poullry Standard.

year

Mr. D. A: A. Buck of Worcester, has constructed a marvelous little - steam engine,
It is
made of gold and silvery is fastened together with

on a charge of fraudulently obtaining money
from the government.
The New York Commercial -is informed that it
isthe intention to place the Tammany society distinctly on a reform ground.
A meeting will be
held early in February, to fill the vacancies in

. Thé pews in Beecher’s ehured, Brookivo, were

can substantiate

In the

of the-matter, consists in the fact that the

bounty | these, or $80,000,000 was covered by insurance in
last, week,",% two hundred and sixty companies, or three«
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to the acre is about 3750 feet.
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make no further sales of the Bonds of said Comy

The lady affirms that she

and all, into the hole,

be borne ih mind that th’ “demand is constantly
increasing.
Another, and not Jess serious phase

pension

frauds;
was arrested in Washington
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not be long before we shall have to go clear beyond our borders.
The average yield of lumber
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the failure. She saw the hensgo upon the nest,
but if she was not present when they came offy
no egg was found. “At length constant watching
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and: a fair crop of fresh eggs, was surprised at the
meager result actually reached. The hens made
noise, enough in singing and cackling, for every-

and waiting solved the mystery.
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of obtaining an early

during the winter, in hopes

800,000 acres, or an average of 2,500 acres a day.
Even at this rate we should use up 12,000,000

The losses caused
by the Chicago fire are estimated
by Mr. Clarke, our Insurance Commissioner, at $140,000,000.
About60 per cent. of

Judge John N. . Wright, notorious for his coun-

oom

the

and regulations un- day layers, and yet only occasionally did she get
wantonly destroyed. } an egg. The lady at length determined to watch.
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ithe receipts of lumber at the principal Western
markets amounted to 3,080,000,000 feet, so that

the greatest facility, and at an expense far below
the ordinary mode of grinding.
It will. probably
revolutionize the whole matter ornamentation
of
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shoes and stockings, which keep little feet dry,
and warm clothes and woollen blankets were |

The
will not ‘occur again until the year 1920.
vear 1871 began on Sunday and ended on Sunday. This will occur again in 1882 and every
eleventh year thereafter.
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of the governor is spoken ‘of as probable.
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ly an old rat came out of a hole, and running
present rate of demand for building material to inte
a barrel, which ‘was thrown down oa its
supply the necessities of our increasing popula- .gide, and 1n which the hen’s nest was, at once
tion (to say nothing of the devastating fires), it noded the egg out upon the ground, then lay
will be but a few years before they are, exhaustdown upon its back, and getting the egg between
¢@
Even now, indeed, we are beginning to its fore paws and nose, commenced squealing,
have to look to the shores of the Paeific ‘for the
when two other rats came out, and taking the
rat with the egg by the hind legs, dragged it, egg
means to supply this gr&t necessity, and it will

We have HL
Tl the mew Wellod of cut‘of sand
and
tibg and engraving on glass by a

phia,in which he recommended an annual reduction of the national debt by fifty million: dollars at least.

‘at Albany,

year

10, 1872,
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Nov. 20, 1871.

54 William Street, New York,

homes, if warm

and the children in their bright

yet he

he following article (rom -the Presbyterian

grains. Give it a drop or two of water, {and apply a trifle of heat, and it will tug away for several minutes.

Secretary Boutwell made a speech in. Philadel-

In the Nebraska legislature
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screws, has all the valves and

Congress adjourned till Monday:
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and beautiful
children, some of them as sweet
as anybody's, as ybur own; just think of it!
might be left at the undertakers’,
these co

timely and suggestive :
The growing scarcity of timber and timber
lands ie becoming a very important question for
the country.
The demand for lumber is con_stantly increasing, while .the supply is rapidly
falling off. Vast in.extent as are the forests of
Minnesota, Wisconsiny~and Michigan, at the

on Sunday.

Monday.

re)
assn
Street,

President of the Company :

coffins—which are going to be filled up soon by

countries has been undertaken of neces-

sity, and yet it makes laws
der which our forests are

ruary begins’ and ends on Thursday; consequently it has #ve ‘Thursdays, which will not

in suits

the limit involved

ropean

a face in

is the only month beginning on Tuesday.

N.

CAYPLES,

in the fllowing
lebter of Mr. Howriaro, | Low

There are many ready-made cofting at the cabinet shops and undertakers—little, short, tiny

ruthlessly fells every one: he finds standing on
his own.
The Government of our Province
knows that the work of reviting forests in Eu-

build "houses of

tember and Deceniber each begins

In the House, a bill for a. ship-

to-inerease

slowly and laboriously on old farms, and

The year 1872 contains fifty-two Sundays. Sep-

canal from Lake Michigan to the Mississippi rivA bill proer was reported and recommitted.
tecting the discoverers of guano deposits in
A bill was rethe Guano Islands was passed.

ported

engrave

5

PRICES, -

For the week ending, JAN.

vance the price. for future

tery, or that fearful disease, typhoid fever.

are valuable for trade and shelter from wind,and

to be secured by building principally of iron.
Experiments already made in this direction have
demonstrated that churches constructed of this
material dre not only unsurpassed, but unequaled, for cheapness, roominess, and superior acoustic properties. Brooklyn has been foremost in
this useful innovation.

delivered his anticipated speech upon the oneterm amendment, and was replied to by Mr.
There was po further debate upon it
Sumner.

and no action.

cut

desirable as landscape ornaments.
The new set-.
——
tler sees the work of tree-planting progressing | “A lady who has a number of fine hens to which

worship, will do well to consider the advantages

Conkling

Mr.

To

Church societies proposing to

“contested by Mr. Giddings

Senate,

be

the new settler invariably
does as a man,~forgot, ‘in our desire to effect a clearing, that trees

and stipple.

committed. Mf, Clark was admitted as » member from thie third Texas district, his seat being
in the

to

economizing timber for its prospective value.as
a source of revenue, or preserving woods for

lines only, is so difficult, that only the masters
undertake it. The best engravers use both line

of the navy. Bills were passed'to prohibit the re-

tention of soldiers’ discharges by claim ents,
and to abolish the grades of quarter-master
_geant, company artificer and wagoner, and we
lieutenants as fast as vacancies occur’ in the
In the House, the coinage bill was Tearmy.

Thursday,

our forests were a disgrace and ought

weak

down, as though they were worse than useless
and should be destroyed; and such a thing as

A “line” engraving is done in simple straight
lines. A ‘*‘line and stipple” engraving is one in
which certain pgrts are lightened up by the use

in-

troduced authorizing the admission of six Japanese youths to West Point without expense to
the government, and to elevate the rank and file

On

desiring to perpetuate the

Petroleum intended for burning
should be
kept in stone or metal vessels, or otherwise proLight fayors
tected from the influence of light.
the absorption of oxygen, whichis Conyelfed
into ozone, the ozonized oil ‘having an altered
smell, burning with more difficulty, and corroding the cork stoppers of'tlie vessels which contain it.

was entitled to the seat.

On Wednesday, in the

n’t care

They use it with a brush,but it flows readily from
apen,
”

governor of Arkansas, gave Mr. Edwards a cer
tificate as representative, knowing that Mr.
Boles was elected, receiving in return a pledge
“of the democratic vote for the senatorship.
Mr.
Clayton asked for an investigation, and a special
In
committee was appointed for that purpose.
the House, the election committee reported that

of them,

effects

the

feel

lungs. quickly
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People with

very trying to the constitution.
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and Dealers in Government Securities, { .

ture which occur at this season of the year are

climatic considerations, seems never to have had
[into glue made from the skin of the buffalo, to 1 the slightest practical influence ip our councils.
The odor is due We have had the experience of other countries
which is added the oil of peas.
to Borneo camphor and musk. It is pressed in- before us, but have regulated our conduct withto cakes or sticks, and this is used by Chinese in out the slightest regurd to any information in our
dwne as a Province what
their writing, being rubbed in a ‘little water. possession. We have

On Tuesday, in the Senate, the Ku-Klux com-
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‘et at night.. The sudden changes of tempera-
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harmonious: relations between the two countries, consented to take $1000, which was paid.
The people of that vicimty dre greatly incensed
at the disgraceful occurrence.
LH
India ink is made from lampblack from oils or
resins, The finest particles settle at the end ‘and
top of a furniice 100 feet long, and are, selected
for that purpose.
This is worked thoroughly

olutions of inquiry were adopted. . A. resolution
to amend the Constitution by making naturalized
citizens - eligible to the Presidency and Viceof 81 to 65,a
rejected by a vote
dency
Presiwas

Mr. Braxton, the sitting member from

Daniel Webster,

landlord, frobably

l
Inthe House,severares-

mittee made a special report to the
in the examination of ‘witnesses from

like.
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The reckless manner in which the forests of

much for money, but he thought $1500 a’ little
steep for sixteen hours’ lodging and
ome
meal at the Spencer House, Niagara Falls, The

Osage

the States, for the relief of settlers on the

wert

et

XN. 8, HATCH,

‘Many a fatal case of dysentery is caused by the
want of & woollen undershirt, or an extra biank-

Timber Scarcity.

of pincers she succeeded in drawing forth a needle about ene and a half inches long.
She swallowed the needle five years ago.
:

in both branches, but there was a quorum in
each. In the Senate, bills were introduced to

ep

: HARVEY FISK.

Keep Ww arm.
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On Monday, Congress re-assembled after a r= | tho point of a needle protruding, and with a pair
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